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(a) "comp...,ny" means :t company having a capital
divided into sh:tres;
(b) "corporation" includes a company whether with or
without share capital;
(c) "privatc company" mcans a comp~\I1y as to which
by special Act, letters patent or supplcmcntary
lcttcrs parent,
(i) the right to trnnsfer its shares is restricted,
(ii) the numbcr of its shareholders, exclusive of
persons who arc in the cmploymcnt of the
comp,tnr, is limitcd to fifty, two or more
persons holding onc or morc sharcs jointly
being countcd as a single sharcholder, and
(iii) any invitation to thc public to subscribe for
any shares, dcbentures or dcbenture stock of
the company is prohibited;
(d) "public company" mcans a companr not being a
privatc companr within the meaning of clause c.
R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 1.
PART Jr
ISCORPORATlOl', REINCORPOKATIOl', A:'IALGA:'IATIOl'
2.-(1) Thc Lleutenant-Go\'crnor may. by lettcrs patcnt, What. cor_
h be r I porat,onsgrant a c artcr to an}' num r a persons. not css than rna)' be [n_
three, of twcnty-onc or marc years of agc, \\'ho petit ion therefor. g~_rreol~~t,.;d
constituting such persons and any othcrs who have becomc patent.
subscribers to the mcmorandulll of agreemcnt hereinafter
mcntioned and persons who thcrcafter become shareholdcrs





















or members in the corporation thereby created a corporation
for any of the purposes to which the authority of the Legisla-
ture extends, except those of railway and incline railway and
street railway companies, and corporations within the meaning
of The Loan alld Trust Corporations Act.
(2) NotwithsL."1nding anything in subsection 1, a private
comp.."1ny may be incorporated under this Act with power to
lend and invest money on mortgage of real estate or other-
wise. and shall not by reason thereof be deemed a corporation
within the meaning of The LQan mm Trust Corporations Act,
but the number oi its shareholders shall be limited by its
letters patent or supplementary letters patent to five, and no
such company shall issue bonds, debentures or debenture
stock, or borrow money by the hypothecation of its securities
except from the shareholders of the comp.."1ny or receive money
on deposit. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 2; 1950, c. 8, s. I.
3. The Provincial Secretary may, under the seal of his
office, have, use, exercise and enjoy any power, right or
authority conferred by this Act on the Lieutenant-Governor
but not those conferred on the Lieutenant-Governor in
Council. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 3.
4.-(1) The applicants for the incorporation of a company
may petition the Lieutenant·Governor for the grant of a
charter.
(2) The petition (Form 1) shall show,
(a) the proposed name of the company;
(b) the objects for which the company IS to be incor-
porated;
(c) the place within Ontario where the head office of the
company is to be situate;
(d) the amount of the capital of the company. the
number of shares, :lnd the amount of each share;
(8) the n.1me in full, the place of residence and the
calling of e:lch of the applicants;
(j) the names of the applicants, not less than three,
who arc to be the provisional directors of the com-
pany.
(3) The petition shall be accompanied by a memorandum
of agreement in duplicate (Form 2) signed by the petitioners.
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(it Each petitioner shall be a bonafide subscriber in his own Petltlonerll
right for the sharc or shares which by the memorandum of};;.~~~""
h k scri~rllfuragreement e agrees to ta ·e. sbares.
(5) The petition may ask to have embodicd in the letters Prayer for
" " I " h I h" \ " h be bod"cd I~aertlonpatent any proVIsion w llC un( er t IS} ct mig t em I or special
in a by-law of the company. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 4. clauBes.
5.-(1) The lettcrs p..1.tent or any supplcmcntary lettersI8lIue of
I "dll" f abarespatcnt 0 any company may provi e or t le Issue 0 any or vrllhout
all of the shares of the capital stock of such company without ~~:.n~.~~~~.r
any nominal or par value.
(2) Each share of the capital stock without nominal or par Erqualll~'
• 0 no par
value shall be equal to every other such share of the capItal yalue aha,..s.
stock subjcct to the preferences, restrictions or other con·
ditions attached to any class of sh:tres.
(3) Every certiflcate of shares without nominal or par value Particulars
shall have plainly written or print{."{1 upon its face the Ilumber~runcat".
of such shares which it represents and thc number of such
shares which the compan}' is authorized to issue, and no such
certificate shall exprcss any nominal or par value of such
shares.
(4) In the absence of other provisions in that behalf in the Price to be
letters patent, supplementary letters patent or by·laws of thc ~ir~~t~re.
company, the issue and allotment of shares without nominal
or par value authorized by this section may be made from
time to time for such consideration as may be flxed by the
board of directors of the company, and in fixing the amount
of such consideration, except in respect of shnres without
nominal or par value haying a preference ns to principal, the
board may provide that a p<lft thereof may be sct aside as a
distributable surplus.
(5) Any and all shares issued as permitted by this scction Holder not
" bl" b IIRble toshall be deemed fully palu and non-assess;\ e on receipt yHeditoTfl.
the company of the consideration for the issue and allotment etc.
thereof, and the holder of such shnres shall not be linble to
the company or to its creditors in respect thereof.
(6) TI f " I "I h" h h h II Minlmumle amount 0 capIta WIt 1 w IC t e company s a capItal.
carryon business shnl1 be not less thnn the aggregatc amount
of the par vnlue of outstanding fully paid par value shares,
if any, or of nny less amount paid up on par value shares,
together with the nmount of the consideration received upon
the issue and allotment of lhe shares without nominnl or p..'1r
value from time to time outstnnding exclusive of such part of






such consideration as may be set aside as distributable surplus
in accordance with subsections 4 and 8.
(7) 1'\othing in subsection 6 shall be deemed to affect the
capital of comp.."1nies incorporated under the provisions of
Part JI in respect of shares without nominal or par value
issued before the 2nd day of April, 1931, where the letters
patent of stich cOl11p<'lnies with supplementary letters patent,
ifany,grantcd to such companies bcforcor aftcrthe 2nd dayor
April, 1931, provide that the capital shall be at least equal to
the sum of the aggregate par value of all issued shares having
par value plus a sum in dollars in respect to every issued
share without par value, pillS stich amounts as frolll time to
time by by-law of the company may be transferred thereto.
(8) In the case of shares without nominal or par value
issued without there having been made, all or before the i;sue
and allotment thereof in accordance with this Act, a declara-
tion that any specified proportion of the consideration to be
received therefor shall be capital, the directors may at any
time pass a by-law for either or both of the following purposes:
I. Declaring that a specified portion of the consideration
received for any such shares shall be capital.
2. Approving the consideration received for and con-
firming the issue of any such shares which ,"'ere
issued for a consideration not fixed in accordance
with this Act, and upon such by-law being sanctioned
by at least two-thirds of the votes cast at a special
general meeting of the shareholders of the company
duly called for considering the by-law the Provincial
Secretary, "llOll being satisfied of the expediency and
bonafide character thereof, may grant supplementary
letters patent confirming the by-law. R.S.O. 1937,
c. 251, s. 5.
Ui.~o~~I~~';ut 6.--:-(1) The applicants f~r the inco~~oration ?f a cor-
share capIta!. poratlon not having share capItal may petItiOn the Lleutenant-
Governor for the grant of a charter.
Contcnts of
polHlon. (2) The petition (Form 3) shall sho\\",
(a) the proposed name of the corporation;
(b) the objects for which the corporation is to be Ill-
corporated; .
(c) the place within Ontario where the head office of the
corpora tion is to be si tua te;
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(d) the name in full, the place of residence and the
calling of each (If the applicants;
(e) the names of the first dirC("tors of the corporation.
(3) The petition shall be accompanied by a memorandum )Iemoran-
of agreement in duplicate (Form 4) signed by the petitioners ~~r':e~enL
setting out such regulations as may be deemed expedient
for,
(a) the election of mcmbcrs, trustees, directors and
officers;
(b) the holding of meetings of members, trustees and
directors;
(e) the esL.,blishmect of branches:
(d) the payment of directors, trustees, officers and em-
ployees: and
(e) the control and manngement of the alTairs of the
corporation.
(4) The memorandum shall be expressed in separate rorm or.
paragraphs numbered consecutively, and the petitioners rna)'
adopt all or any of the provisions of Form 4 or may substitute
others therefor. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251. s. 6.
7. In so far as the letters patent and supplementary letters Etrect or
patent do not exclude or modify the regulations in Form 4, ~1I:i:a~~:~
those regulations shall, so far as practicable, he the regulations randum.
of a corporation not having share capital in the s.,me manner
and to the same extent as if they were contained in the letters
patent or supplementary lellers p-,tent. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251.
s. 7.
8. The Lieutcllant-Gowrnor on an application for letlersChllnlle or
patent or supplementary letters patent may give to the f:r~~ ~~
corporation a name dilTerent frolll its proposed or existing·ppllclIllon.
name, as the casc rna)' be, and may vary the objects or other
provisions or terms stated in the petition or memorandum oC
agreement. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 8.
o. A corporation without share capital heretofore or here- Creation or
after incorporated, with the consent in writing of all its mem-~~::~~l~n
hers, may by by-law provide for the creation of a capital no"' ,alrea,'"._ . avn.aare
divided IOto shares and for the allotment and payment of such capllal.
shares and may fix and prescribe the rights and privileges of
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the shareholders; bot 110 such by-law shall take effect until
confirmed by Ic:tcrs patent or by supplementary letters-
p.:-.tcnt. R$.O. 1937. c. 251. s. 9.
By-law for 10 () 'j'h d" ( "' r h8upplemen- .- 1 C lfectors 0 a corporatIOn lcreto orc or ere-
lary lettelll f" cd' prj b I h" "to operoteon <l tcrlTlCorporat uncer -art maypassa y-awaut onzmg
b~~i,i.erlltl\'e an application to the Lieutenant-Governor for the issue of
supplementary letters patent providing for the corpOration
to be operated on a co-operative basis as defined by Part
XJ1 and making the corporation subject to Parl XII.
Conflrmatlon (2) "r'h '"" h II be d "' h b Iof by-lnw b}" C app Leallon 5 a not rna c untl t e y- aw
shareholders. has been confirmed by all the shareholders or members in
writing or by a resolution unanimously passed at a meeting
of the shareholders or mcmbcrs duly called for considering
the by-law and al which all the shareholdcrs or members are























11.-(1) 1\llr t\\"o or more corporations to which this
Act applies having the 5.."l.me or similar objects within the
scope of this Act, may, in the manner herein provided,
amalgamate and may enter into all contracts and agreements
necessary to such amalgamation.
(2) The corpomtions proposing to amalgamate may cntcr
into a joint agreement for the amalgamation prescribing the
terms alld conditions thereof, the mode of carrying the same
into effect. :lnd stating the name of the new corpomtion, the
names, c:lllings, and places of residence of the first directors
thereof and how and when the subsequent directors are to be
elected, with such details as may be necessary to perfect
the am:llgamation and to provide for the subsequent manage-
ment and working of the new corpomtion, and in cases of
companies the number of shares of the capital, the par value
of e:tch share. and the manner of converting the share capital
of each of the companies into that of the lIew company.
(3) The agreement shall be submitted to the shareholders
or members of each of the corporations at a general meeting
thereof c:tlllX! for the purpose of taking the agreement into
r-nnsirlemrinn.
(4) At such meetings of the shareholders or members the
agreement shall be considcred, and if two-thirds of the votes
of nll the shareholders or members of each corporation
arc for the adoption of the agreement that fact shall be certified
upon the agreement by the secretarr of each corpora-
tion under the corporate seal thereof.
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(5) Thereupon the sc\'eral corporations by their joint ~:~~t:~~..[ftn
petition ffi2Y apply to the Lieutenant-Governor for Ictters bY,le~tel"ll_ __ . pa,ent.
patent confirmmg the agreemcnt, :lOd on and from the date
of the letters patent the corporntions shnll be deemed nnd
taken to be amalgamntcd and to form onc corporation by the
name in the letters patent provided, nnd the corporation so
incorporated shall possess all the property, rights, privileges
and franchises and bc subject to all the liabilities, contracts,
disabilities and dutics of each corporation so amal-
gamated. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 11.
12. A corporation incorporated for purposes or objects RelncQr-
. h' h f h' A h h d . \ \ po,atlon orWit m t e scope 0 t IS ct, \\' et cr un er a speCla or genera corporation.
Act, and being at the time of its application a subsisting and
valid corporation, may apply for letters p..'llent under this Act,
and the Lieutenant-Governor may grant letters p..'ltent incor-
porating the shareholders or members of the corporation as a
corporation under this Act. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 12.
13. Whcre an existing corporation applies for thc issue of t;,x;enelono powere
lettcrs patent undcr section 12, thc I.ieutenant-Governor may, on relncor-
b I \
.. \ f h . dPoratlon.
Y etters patent, IInit t lC powers 0 t e corpor:ltlon or extcn
them to such other objects, within the scope of this Act,
as the applicant desires, name the first directors of the new
corporation and give to it the name of the old corporntion or
an)' other name. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 13.
14. All rights of creditors against the property, rights and~r~8d~t~~r
assets of n corporation amalgamated or reincorporated under pr~erved.
this Act, and all liens upon its property, rights and assets
shall be unimpaired by such amalgamation, or reincorporation,
and all debts, contracts, liabilities and duties of such cor-
poration shall thenceforth attach to the new or reincorporated
corporation and may be enforced against it to the same extent
as if such debts, contracts, liabilities and duties had been
incurred or contracted by it. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 14.
15.-(1) Where a corporation has ceased to carryon busi- ;}l~l~~t~~n
ness except for the purpose of winding up its affairs and hns<:ea.1FlIl IQ
b .. h h L_ 'd-~ f carr)' onno de ts or obligatIons t at ave not •.>\-"Cn prOVl \-'1J or or bus!neSll.
protected, tne directors may pass by-laws {or distributing the
assets of the corporation ur allY part of them among the
shareholders and in any case where the corporation has issued
both preference and common shares, such by-laws may provide
for distributing any part of the assets, in specie or otherwise.
rateably among the holders or preference shares, and the
remainder of the assets r:lteablr among the holders of common
shares.
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CondltlonlJ. (2) The by-Ia\\' shall not take effect unless or until it is
confirmed by a two-thirds votc of the sh:l.reholders present in
person or by proxy at a general meeting duly called lor con·
sidcring the by-law and by the Lieutenant-Governor in
Council.
~?~~~~~t~~~ (3) When so confirmed any such by-Ia,," shall be valid and
distrIbution. binding upon all shareholders of the corporation. R.$.O.






10.-(1) The directors of a corporation may pass a by-law
authorizing an application to the Lieutenant-Governor for
the issue of supplementary Iclters patent providing for,
(a) increasing or decreasing the capital;
(b) redividing the capital of the corpomtion into shares
of smaller or larger amount;
(e) limiting the powers of the corpomtiol1 or extending
them to such objects within thc scope of this Act
as the corporation may desire;
(d) limiting or increasing the amount which the corpora·
tion may borrow upon debentures or otherwise
where such amount is specified in the letters patent
or supplementary letters patent of the corporation;
(e) varying any provision contained in the special Act
or letters patent or supplementary letters patent;
(J) any other matter or thing in respect of which pro·
vision might have been made had the corporation
been incorporated undcr this Act;
(g) changing all or any of its prcviously authorized shares
with par valuc, issued or unissued, into the 5.,me or
a different number of shares of any class or classes
without par value;
(It) changing all or any of its previously authorized shares
without p.1.r value, issued or unissued, into the s<,me
or a different number of shares of any class or classes
with par value;
(~) classifying or re-classifying any shares, either with
or without par value;
(j) consolidating or subdividing any shares either with
or without par value; R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 17 (1).
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(k~ cO!1verting a private comp.any into a public company;
(1) converting a public company into a private compan~'.
1948, c" 13, s" 2 (I)"
(2) The applicati?n shall not be made until the by-law ~)?J~~~lng
has been confirmed, In the case of a company, by a vote of the
shareholders present or represented by proxy at a general
meeting duly called for considering the by-law, and holding
not less than two-thirds of the issued capital stock represented
at such meeting or, in the case of a corporation not having
share capital, by a \'ole of l\\'o-thirds of the members so present
or represented as the case may be, and in the case o( the
conversion of a public comp:lIlY into a private company the
application shall not be made until lhe by-law has been
confirmed by the consent in writing of all the shareholders.
R.$.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 17 (2); 1948, c. 13, s. 2 (2).
(3) On a reduction of the capital of a company the liabilit\· nIght, or
r h h d " r I .. credltol'$o s arc 01 ers to persons who :It the tHlle 0 suc 1 reduction precefved.
are creditors shall remain as though lhe reduction hnd nOl
been made. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 17 (3).
17. Before letters patent or supplementary letters 1)."1teot S~mclen~)',
" d h I" I II hi" h h "r" rO materIaarc Issue t e app lcanls s la esta IS to t e s.."1tIS action 0 to be
the Provincial Secretary the sufficiency of the petition, established.
memorandum of agreement, by-laws, resolution and all
documents filed on such applicatioll, and shall furnish such
evidence of the bOllafifles of the application as he may deem
necessary. R.S.O. 1937, c, 251, s. 18.
18. The Provincial Secretary, or any officer to \\'hom the f'rO(lT or
application may be referred. may take evidence under oath. ~:~~7hls
R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 19. Act.
10. The letters patent or supplementary letters p."1tent Condltlons
" d"""h I h I rma)'bemay Impose any con Itlons Wit respect to t 1e y. aws 0 lmpl}$ed In
" d h r '" , letterlla corporation or any amel1 ments t crco ,anc 1lI suc 1 event patent.
the corporation shall not carryon its undertaking, or any
p.'lrt thereof, nor shall the b}t_Iaws be of any force or validity
until the conditions so imposed are complied with. R.S.O.
1937, c. 251, s. 20.
20. The letters patent or supplementary letters patent !'rO\'ldlng
. . . • .or appolnt-
may authOrize the Provincial Secretary whenever he sees fit ment or
" d" "h h k r h . auditor.to appolllt an all Itor to exalllille t e OO'S 0 t e corporation
or an inspector to inspect its undertaking and affairs, or to
call a general meeting of its shareholders or members, llpon
such terms as may be therein set out. R.$.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 21.











21. Notice of the granting of letters p..'ltent or supple·
mentary letters )h"1tcnt shall be given forthwith by the Pro-
vincial Secretary in The Ontario Gazelle. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251,
s.22.
22. A corporation shall be deemed to be existing from the
date of the letters patcnt incorporating it. R.S.O. 1937,
c. 251, s. 23.
23.~(I) A company shall possess as incidental and ancil-
lary to the powers set out in the letters p..'1tent or supple-
mentary letters patent power,
(a) to carryon any other business, whether manufac-
turing or otherwise, capable of being conveniently
carried on in connection with its business or cal-
culated directly or indirectly to enhance the value
of or render profitable any of the company's property
or rights;
(b) to acquire or undertake the whole or any part of the
business, property and liabilities of any person or
comjl<.ny carrying on any business which the com-
pany is authorized to carryon, or possessed of pro-
perty suitable for the purposes of the company;
(c) to apply for, purchase or otherwise acquire any
patents, licences, concessions and the like, conferring
any exclusive or non-exclusive, or limited right to
usc, or any secret or other information as to any
invention which may seem capable of being used for
any of the purposes of the company, or the ncquisi-
tion of which may seem calculated directly or
indirectly to benefit the company, <lntl to use,
exercise, develop or grant licences in respect of, or
otherwise turn to account the property, rights or
information so acquired;
(d) to enter into partnership or into any arrangement for
sharing ()f profits, union of interests, co-operation,
joint adventure, reciprocal concession or otherwise,
with any person or company carrying on or engaged
in or about to carryon or engage in any business or
tranS.;'lction which the company is authorized to
carryon or engage inlor any business or transaction
capable of being conducted so as directly or in-
directly to benefit the company. and to lend money
to, guarantee the contracts of, or othenvise assist
any such person or comjl<.ny, and to take or other-.
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wise a<:quire shares and secuntles of any su h
conlpany, and to sell, hold, reissue, with or without
guarantee, or othen ise deal with the same;
(e) to take, or othen\'ise acquire and hold, shares 10
any other compan ha ing objects altogether or in
part similar to those of the company or carrying on
any business capable of being conducted so as
directly or indirectly to benefit the company;
(J) to enter into any arrangements with any authorities,
municipal, local or otherwise, that may seem con-
ducive to the company's objects, or any of them,
and obtain from any such authority any rights,
privileges and concessions which the company may
think is desirable to obtain, and carry out, exercise
and comply with any such arrangements, rights,
privileges and concessions; R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 24
(1), cis. (a-J).
(g) to establish and support or aid in the establishment
and support of associates, institutions, funds, trusts
and conveniences calculated to benefit employees or
ex-employees of the compan , or its predecessors
in business, or the dependants or connections of such
persons, and grant pensions and allowances, and make
payments towards insurance or for any obje t
similar to those set forth in this clause, and subscribe
or guarantee money for charitable or benevolent
objects, or for any exhibition or for any public,
general or useful object; R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 24
(1), d. (g); 1939, c. 47, s. 3 (1).
(h) to promote an) company or companies for the pur-
pose of acquiring or taking 0 er all or any of the
property and liab'lities of the company, or for any
other purpose which may seem directly or indirectly
calculated to benefit the company;
(i) to purchase, take on lease or in exchange, hire or
othen\'ise acquire an: personal propert and any
rights or privileges which the company may think
necessary or convenient for the purposes of its
business and in particular any machinef), plant and
stock in trade;
(j) to construct, improve, maintain, work, manage,
carry out or control any roads, ways, tram\\'ays,
branches or sidings, bridges, reservoirs, watercourses,
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wharves, manufactories, warehouses, electric works,
shops, stores and other works and conveniences
which may seem C<'llculated directly or indirectly to
advance the company's interests, and contribute to,
subsidize or otherwise assist or take part in the
construction, improvement, maintenance, working,
management. carrying out or control thereof;
(k) to lend money to customers and others having
dealings with the company or with whom the com·
pany proposes to have dealings and guarantee the
performance of contracts by any such person;
(I) to draw, make, accept, endorse, discount, exccute and
issue promissory notes, bills of exchange, bills of
lading, warrants, and other negotiable or transrer.
able instruments;
(m) to scll or dispose of the undertaking of the company or
any part thereof as an entirety or substantially as
an entirety for such consideration as the comp..'l.ny
may think fit, and in pnrticular for shares, deben.
tures or securities of any other company having
objects altogether or in. part similar to those of the
company, if authorized so to do by the vote of the
shareholders present or represented by proxy at a
general meeting duly called for considering the
matter, and holding not less than two-thirds of the
issued c..,pital stock represented at such meeting;
(n) to :ldopt such means of making known the products
of the company as may seem expedient, and in
particular by advertising in the press, by circulars,
by purchase and e.xhibition of \\'orks of art or in·
terest, by publication of books and periodicals and
by granting prizes, rewards and donations;
(0) to sell, improve, manage, develop, exchange, lease,
dispose of, turn to account or otherwise deal with
all or any part of the property and rights of the
company;
(p) to do all or any of the above things, and all things
authorized by the letters patent or supplementary
letters patent as principals, agents, contractors,
trustees or otherwise, and either alone or in conjunc·
tion with others;
(q) to do all such other things as are incidental or
conducive to the attainment of the above objects and
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of the objects set out in the letters patent and
supplementary letters patent;
(r) to procure the company to be registered and rccog~
nized in any foreign country or province of Canada,
and to designate persons thcrdn according to the laws
of such foreign country or province of Canada to
represent the comp.'ln}' and to accept service for and
on behalf of the. comp..'ln}' of any process or suit;
(5) to issue and nllot fully paid shares of the capital stock
of the company in parment or p..'lrt payment of
anr rcal or personal propert}' purchased or other-
wise acquired by the company:
(I) to distribute among the shareholders of the comp.'lny
in kind, specie or otherwise as may be resolved, by
way of dividend. bonus or in an}' other manner
deemed advisable. any property or assets of the
comp..'lnr or any proceeds of the stile or disposal of
any propert)' of the company and in particular anr
shares. bonds. debentures, debenture stock or other
securities of or in any other comlKlny belonging
to the company. or of which it may ha\'c power to
dispose; provided, howcver. that no such distribu-
tion shaH effect :'l reduction of the capital of the
comp'lny. unless made in accordance with this Act:
(u) to p..'ly out of its funds all costs and c,xpenses of or
incident31 to the incorporation and organization of
the comp..'lny; R.S.O. 1937. c. 251, s. 24 (I), cis.
<h-u).
(v) to in\'est and deal with the moneys of the company
not immediately required in such manner as may
from time to time be determined. 1947 c. 15, s. 1.
(2) All or any of the powers set out in subSl"Ction 1 may Po.,...~
be withheld by the letters patent or supplementary letters::~b':id.
p.'ltent. n.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 24 (2).
24.-(1) A corporation incorporated under this Act shall ~~:~~UI
have power,
(a) to construct, maintain and alter any buildings or
works necess,,'lry or convenient for the purposes of
the corporation:
(b) to acquirc by purchase, lease or other titlc, and to
hold any re-'ll estate necessary for the carrying on of
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its und€rtaking, and when no longer required to sell,




(2) The corporation shall, upon its incorporation, be in-
vested \\·ith all the property and rights. rc.'ll and personal
theretofore held by or for it under any trust created with a
vtew to its incorporation. R.S.O. 193i, c. 251, s. 25.
:'-:~rf~~I~~1l 25.-(1) Unless other special statutory enactments apply,
~.l elIIHC. any land or interest therein at any time acquired by the
corporation and not required lor its aclual use and occup..1.tion
or for the purposes of its business, or not held by way of
sc<:urity, shall no: be held by the corporation, or by any trustee
on its behalf, for a longer period than seven years after the
acquisition thereof, or after it has ceased to Ix: required for
its actual use and occupation or for the purposes of its business,
but shall be absolutely sold and disposed of, so that the
corporation shall no longer retain any interest therein unless















(2) Any such land or interest therein not within the
exceptions hereinbefore mentioned. held by the corporation
for a longer period than sc\"en years without being disposed of
shall be forfeited to His i\lajesty for the usc of Ontario.
(3) The Lieut~nanl-Governorin Council rna)' e.xtend such
period from time to time, not exceeding in the whole twelve
rears, and no such forfeiture shall take effect or be enforced
until the expiration of at least six months after notice in
writing to the cClrporation of the intention of His ~rajestr to
claim the same, and during such six months the corporation
mar dispose of Ihe land or its interest therein.
(4) The corporation shall give to the Provincial Secretary
when required :l full and correct statement of all lands or
interests therein at the date of such statement held by or in
trust fOf the corporation. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 26.
20. The provisions of this Act relating to matte.rs pre-
liminary to the issue of the letters p.'1tent or supplementary
letters p..ttCrtt sball be deemed to be director)' only, and'no
lcttcrs patent or supplementary letters JXltent, notice, order
or other proceeding by or on behalf of the Lieutenant-Gover-
nor, Provincial Secretary or other Government or depart.
mental officer under this Act shall be ,"oid or voidable on
account of any irrcguktrity, or otherwisc, in respect of any
matter preliminary to the issue of the letters patent or
supplementary letlers patent, notice, order or other proceeding
or of any altemtions in any petition or documents submitted
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in order to_ cpmply with this Act or with the departmental
practiccthcreunder. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 27.
27.-(1) If a corporation incorporated by lctters patcnt Fr~~rr:
does not go into actual bone fide operation within two ycars rorcllon:u~er.
after incorporation, or for two consccuti\·c ycars docs not usc
its corporatc powcrs, such powers, except 50 far as is nccess..,ry
fOT the winding up of thc corporation, shall be ipso facto
forfcited.
(2) In any action or proceeding whcrc such non-uscr is I'rcororu~<'!r.
allegcd proof of uscr shall lic upon thc corporation.
(3) No such forfeiture shall affect prejudicially the




(~) The. Lieutenant-GO\'crnor i~ Council may upon np~li- ~,~~.r~
calIon rCV1VC nny clmrter so forfclted. upon compltnncc \\'lth re\·1\·ed.
such conditions nnd lIpon pa.ymcnt of such fccs ns thc Licutcn-
ant-GovcrTlor in Council nmy desig:natc. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251,
s. 28.
28. \\lllerc a municipal corporation has passed or may Clut» not to. he f!lempled
here."l.fter pass a by-In\\' to license, rCRulatc ;'tnd gO\'crn persons from munl-
" I I "d db I r " 13 rlpal b)'-laW8or propnetary c II )S as prO\'1 e y paragr:lp 1 1 0 sectIon 4 R8 to billIard
of The Mfwidpal Act, .no chnrter herctofore or here:lf~er~~:~~Sl:~~:
granted whether by special .'\ct or letters pntent or otherwlSC e. :!4:l.
for any of the purposcs mentioned in tllnt pamgraph shall be
construed as excmpting the holdcrs thereof frolll complinnce
with the provisions of such by-law or as nITecting the discrc-
tionary po\\'er to refusc or grant a licence conferrcd by sub-
section 4 of section 263 of The .lflmicipal Act. R.S.O.1937,
c. 251, s. 29.
20.-(1) The letters patent by which a corporation is R,f!"ocaHon
" d d I J d' 0 charter.Illcorporatc an any supp ementary ettcrs patent amen lIlg
OT varying the same 01:1)', at any time, be declared to be
forfcited and may be re\'oked and madc void by the Lieu-
tenant-Governor in Council, on sufficient C:Hlse being shown.
upon such conditions and subject to such provisions as he may
deem proper. H..S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 30 (1).
(2) The letters p..."\tent may be cancelled by order of the C,nn~ltnUon
L" G "C" "r" I I 0 Cu3rterleutenant- overnor III ouncli 1 It appears t lat t le cor-on default
" "" d r J r " J r "fil" I J In nUn.: orporatlOn IS In e au t or a pCrlO( 0 onc year III Illg t lC <lnTllla relurll8.
returns, and that notice of such dcfnult has been sent by
registered mail to cach director of record in the Dcpartmcnt
of the Provincial Secretary to the In test address stated thcrein,
and that such notice has been inserted once in The 01lta"io
Gazelle. R.S.O. 1tJ37, c. 251, s. 30 (2); 1948. c. 13, s. 3.











30.-(1) If a corporation exercises its corporate powers
when the number of its shareholders or members is less than
three, for a period of more than six months after the number
has been so reduced, every person who was a shareholder or
member of the corporation during the time that it so exercised
its corporntc powers after such period of SLX months and is
aware of the fact that it so exercised its corporate powers,
shall be severally liable for the payment of the whole of the
debts of the corporation contracted during such time, and may
be sued for the debts without the joinder in the action of the
corporation or of any other shareholder or member.
~~a;~~~~~ter (2) A shar~llOl?cr or ll1ell1.b~r W!lO h:ls become awarc that
h
may relleve the corporatIon IS so exerClslllg ItS corporatc powers may
ImBelf from .. . h . d b
liabilIty. serve a protest 10 writIng on t e corporation an may y
registercd letter notify the Provincial Secrctary of such
protest having been served and of the facts upon which it is
based, and such shareholder or member may thereby and not
otherwise, from the datc of his protest and notification,










(3) If after notice from the Provincial Secretary the
corporation refuses or ncglects to bring the number of its
shareholders or members up to thrce, such rcfu5..'l1 or neglect
may, upon the report of the Provincial Secretary, be regarded
by the Licutenant-Governor in Council as sufficient cause
for the revocation of thc charter of the corporation. R.S.O.
1937, c. 251, s. 31.
31.-(1) The chartcr of a corporation incorporated by
letters patcnt may be surrendered if the corporation proves
to the 5..'ltisfaction of the Lieutcnant-Governor,
(a) that it has parted with its property and has divided
its assets rateably among its sharcholdcrs or members,
provided that where any of the shareholders or mem-
bers are unknown or cannot be located, thcir dis·
tributive share may be disposed of in trust for such
shareholders or members;
(b) that.
(i) it has no debts or obligations, or
Oi) its debts or obligations have been duly pro-
vided for or protected, or
(iii) its creditors or other persons having interests
in its debts or obligations consent; and
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(,) that the corporation has given notice of application
--for leave to surrender its charter by publication
once in The Ontario GazeJ/e and once in a newspaper
published at or as ncar as may be to the place
where the corporation has its head office. 1947,
e. 15, s. 2.
(2) The Lieutenant-Governor, upon a due compliance with ArccePlllnd"
h . . f h· . d f 0 aurren ert e prOVISions 0 t IS section", may accept a surren er 0 the and dlllllolu-
charter and direct its cancellation, and fix a date upon and ~~r';,g:atlon.
from which the corporation shall be dissolved, and the cor-
poration shall thereby and thereupon become dissolved
accordingly. RS.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 32 (2).
32 Th . f •. d 1'ermleRtlon• e corporate eXistence 0 a corporation lIlcorporate of e:tl!l~ence
otherwis~ than by letters patent may I~e. terminated by order rl~~o~~rrn­
ol the Lieutenant-Governor upon petition therefor by such Illcorperated
. d '·k . . '·k d . h b~' lettel1lcorporatIon Ull er L"e Clrcum~tances, 1Il I -c manner an WIt palent
like effect as a corporntion incorporated by letters p..'ltent
may surrender its charter. RS.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 33.
33.-(1) Notwithstanding the dissolution of a company l..taulliLl· of. - ~hllreh" del1l
under sectton 31 or 32, the shareholders or members among to credltOIll
whom its assets have been divided shall, to the amotlnt~,~~~~nder
. d b h . , , d" " . . of charterreceive y t em respective y upon suc 1 IVlslon, remam .
liable to the creditors of the company, and an action may be
brought in any court of competent jurisdiction to enforce such
liability, but the action shall be commenccd within and not
alter one ycar from the date of dissolution of the company_
(2) \Vhen there arc numerous shareholders or members the AcUon
. . b b h' IIIHlinst onecourt may permIt an action to e roug t agalllst one or morC>;hnrehoLder
. f h' d·f h ,··rr "., a~ represent-as representatives 0 t e c ass an ,L t e p alOtI esta} LS 1eSll1g CIMS.
his claim as creditor, may make an order of reference and add
as parties in the master's office all such shareholders or mem-
bers as may be found and the m:lster shall determine the
amount which each should contribute towards the plaintiff's
claim and may direct payment of the sums so to be ascertained.
R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 34.
34,. Any real or personal property of a company, which ~p~r~~\~~e
has not been disposed o( at the date of dissolution. shaft be pOQe:1 o:>r. pro peru'.
forfeited to the Crown. 1947, c. 15, s. 3.
35. The Lieutenant-Governor in Council may make regu- ReguLations
lations with respect to, tfeutenant.
Oo"ernor
() h ., . I . f ,. . f 1 In Coundl.ate cases m \\" lIC 1 notlcee<} app LcatLon or ctters
patent or supplementary lctters patent must be
gIven;














(b) the forms of letters patent, supplementary letters
patent, notices and other instruments and docu-
ments relating to applications and other pro-
ceedings;
(c) the form and manner of the glvmg of any notice
required by this Act:
(d) any other matter necess..'lry or advisable to carry
out effectively the intent and purpose of this Act.
R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 35; 1946, c. 10, s. 1.
PART III
NAME OF' CORPORATION
36.-(1) The corporate name of every campan)' with share
capital shall have the word "Limited" as the last word thereof.
(2) Where the company or any director, manager, officer
or employee thereof uses the name of the company, the word
"Limited" shall appear as the last word thereof.
(3) Stamping-, writing, printing, or otherwise marking on
goods, wares and merchandise of the company, or upon
packages containing the s...me shall not be deemed to be a
use of the name within this section.
(4) \\'herc the word "Compuny", "Club", "Association",
or other equi\'alent word forms part of thc name, the word
"Limitcd" may be abbreviated to "Ltd." or "Ld."
(5) If any person or pcrsons tmelc or carryon business
under any nalllC or title of which "Limited" is thc Inst word,
that pcrson or those persons, unlcss duly incorporated with
limited liability, shall bc guilty of an offence and on summary
conviction shall be liable to a pcnalty of not morc than $10
for every day upon which that name or title has been used.
(6) This section shall not apply to insurers incorporated
under Part XVI. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 36.
~·:~l~~~e." 37. Every private company shall have on its seal the words
"dbfl o~hseal "private company" and upon C\'cry share certificatc issllcd by
\1.11 011 8 Rre I I h II b d"" I" " cd hcerllflCflte6. t lC company t lcre S a e Istll1ct y wrttten or prlllt t e
same words. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 3i.
Pellillt)·. •38. Every company and cvery director, manager, officcr or
othcr employee making default in complying with the provi·
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sions of sections 36 and 37 shall be guilty of an offence and on
SUmmar)~ conviction shall be li:lble to a penalty of not more
than $10 for a first offencc and not morc than SIOO for cvery
subsequent similiar offence. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, ss. 38. 129.
39. The corporate name shall be onc which is not objeC-l':IlIllE to be
. hi , ,. I I . h f k free from. tiona e upon any IHI) Ie grotinc anc IS not t at 0 ;IllY 'nown ohjec:lon.
corporation or association incorporated or unincorporated, or
of any partnership or of an)' individual, or any Ilallle under
which any known business is being carried on, or so ncarly
resembling the So."lme as to be calculated to deceive; but a
subsisting corporation, association, partncrship, individual or
person may conscnt that its or his namc, in whole or in part,
be granted to a ncw corporation incorporated for the purposc
of acquiring or promoting the objects of such business. R.S.O.
1931, c. 251, s. 39.
40.-(1) The n:lme of a corporation which hns not, for three When name
. I hi·' I b or onEconsecutIve years, mac etc nnnu:J. summary prCSCfl)C( )' corporation
The Compa1ties lllformatio/£ Act lllay be ~iven ill whole or in :~IlJ·n~~lf~;.en
part to a new corporation, unless the def:J.ulting corporation, Rev. SlUt..
on notice by the Provincinl Secretary by registered letter c. GO.
addressed to the corporation or its president at the address
shown by its last return, proves to the satisfactioll of thc
Lieutenant-Governor that it is still a subsisting corpomtion.
(2) If, at the end of one month from the date of such notice, Idem.
the Provincial Secretary has not becn satisfied by the corpora-
tion or its president that the corporation is a subsisting
corporation it shall be no longer entitled to the usc of the
corporate name.
(3) \Vhere no annual summary has been filed by a coq>ora- Idem.
tion for three years immediately following its incorporation
its name may be given to another corpomtion without notice
ancl the first-mentioned corporation shall be decmed not to
be subsisting. R.S.O. 1931, c. 251, s. 40.
41. \Vhere it is made to appe:l.r to the sa tisfaction of the Chan~e or
L· G . C .[ h . . nnme ,rleutenant- overnor III OllnCI t at any corporatIon IS objectiOn-
incorporated under a Iwme the 5..'l.mc as or SO simibr to that ab e.
of an existing corporation, company. partnership, nssociation,
individual or business as to be calculated to deceive, the
Licutenant-Governor in Coullcil may change the naille of
the corporation. R.S.O. 1931, c. 251, s. 41.
42.-(1) Where a corporation desires to change its Or UPCln.
h L · G be·· fi d h h appIlCU1'OIl.name, t e leu tenant- overnor, upon Illg S<."ltIS e t at t e
corporation is solvent and that the change desired is not for














any improper purpose and is not otherwise objectionable, may
change the name of the corporation.
(2) Where the proposed name is considered objectionable
the Lieutenant·Governor may change the name of [he cor-
poration to some unobjectionable name. RS.O. 1937, c. 251,
s.42.
43. Notice of the change of the name of a corporation
shall be given by the Provincial Secretary by publication III
The Olltario Gazelle. R.5.0. 1937, c. 251, s. 43.
44. A change of the name of a corporation shall not
affect its rights or obligations. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 44-.
PART IV
MEETINGS OF COMl'ANY
45. In default of other express provision in the special Act,
the letters patent, or supplementary letters patent or by-laws
of a company. notice of the time and place for holding general
meetings of every comp..'1ny unless all the shareholders waive
in writing such notice shall be given at least 10 days pre·
viously thereto by registered letter to each shareholder at his
last known address, and by an advertisement in a newspaper
published at or as near as may be to the place where the
company has its head office and to the chief place of business









40.-(1) Th.c annual meeting of the shareholders of the
company shall be held at such time and place in each year as
the special Act, letters patent, supplementary letters patent
or by-laws of the company may provide, and in default of
any such provision on the fourth Wednesday in January in
every year. 1<.5.0.1937, c. 251, s. 46 (1).
Roport to t>e (2) The directors shall, at least seven da)'s before tile daysent share-
holders COIl- on which the meeting is held, send by post to every share·
tnlnlng,
holder a report containing,
(a) a balance sheet made up to a date not morC than
four months before such annual meeting; provided
however that a company which carries on its under·
taking outside of Canada may by its by-laws extend
this period to not more than six months;
(b) an abstract of income 'and:"expcnditure for the
financial pcri()(1 endinglupon_ the}:date of such
balance sheet;
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(d) such further information respecting the company's rurthernee_ar)'
financial position as the special .-\ct, letters informatIon
patcnt, supplcmentlry letters patent or by-laws
of the company may rCQuire,
and the directors shall lay such report before the meeting.
R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 46 (2); 1943, c. 28, s. 7.
(3) Every balance sheet ~hall be drawn up so as to dis- :h~t~
tinguish at least the following classes of assets and liabilities;:~d,,"aSllets
liabilities.
1. Cash.
2. Debts owing to the company from its customers.
3. Debts owing to the company Crom its directors,
officers and shareholders.
4. Stock in trade.
5. Expenditures made on account of Cuture business.
6. Land, buildings and plant.
7. Goodwill, franchises, p..'ltents and copyrights, tradc-
marks, leases, contracts and licences.
8. Debts owing by the company secured by mortgage
or other lien upon the property of the company.
9. Debts owing by the company but not secured.
10. Amount received on common sharcs.
11. Amount received on preferred shares.
12. Indirect and contingent liabilities.
(4) If the by·laws of the company so pro\"ide it shall not When
be d th . d' b . 2 reporl neednecessary to sen e report mcntlone 1I1 su section to not be sent.
the shareholders.
(5) A copy of such report shall be furnished
any shareholder on written application. R.S.O.
s. 46 (3·5).
forthwith to Report
193- 2-1 furnished onI, c. :>, application.
(6) Every company which neglects or refuses to furnish Penait)'.
such report for which application has been made as aforcsaid























shall be guilt}' of nn offence and on summary conviction shall
he liable to a penalty of not more than S100. 1<.5.0. 1937,
c. 251, 55. 46 (6), 129.
47.-(1) Upon the receipt of a requisition in writing, signed
by the holders of not less than one-tenth of the subscribed
shares of the company. setting out the objects of the proposed
meeting, the directors, or, if there is not a quorum in office,
the remaining directors or director shall forthwith convene
a special general meeting of the company for the transaction
of the business mentioned in the requisition.
(2) If the meeting is not callcd and held within 21 days
from the datc upon which the requisition was left at the
head office of the company any shareholders holding not Jess
than one-tenth in valuc of the subscribed shares of the COIn-
pany, whether they signed the requisition or not, may them-
selves convene such special general meeting.
(3) The directors may at any timc, of their own Inotion,
call a special general mectinl:: of the cOlllpany for the trans-
action of any business.
(4) Notice of any special general meeting shall state the
business which is to be transa.ctcd <at it. 1<.5.0.1937, e. 251,
s. 47.
48. The president shall preside as chairman at every
general meeting of the company, and if there is no president or
vice-president, or if at any meeting neither of them is prcsent
within 15 minutes after the time <appointed (or holding the
meeting, the shareholders present shall choose one of their
number to be chairman. R.5.0. 1937, c. 251, s. 48.
40. The chairman may, with the consent of the meeting
and subject to such conditions as the meeting lIlay decide,
adjourn any meeting from time to time and from place to
place. R.5.0. 1937, c. 251, s. 49.
50.-(1) At any general meeting, unless a poll has been de-
manded, all entry in the minutes DE the compatly to the
cITCl,;t that the chairman declared a resolution to be carried
shall be prima facie evidence of the fact without proof of
the number or proportion of the votes recorded in favour
of or against such resolution.
(2) If a poll is demanded it shall be taken in such manner
as the by-laws prescribe, and if the by-laws make no provision
therefor then as the chairman may direct.
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(3) In the case of an equalit), of votes at an\' general Casting• "ote
meeting the chairman shaH be entitled to a second or casting
vote. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251. s. 50.
31. Subject to the special .-\ct, leuers patent, supplemen- VOI~.
tary letters patent or by-laws, at all meetings of shareholders
every shareholder shall be entitled to as many votes as he
holds shares in the company, and may vote by proxy, but
no shareholder in arrear in respect of any call shall be entitled
to vote at any meeting. R.S.O. 1937, c. 25t, s. 51.
32.-(1) The instrument appointing a proxy shall be in Pro~w.
writing under the hand of the appointor or of his <Ittorney
duly authorized in writing, or, if the appointor is a corporntioll,
either under the common seal or under the hand of an officer
or attorney so authorized, and shall cease to be valid after
the expiration of one year from the date thereof.
(2) No person shall act as a proxv unless he is entitled on Qual n"RtJon
h · bch If b d - h . h' horprox~"IS own a to e present an vote at t e meetmg at W IC
he acts as proxy or has been appointed to act at that meeting
as proxy for a corporation.
(3) A proxy for an absent shareholder shall not have the ~ot to ,'Ola
right to vote on a show of hands. R.S.O. 1937, c. 25 t, s. 52 h~::.~'" or
(1-3).
(4) An instrument appointing a proxy may be according Form or
to Form 5 or such other form as may be prescribed by the~n:I~~~~ir~~
by.laws of the company and shall not contain anything but prOJ:T·
the appointment of the proxy or a revocation of a former
instrument appointing a proxy or restrictions, limitations or
instructions as to the manner in which the shares covered
by the instrument are to be voted or which may be neceS5..'lry
to comply with the laws of any jurisdiction in which the shares
of the company are listed on a recognized stock exchange.
1943, c. 28, s. 8.
(5) An instrument appointing a
any time.
proxy may be revoked at Re\'ocRllonor pNJ:}·.
(6) The directors may by by-law prescribe the period of :;r~~,~rt or
time immediately preceding any special or general meeting of
the shareholders within which the instrument appointing the
proxy shall be deposited with the company: provided that in
no case shall the period of time exceed i2 hours immediately
preceding the meeting for which such proxy is to be used or
acted upon, and further provided that any period of time so
fixed shall be specified in the notice calling the meeting.
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~i~~~e{o~~o (7) i\ director of a company may be appointed and act
act a~ pro,,)", as a proxy at any meeting of the company, notwithstanding
that he is an officer of the company within the meaning of


















53. Mcctings of the shareholders, directors and executive
committees shall be held at the place where the head office of
the company is situate except when otherwise provided by
the special .!\ct, letters patent, supplementary letters patent
or the by-laws of the company. but shall not be held out of
Ontario unless when so authorized by the special Act, letters




54.-(1) Every shareholder shall, without payment, be
entitled to a certificate signed by the proper officer in accord-
ance with the company's by-laws in that behalf stating the
number of shares held by him and the amount paid up thereon,
but, in respect of a share or shares held jointly by several
persons, the company shall not be bound to issue more than
one certificate, and delivery of a certificate for a share to one
of several joint shareholders shall be sufficient delivery to all.
(2) The company may by by-law provide that the signa-
tures of the officer or officers designated to sign certificates
may be engraved, lithographed or otherwise mechanically
reproduced upon certificntes for shares, and in such event,
subject to the provisions of such by-law, certificates so signed
shall be deemed to have been manually signed and shall be
as valid to all intents and purposes as if they had been
manually signed.
(3) The certificate shall be prima facie evidence of the title
of the shareholder to the shares mentioned in it.
(4) Where a company issues shares in pounds sterling,
Ir<lncs or marks. shares previousl), jssuoo in Canadian currency
may, at the option of the holder, he exchanged for sh3res in
pounds sterling, francs or marks.
(5) Any com pan)' incorporated under Part XI mny make
a charge of 25 cents for the issuance of every certificate re-
ferred to in subsection 1.
~hre8, to.. (6) Shares shall include share warrants, where the company
nell ss"ers. h·.•• · h )'50 7 - 5warrants. IS aut Ofl4CU to Issue t e same. '\.... 193 ,c. 2,:,1, s. 4.
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35. H a share cerlificate is dcfaced. lost or destroyed, it LoA!. certitlnt•.
may be I"enewed on payment of such fee, If any, not exceeding
25 cents and on such tel"ms, if any, as to evidence and in-
demnity as the directors think fit. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 55.
36.-(1) The shares of the company shall be deemed ~~':al
personal estate and shall be transferable on the books of the eslale.
company in such manner and subject to such conditions and
restrictions as by this Act, ,the special Act, letters patent,
supplementary leHers patent or by·laws of the company may
be prescribed.
(2) Subject to section 58, no by-law shall be passed which ResU'lcllon,
• • L • L r I Id f °d L on Innarer.
10 an}' way rcstflcts tile ngllt a a 10 er a pal -up sua res
to transfer the same, but nothing in this section shall prevent
the regulation of the mode of transfer thereof. R.S.O. J937,
c. 251, s. 56.
57.-(1) No trander of shares the whole amount whereofJyhen .
has not been paid up shall be made without the conscnt of eo=:r
the directors. requ.red.
(2) Where any such transfer is made with the consent of;;Sle'r w··
the directors to a person who is not apparcntly of sufficientlheV'allOw. . Irnn.f,n
means to fully pay up such sharcs, subJcct to subscctlon 3, 10. I'~reon.
the directors shall be liable jointly and se\'crally to the ~~:i.u.t
creditors of the company in the same manner and to the S;10le
extent as thc tmnsfcTring sbarcholdcT, but for such transfcr.
would ha\'e been liable.
(3) If any director present when such transfer is allowed, ~:gt,rlr!tm
forthwith, or if any director then absent, within 24 hours emer:lr?c T
after he becomes aware of such transfer and is able to do prol.1.
so, enters his wrillen protest against the s..,me, and, within
eight days thereafter, gives notice of his protest by
registered lettcr to the Provincial Secretary, such d ircctor shall
thereby and not othcrwise cxoneralc himself from such
liability.
(4) Where a share upon which a call is unpaid is transferred. Llllbility
o 0 r L • where "...nWith the consent of the directors, the trans cree slla]] be ltable remain.
for the call to the S<tmc e... tent and wilh the S<tmc liability to unPllld.
forfeituTc of thc sharcs, if the call remains unpaid, as if hc
had been the holder when the call was made, and the tmnsferor
shall also remain liable for the call until it has been paid.
R.S.O. J937, c. 251, s. 57.
Reru.5ll1 to
58. \Vhere the lettcrs patent, supplementary letters patentregialer-
o r L L d' lranarer Ofor by-laws of a corporation can er tll3t poweT on tile IrcctOrs,ehareholder-
d 10 0 r r h bel . Indebled 10thcy may ec lI1e to register a trans er a s arcs ongll1g tOcorparatlon.













a shareholder who IS indebted to the corporation. R.S.O.
1937, c. 251, s. 58.
59. The directors, upon declaring a dividend lIpon shares,
may direct that no entry of transfers shall be made in the
books of the company for a period of two weeks immediately
preceding the payment of such dividend, and payment
thereof shall be made to the shareholders of record on the
date of closing such books. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 59; 1948,
c. 13, s. 4.
60. ;\0 transfer of shares, unless made by sale uncler
execution or under the order or judgment of a competent
court, shall, until entry thereof has been duly made, be valid
for any purpose whatever, sa.ve only as exhibiting the rights
of the parties thereto towards each other, and, if absolute, as
rendering the transferee and the transferor jointly and
severally liable to the company and its creditors until entry
thereof has been duly made in the books of the company.
R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 60.
61.-(1) The directors may, for the purpose of notifying
the person registered therein as owner of such shares, refu5C
to allow the entry in any such books of a transfer of shares,
and in that event shall forthwith give notice to the owner of
the application for the entry of the transfer.
~d·;:~~~~~t. (2) Such owner may lodge a caveat against the entry of
the transfer and thereupon such transfer shall not be made






















(3) If, within onc week from the giving of such notice or
the expiration of the period of 48 hours, whichever last
expires, no order of a competent court enjoining the entry oC
such transfer has been served upon the company, the
transfer may be entered.
(4) Where a transfer is entered after the proceedings
mentioned in this section, the company in respect of the
shares so transferred shall be free Crom liability to a person
whose rights arc purported to be transCerred, but without
preJ'uclice to any claim which the transferor may llave against
the transferee. H.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 61.
02.-(1) Subject to Tlte Succession Duty Act,
(a) ",herea transmissionoC shares or other securities of a
comp"lny takes place by virtue of any testamentary
act or instrument, or in consequence of an intestacy;
and '
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(b) where the probate of the will or letters of administra-
__. tion or document testamentary, or other judicial or
official instrument under which the title, whether
beneficial or as trustee. or the administration or
control of the personal estate of the deceased is
claimed to vest, purports to be granted by any court
or authority in C:Jnada, or in the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Korthern Ireland, or in any
other of His i\'1aj~;;ty's dominions, or in any of His
Majesty's colonies or dependencies or in any foreign
country,
the probate of the will or the letters of administration or the
document testamcnt:lry or, in the case of a transmission by
notarial will in the Province of Quebec, a copy thereof duly
certified in accord:lnce \\'ith lhe laws of the Province of Quebec,
or the other judicial or official instrument, or an authenticated
copy thereof or official extract therefrom under the seal of
such court or other authority, without any proof of the
authenticity of such seal 01" other proof whatever, shall be
p'rOduced, and a true copy thereof, together with a declaration
in writing showing the nature of the transmission, signed
and executed by such one or more of the persons claiming
by virtue thereof as the comp..'1ny may require, or, if any such
person be any other romp.,ny. signed and executed by an
officer of such other company, shall be deposited with an
officer of the comp..,ny or other person authorized by the
directors of the company to receive them. 194i, c. 15, s. 4,
(2) Such production and deposit shall be sufficient justifi.Transmlulon
" d h" h d" f "h or lntoreoncatIon an aut onty to t e Irectors or P-'Y1l1g t C amount on death.
or value of any divKfend, coupon, bond, debenture or obliga-
tion or share, or transferring, or consenting to the transfer of
any bond, debenture or obligation or share, in pursuance of,
and in conformity to such probate, letters of administration or
other such document aforesaid, but such payment, transfer
or consent to trnnsfer, shall not be made until the provisions
of The Succession Duty Act have been complied with, R.S.O. ~e';'illat..
1937, c. 251, s. 62 (2).
63.-(1) The directors rna?· call in and demand from. the~:~rJ.~~IS.
shareholders the amount unpaId on shares by them subscnbcd
or held, at such times and pl:J.ces and in such payments or
inst::llmcnts ::16 this Act. thc spcci::ll Act, lettcrs p::ltcnt, supple-
mentary letters patent or by-laws of the company require
or allow, and interest shall accrue upon the amount of any
unpaid c.,11 from the day appointed for payment of such call.
(2) The demand shall state that in the event of non- Demand t~
payment the shares in respect of which the call was made wjIl1~a}~:}:~~~:.
be liable to be forfeited.










(3) If, after the demand, any call is not paid within the
time and in the manner provided by the special Act, letters
patent, supplementary letters patent or by-laws, the directors,
by resolution to that effect reciting the facts and duly recorded
in their minutes, may summarily forfeit any shares whereon
such payment is not made, and the shares shall thereupon
become the property of the company and may be disposed of
as, by by-law or olhcnvise, the company may determine; but
such forfeiture shall not relieve the shareholder of any liability
to the company or to any creditor. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 63.
64.-(1) In this section, "arrangement" shall be con·
strued as extending to a reorgani7..ation of the share capital
of the company by the consolidation of shares of different
classes or by the. division of shares into shares of different
classes or by both of theSe methods. R.S.O. 1937, c.' 2si,
s.64.
(2) Where a compromise or arrangement is proposed
between a company and its shareholders or any class of them
affecting the rights of shareholders or any class of them under
the company's leHers patent or supplementary letters patent
or by·laws, a judge of the Supreme Court may on application
in a summary way of the company or of any shareholder order
a meeting of the shareholders of the company or of any class
of shareholders, as the case may be, 'to be summoned in such
manner as the judge directs.
. ,
S,".ctlon nnd (3) If the shareholders or class of shareholders, as the case
COil rmatlon. .
or sllch may be, present In person or by proxy at the meeting, by
comproml6e. three-fourths of the shares of each class represented agree to
the compromise or arrangement either as proposed or as
altered or modified at such meeting called for the purpose,
the compromise or arrangement may be sanctioned by. a
judge as aforesaid, and if so sanctioned the compromise or
arrangement and any reduction or increase of share capital
and any provision for the allotment or disposition thereof by
sale or otherwise as therein set forth, may be confirmed by
supplementary letters patent, which shall be binding on the
company, and the shareholders or class of shareholders, as






(4) Where at a meeting called as hereinbefore provided
dissentient votes are cast by shareholders of one or more
classes affected, and where, notwithstanding such dissentient
votes, the compromise or arrangement is agreed to by the
holders of three-fourths of each class represented, it shall be
neceS&"1ry that the company notify each shareholder in such
manner as may be prescribed by the judge of the time and
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place .....hen application will be made to the judge for the
sanction of the compromise or arrangement.
Share IVarrallls
65. A company, if so authorized by its letters pa.tent or Sbare
supplementary letters pa.tent and subject to the provISIons ",arrants.
thereof may, with respect to a.ny fully paid-up shares, issue
under its common scal a warrant stating that the bearer of
the warrant is entitlcd to the share or shares therein specified,
and may provide, by coupons or otherwise, for the payment of
the future dividcnds on the share or shares included in the
.....arrant hereafter termed a share warrant. R.$.O. 1937,
c. 25t, s. 65.
66. A share warrant sh,lIl entitle the bearer thereof to the Etl'ect of
shares therein specified, and the shares may be transferred ~baaJ~nt.
by delivery of the warrant. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 66.
67. The bearer of a share warrant shall, subject to the Eltcbanglng
. . d I' . h warrant forprOVISIonS an regu a.llons rcspcctlllg s are warrants COn-entry as
tained in the letters patent or supplement:uy letters patent, besbarf!bOldcr.
entitled, on surrendering it for cancellation, to have his name
entered on the books of the company as the holder of the
shares specified in such share warrant, and the company
shall be responsible for any loss incurred by any person by
reason of the company entering on its books the name of the
bearer of a share warrnnt in respect of the shares therein
specified without the warrant being surrendered and cancelled.
R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 67.
68. The bearer of a share warrant may, if the prOVISions wten bearer
and regulations respecting share warrants so provide, be~a~·Bti.int
deemed to be a shareholder of the company either to the full:~~~~~~ldcr.
extent or for any purposes defined by such regulations,
except that he shall not be qualified in respect of the shares
specified in the warrant for being a director of the company.
H..S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 68.
09. On the issue of a share warrant the company shall w~e'L ,
. """renO derremove from Its books the name of the shareholder then hlhllibare
entered therein as holding such share or shares as if he had l~~~~~t
ceased to be a shareholder, and shall enter in such books, t6~~~.in
(a) the fact of the issue of the warrant;
(b) a statement of the shares included in the warrant;
and
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surrender.
(c) the date of the issue of the warrant. R.S.O.1937,
c. 251, s. 69.
70. Until the warrant is surrendered, the particubrs set
out in section 69 shall be deemed to be the particulars required
by this Act to be entered in the books of the comp....my in
respect of such share or shares, and all the surrender, the date
of the surrender shall be entered as if it were the datc at
which a person ceased to be a shareholder. R.S.O. 1937,
c. 251, s. 70.
Hepreeenta· 71 U I th b f h ' t' t'tl'dtlonofehuree • ness e carer 0 a s arc \\arrnn IS ell I " to
~;e~~;'~~~l attend :Ind vote at gcncrnl meetings, the shares represented
by such share warrant shall not be counted as p.'ut of the
stock of the company for the purposes of a general meeting.














72.-(1) A cOIllp..'lny sh:1!1 not be bound to see to the
execution of any trust, whether express, implied or construc-
tive to which :lIly share is subject.
(2) The receipt of the person in whose name the share
stands on the books of the company shall be a sufficient
discharge to the cClmpany for any payment made in respect
of such share, whether or not the' company had notice of
such trust.
(3) The company shall not be bound to see to the applica-
tion of the money pnid upon such receipt. R.S.O. 1937,
c. 251, s. 72.
73.-(1) An e.xeculor, administrator, guardian, trustee or
committee of a mentally incompetent person and where a
corporation is such executor, administrator, guardian, trustee
or committee of a testator, intestate, infant, cestui qlle irust,
or mentally incompetent person, any officer or employee of
sllch corporation or allY shareholder of the company duly
appointed a proxy for such corporation, shall represent the
shares in his hands at all meetings of the company and may
vote accordingly as a shareholder, and every person who
mortgnges or hypothecates his shares may nevertheless
rcprescnt tllC shares at all stich meetings, and may vote accord.
illgly as a shareholder unless, in the iU5trument creating the
mortgage or hypothecation, he has expressly empowered the
holder of such mortgage or hypothecation to vote thereon,
in which case only such holder or his proxy may vote in
respect of such shares.
(2) If shares arc held jointly by two or more persons any
one of them present at a meeting may, in the absence of the
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'Other or others, yote thereon, but if more than one of them
are present, or represented by proxy. they shall "ote together
on the shares jointly held.
(3) \\'here a corporation is executor, administrator, guar- CorpofllUon
d · . r . . r mal' ,·ote ..lan, trustee or committee 0 a testator, Intestate, In ant, tfllltft. etc.
cestui que trust or mentally incompetent person. such corpora-
tion may appoint any of its officers, or employees, or a share-
holder of the company, as proxy to represent the shares at any
such meeting and to "ote accordingly as a shareholder. R.S.O.
1937, c. 251, s. i3.
74.-(1) Evcry shareholder, until the whole amount of his Llablllir of
shares has been paid up, shall be individually liable to the Ihan'ho del'll.
creditors of the comp;my to an amount equal to that not paid
up thereon, but shall not be liable to an action therefor by
any creditor before an execution against the compnny has
been returned unsatisfied in whole or in p..,rt, and the amount
due on such cxecution, but not beyond the amount so unp.,id
on his sh;ucs, shall be the amount recoverable ngainst such
shareholder.
(2) A shareholder m:lY plead by way of defence, in whole $et-otr.
or in p.'rt, any set-()fT which hc could set up against the
comp.'\ny. except a claim for unp.-..id dividend, or a s..,lary or
allowance as president or director of the romp.,ny. R.S.O.
1937, c. 251, s. 74.
75. A shareholder shall not, as such, be answerable for anl' Sbartboldef1l
act, default or liability of the companl', or for any engagement, r::'~:dble
claim, pal'ment, loss, injury, transaction, matter or thing~~U:t.
relating to or connected with the comp.'\ny beyond the amount
unpaid on his shares. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 75.
76.-(1) Ko person holding slmres as c..xecutor, adminis-Tf\llllees
trator, guardian, committee of a mcntally incompetent l)Crson ~ft~ ~':ie~­
or trustee, of or for any estate, trust or person named in lhe
books of the company as being SO rcprcsented bl' him sh:lll be
personally subject to nny liabilitl' :IS :I shareholder, but the
estates and funds in his h:lnds shnll be linble in like manner
and to the s..'me extent ns the tcstator, intest:lte, ward,
mentally incompetent person or person intercstC'd therein
would be, if living and competelH to act :IS the holder of such
sh:lres.
(2) Jl the trust is for a living person not under disability Lllbllity of
such person shall also be liable:ls a shareholder. benelleiarl·.
(3) If the testator. intest:lte, W:lrd, mentally incompetent ~'.:be...." .
cd . cd· h boo'· r...ne ..~.r;.peT'SOn or person so represent IS not nam III t e ....s 0 .te.. not
h h d . . d' nam~t e company t e executor, a mllllstrator, goar lan, com*tOl"ee, etc..
mittee or trustee shall be personally liable in respect of such !labl•.
















shares as if he held them in his own name as owner thereof.
R.S.O. 1937, c. 2.51, s. 76.
77 _ No person holding shares as collnteral security shall,
prior to foreclosure, be personally subject to liability as a
shareholder, but the person transferring such shnres as
collnteml security shall, until foreclosed, be considered as
holding the shnrcs, and shall be linble as a shareholder in
respect thereof. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 77.
PART VI
I'REFEREl"CE AND DEBENTURE STOCK, DEBENTURES AND
1Il0RTGAGES
78.-(1) The directors of a corporation may make by-Inws,
(a) for borrowing money;
(b) for issuing bonds, debentures, debenture stock, both
perpetual and terminable, or other securities;
(c) for pledging or sclling such bonds, debentures or
debenture stock, or other sccuritics for such sum
and at such priccs as may be deemed expedient or
be necessary.
(2) The directors of a company mny make by·bws,
(a) for creating and issuing any part of the cnpital as
preference shares;
(b) for the conversion of prCference shares into common
shares or debentures or debenture stock, debentures
into dcbenture stock or preference shares, or any
class of shares or sccurities into any other class.
C~,~:~a~r (3) Nothing in this scction shall limit or restrict the power
gorro;lng d of a corporation to borrow mOlley on bills of exchange, prom is·
no~ a ecte . sory notes, bi11sof lading, wnrchotlsc rcceiptsor other securities
of a comTl1CrCiid Ilature issued in thc ordinary course of
business. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 78.
Connrmlng
I.l)·.lll.w. 70. No by-lnw for any of the purposes mentioned in
section 78 shnl! take effect until it hns been confirmed by a
vote of shareholders present, or represented by proxy and
holding not less than two-thirds of the issued capital stock
represented at the meeting or by a vote of two-thirds of the
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members so present or represented, as the case may be, at a
general meeting duly called for considering the by-law. R.S.O.
1937, c. 251, s. 79.
80.-(1) A by-law for the creation and issue of preference B~··lllW
[ h "f h d be be forl$llue ofshares or or t e converSIon 0 s arcs, e nlures or de nture p ....rerence
stock into preference shares may provide that the holders ofsh:lres.
such shares shall have such preference as regards dividends
and repayment on dissolution or winding-up as may be
therein set out, and the right to select a stated proportion of
the board of directors, or such other control over the affairs
of the company as may be considered expedient, or may limit
the right of the holders thereof to specific dividends or control
of the affairs of the company or otherwise, not contrary to law
or to this Act, and may provide for the purchase or redemption
of such shares by the company as therein set out, but any term
Or provision of such by-law, whereby the rights of holders of
such shares arc limited or restricted, shall be fully set out in
the certificate of such shares and in the event of such limita-
tions and restrictions not being so set out they shall not be
deemed to qualify the rights of holders thereor.
(2) 1\0 such by-law which has the effect of increasing or When con-
d " h "I f h "" h .flrlDlllJon byecreasmg t e capIta 0 t e company, or lllcreaslllg t eaupplemen_
amount of the preference stock authorized by the special Act, ~~7e~~tte",
letters patent, supplementary letters patent, or any priorreQ~ired.
by-law of the company, or otherwise varying any term or
provision thereof, shall be valid or acted upon until confirmed
b>' supplementary letters patent.
(3) Subsection 2 shall not apply to an)' by-law which ,COllY of '?Y-aw creatIne
creates or attempts to create redeemable or convertible~~deemllble
preference shares, but a copy of such by-law certified underconverlihle
the seal of the company shall be filed forthwith in the office t~l\~r:dl.O
of the Provincial Secretary. R.S.O. 193i, c. 251, s. 80.
81. Unless preference shares, debenture stock, debentures Cor.sent or
or bonds are issued subject to redemption or conversion the ~eoJ~~~t\~n.
same shall not be subject to redemption or conversion without
the consent of the holders thereof. R.S.O. 193i, c. 251, s. 81.
82.-(J) Thf" djrf'Crorsmay charge, hypothecate, mortgage :'Iortll"llll"e!l
or pledge ~ny or ~Il of the real or personal property, incllldin~~~~~~~:I!$
book debts and unpaid calls, rights, powers, undertaking and etc. '
franchises of the corporation to secure any bonds, debenlUres,
debenture stock, or other securitics, or any liability of the
corporation.
( ) 'd I" "" 1 f h h h Dupllcate2 n. up lcate ongma 0 suc c arge, mortgage or ol erto be nled
















bonds, debentures or debenture stock or other securities shaH
be filed forthwith in the office of the Provincial Secretary as
well as reg-istered under the provisions of any other Act in
that behalf.
(3) Subsection 2 shall not apply to any mortgage filed with
the Provincial Secretary under any other Act. H..S.O.1937,
c. 251, s. 82.
PART VII
DIRECTORS AND THEIR 1'0\\·I.':R5, ETC.
83. The persons named as provisional directors in the
special Act or in the letters patent shall be the directors of
the company until replaced by the same number of others
duly elected in their stead by the shareholders in general
meeting, which shall be held not later than six months after
the coming into force of the special Act or the date of the
letters patent, and they shall be eligible for election. R.S.O.
1937, c. 251, s. 83.
84. The affairs of the company shall be managed by a
board of not less than three directors who shall be elected
by the shareholders in general meeting. H..S.O. 1937, c. 251,
s.84.
85.-(1) Except as in this section provided no business of
a comp'llIy shall be transacted by its directors unless at a
meeting of directors at which a quorum of the bon.rd is present.
(2) Unless otherwise provided by the letters p..1.tcnt or
supplementary letters patent a majority of the directors shall
be necessary to constitute a quorum.
Fllilng (3) So long as a quorum
vncancles •. I b d
while there vacancies III t 1e oar may













(4) Vvhcnevcr there is not:l quorum of dircctorg in office it
shall be the duty or the remaining directors or director forth-
with to call a mccting of the shareholders to fill the vacancies,
and in default the meeting may be called by any shareholder.
(5) If there are no directors remaining in office a meeting
to elect directors may be called by any shareholder. R.S.O.
1937, c. 251, s. 85.
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86.-(1-)-The shareholders of a coml)any having more than Eucuth'(I
, 'd' b I' ",.• b r h committee.SIX Ireclors may, )' a reso ullon p."\~", y a vote 0 t ase
present or represented by proxy and holding not less than
two-thirds of the issued capital stock represented at a general
meeting called for that purpose, authorize the directors to
delegate any of their powers to an executive committee,
consisting of not less than three, to be elected by the directors
from their number.
(2) A committee so formed shall, in the exercise of the Committee. subject 10
powers so delegated, conform to any regulatton that may bereg"latlonB.
imposed upon them by such resolution or by the directors.
R.S.O. 1937, c. 251. s. 86.
87.-(1) Subject to subsection 3, no person shan hold ~~:I~nt'­
office <IS a director unless he is a shareholder of the company dlrectot'B.
and where any director ceases to be a shareholder he shan
thereupon cease to be a director.
(2) 1\0 person who is an undischarged bankrupt shall hold ~~:ei<:°tie
office as a director and where any director becomes a bank- 1\ bankrupt.
rupt he shall thereupon cense to be a director.
(3) \Vhen a corporation holds shares in trust ns cxccutor, Corporatlon
d ' 'd' 'r holdinga mmlstrator, guar lan, trustee or commIttee a a testator, ~hareB In
intestnte, infant, cestui qlU: trust or mentally incompetent ~i~:~t~.
person, any officer or officers of such corporation may be
elected as a director or directors and when such corporation
ceases to hold such shares in trust, any officer so elected shnll
thereupon cease to be a director.
(4) A director holding shares only in trust as executor, Ll&bilit)· or
administrator, guardian, trustee or committee of a testator, ~r~~c~~rilon
intestate, infant, ustui que trllst or mentally incompetent ~~tdfnegrBona
person, or a director elected under subsection 3, shall not beshar,u"
'bl 'b IrUI.personally 1m e under section 98, ut the estate or other
beneficial owner of the sh<lres held in trust by such director
or by the corporation of which such director is an officcr shall
be subject to all the liabilities imposed upon directors by
section 98. 1947, c. 15, s. 5.
88. A corporation operating n hospital within the meaning Dlrectol"!l
of Tlte PulJli,; Hospitals Act, may, b~' by-JaIl', pro\"ide that a~~r~~~~iS~lnB.
person may, with his consent in writing, be elected a dirt.'{;tor Rev. Stat..
of the corporation at a gencral meeting of the sh:treholdersc. 307.
or members notwithstanding that such person is not a share·
holder or member of the corporation. 1941, c. 13, s. 1.
89. In the absence of other provisions in that behalf, in Election of
the letters patent or supplementary lcttcrs patent or by-laws directors.
of the comp,lIly,





(a) the election of directors shall take place yearly. and
all the directors then in office shall retire, but, if
otherwise qualified, they shall be eligible for re-
election;
(b) every election of directors shall be by ballot;
(c) the directors shall, from time to time. elect from
alllong themselves a president and, if they sec fit,
a vice-president of the company, and may also·
appoint all other officers thereof. R.S.O. 1937,
c. 251. s. 88.
DO. If an election of directors is not made. or does not take
effect at the proper time, the company shall not thereby be
dissolved, but the election may take place at any general
meeting of the company duly called for that purpose, and the
directors shall continue in office until their successors are duly
elected. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 89.
~1t:'..~~~eo~Y 01.-(1) A company may, by by-law, vary the number of
::~~';.~~ ~~ its directors, but so that the number shall be not less than
~V-::~~':tTlloMcethree, and may change the location of the head office in
In Ontario. Ontario, and, if so authorized by the letters palent or supple-








(2) A company may by by-law provide for the election of
a chairman of the board of directors. and define his duties
and may assign to the chairman of the board of directors any
or all of the duties of the president or other officer of the
comp..'\ny as prescribed by this Act. and in that case the by.la\v
shall fix and prescribe the duties of the president.
(3) When a by·l:tw has been p..'\sscd under subsection 2 for
the appointment of a chairman of the board of directors,
this Act so far as it affects the company passing the by·law
shall be read as if the chairman of the bo..'rd of directors had
been named in the Act instead of the president. so far as the
by-law transfers or assigns the duties of the president to the
chairman of the board of directors.
~~~;A~'::ti3 ~ (4) No such by-law shall take effect until confirmed by a
IIharcholdertl' vole of shareholders present or represented by proxy at a
meeting duly called for considering the by~law and holding not
less than two·thirds of the issued capital stock represented
at the meeting.
PUbllentlon. (5) A copy of the by.law certified under the seal of the
company shall be forthwith filed in the office of the Provincial
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Secretary and published in The 01110,.£0 Gazelle, and, in case
of "the-removal of the head office, twice in a newspaper pub-
lished in the place where the head office was located and
also twice in a newspaper published in the place to which the
head office is to be remo\'ed or as ncar thereto ns may be.
R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 90.
92.-(1) The directors may pass by-laws, not contrary tOB)".la"'8.
law or to the letters patent or supplementnry letters patent,
to regulate,
(a) the allotment of shares. the making of calls thereon,.hll'\llI:
the payment thereof, the issue and registration of
certificates of shares, the forfeiture of shares for
non·payment, the dispos"il of forfeited shares and of
the proceeds thereof, and the transfer of shnres;
(b) the declaration and payment of di\'idends; dIvidendi;
(c) the amount of the share qualification of the direclorsdlrectorll'
and the remuneration of the directors and of thelervlen, etc.;
president and vice-president;
(d) the time at which and place where the meetings ofmeetlnu:
the company shall be held, the calling of meetings
of the company, and the procedure in all things at
such meetings and, except as provided by section 52,
of the requirements as to proxies;
(e) the conduct in all other particulars of the affairs of ~~9~~~.
the company.
(2) Subject to subsection 3, every such by·law and even' Con~rmalion. . or bi·-llI ......
repeal, amendment or re-enactment thereof, unless In the
meantime confirmed at a general meeting of the company
duly called for that purpose, shall have force only until the
next annual meeting of the company, and in default of con·
firmation thereat shall, at and from that time, cease to have
force, and in that case no new by-law to the same or the like
effect or re-enactmf"Jlt thereof shall have any force until
confirmed nt:l. general meeting of the comp.,ny.
(3) The company may, either at a general meeting called By-IRWR
• may be
for that purp<>sc or at the annual meetmg, repeal, amend, varr ,·nried.
or othenvise deal with any by-law passed by the directors, but
no act done or right acquired under any by-law shall be
prejudicially affected by any such repeal, amendment,
variation or other dealing. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 91.


























G3. No by-law for the payment of the president or of any
director shall be valid or acted upon unless passed at a general
meeting, or, if passed by the directors, until the same has
been confirmed at a general meeting. I<.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 92.
04.-(1) No director shall at any directors' meeting vote
in respect of any contract or arrangement made or proposed
to be entered into with the company in which he is interested
either as v~ndor, purchaser or othenvise.
(2) A director who may be in any way interested in any
contract or arrangemcnt proposed to be madc with the
company shall disclose the nature of his interest at the meeting
of the directors at which such contract or arrangement is
determined on, if his interest then e:-:ists. or in any other case
at the first meeting of the directors after the acquisition of his
interest, and if he discloses the nature of his interest and
refrains from voting, he shall not be accountable to the
company or any of its shareholders or creditors by reason of
the fiduciary relationship existing for allY profit renlized by
such contract or arrangement; but no director shaH be deemed
to be in :IllY way intcrested in any contract or arrangement,
nor shall he be disqualified frOTll voting or bc held liable to
account to the company by reason of his holding shares in
any other company with which a contract or nrrangell1ent is
made or contemplated.
(3) This scction shall not apply to any contract by or on
behalf of a company to givc the directors or any of them
security by way of indemnity. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 93.
95.-(1) The directors shall not declare or pay anydi,'idend
or bonus when the company is insolvent, or any dividend or
bonus the pnyment of which renders the company insolvent
or diminishes the capital thcreof; hut if any director present
when such dividend or bonus is declared, forthwith, or if any
director then absent, within 24 hours n{ter he has become
aware thereof and able to do so, enters his written protest
against the same, and, within eight days thereafter, gives
notice of his protest by registered letter to the Provincial
Secret.'lry, such director shall thereby and not otherwise
exonerate himsclf from liability.
C?m, Pllnie.<l (2) Nothing- in this section shall prevent a mining company
""I I wasllng
llSllClt8 or a company whosc assets arc of a wasting character, or a
d<;lclarlng I r If" .". d h" AOr I'n~'ing company lereto ore or lerea tcr lIIcorporatL-u un er t IS ct
dl\'idendll h "" I b" "h " " " f h. w ase pnnclpa a Ject IS t e acquIsItion 0 t e assets, or a
substantial part of the assets, of another corporation, either
from such corporation or from the assign of such corporation;
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for the p!-lrpose of converting such assets into money and
distritiUting the money of the company among its share-
holders and the administration of such assets pending con·
version and distribution thereof, from declaring or paying
dividends out of its funds derived from the operations of the
company, provided that in the case of a company incorporated
for the object last mentioned such dividends shall be paid only
in accordance with the priorities of shareholders as prescribed
by the letters patent or supplementary letters patent of such
company.
(3) The powers conferred by subsection 2 may be exercised ~~:r~ay
notwithstanding th:lt the Y:lllIe of the net assets of the com- he Impaired.
pany may be thereby reduced to less than the p:lr value of the
issued capital stock of the company if the payment of the
dividends docs not reduce the value of its remaining assets
so tlmt they will be insufficient to meet:lll the li:lbilities of
the company exclusive of its nominal p..'lid-up c.'lpit:ll.
(4) A dividend may be paid by :lny such comp.'lny distri- Dlvldenda.
how pa~-able.
buting in specie or in kind a:>scts of the company not exceeding
in value the amount of the dividend.
(5) The powers conferred by subsection 2 shall not be.-\ppro\'al
.••• b hid I h' o(lIhare-exercl:><.."'U y any suc company Ull ess un er 11e aut onty holdCI1l.
of a by-law passed by the directors and confirmcd nt a genernl
meeting duly called for the purpose of considering the by-law
by a vote of the shareholders present or represented by proxy
and holding not less than two-thirds of the issued capitnl stock
represented at such meeting.
. (6) Where dividends have nlready been paid by such n Val.dlty of
. f h . I· b . 2 h paymentll.company III any 0 t e cnscs mentlone( 10 su section ,t e
payment thereof shall be deemed valid if a by-Jaw adopting:
and approving the same is passed by the directors and ap-
proved by vote of the shareholders in the manner mentioned
in subsection 5. R.S.O. 193;, c. 251, s. 94.
96. For the amount of any dividend which the directors Stock
may lawfully declare payable in money, they may declnrc a <Jivldcnd".
stock dividend and issue therefor shares of the company as
fully paid or partly paid, or may credit the amount of such
dividend on the shares of the company already issued but not
fully paid, and the liability of the holders of such shares shnll
be reduced by the amount of such dividend. R.S.O. 1937,
c. 251, s. 95.
97.. No loan shall be made by the company to any share· ~o loan by
holder, and if such a loan is made all directors and other ;g::;.~~~tdl~~~





officers of the company making the loan and in any way
assenting thereto shall be liable jointly and sevcrnlly to the
company for the amount thereof, and also to third parties to
the extent of such loan with interest, for all debts of the
company contracted from the time of the making of the loan
to that of the repayment thereof. R.$.O. 1937. c. 251, s. 96.
98.-(1) The directors of the company shall be liable
jointly and severall}' to the labourers, servants and apprentices
thereof for all deb,s not c.xceeding one year's wages due for
services performed for the comp..'wy while they arc such
directors respectively.
(2) A director shall not be linble under subsection 1 unless
he is sued for such debt while a director or within one year
after he has ceased to be a director and,
(a) the company has been sued for the debt within one
year ::dter it has become due and execution has been
returned unsatisfied in whole or in p<,rtj or
(b) the comp.'l.ny has, within that period, gone into
liquidation or has been ordered to be wound up and
the chim for such debt has been duly filed and
proved.
Liability for (3) If execution has so issued the amount recoverable
amount . I d> h II be h > > >fi d
un~Mi8ned agalllst t le .rectorsat e amount remalnmg unsahs e
on e~ccutlon.on the execution.
On payment (4) If the claim (or such debt has been proved in liquidation
director . d> cd> d> f thentitled to or Will lllg-Up proce Illgs, a lrector, upon payment 0 e
~r~~~~,~~~t. debt, shall be entitled to any preference to which the creditor
etc. paid would have been entitled, and where a judgment has
been recovered, he shall be entitled to an assignment o( the
judgment. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 97.
PART VIII
PROSPECTUS AND DIRECTORS' LIABILITY
When a 99.-(1) It shall be lawful (or a company to pay a com-
commission
may be paid. mission to any person in consideration of his subscribing or
agreeing to subscribe, whether absolutely or conditionally,
for any shares in the company, or procuring or agreeing to
procure subscriptions, whether absolute or conditional, for
any such shares, if the payment of the commission and the
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amount or rate of the commission paid or agreed to be paid
areauthorized by the letters patent or supplementary letters
patent.
(2) Except as provided by subsection I, no company shall ~.~t~IJ)~fl~d
~pply any of its shares or .c<l'pital, ~ither directly or indirectly, ~~~.J'I~fon8
In payment of any commiSSion, discount or allowance to anye:r;e,p~ as
, 'd' r h' b 'b' . autborlzed.person In conSI era tlon a IS su scn mg or agrccmg to
subscribe, whether absolutely or conditionally, for any shares
of the company or procuring or agreeing to procure subscrip-
tions, whether absolute or conditional, for an}' such shares,
whether the shares or capital is so applied by being added to
the purchase money of any property acquired by the company
or to the contract price of any work to be executed [or the
company, or is paid out of the nominal purchase money or
contract price or otherwise.
(3) Nothing in this section shall nITect the power of any Brokeragc
company to p..'\y such brokerage as it has heretofore been rna)' be paid.
lawful for a company to pay. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 98.
100.-(1) Where nny advertisement, letter-head, account Cbapltal to\
•. . 'I (orrcet y
or document ISSUed or published by any corporation or anyatlUed In
r ' Ai ' h 'I adverllae-o Its a cers, agents or emp,oyees purports to Slate t c capita mer.ta. etc.
of the corporation, unless it is stated to be the authorized
capital, then the capital actually and in good faith subscribed
and no more shall be so stated. R.S.O. 1937, c, 251, s. 99 (1) .
. (2) Any such corporation, officer, agent or employee who Penalt}'.
causes to be inserted an advertisement or who publishes, issues
or causes to be published or issued any advertisement, letter-
head. account or document which states the capital, othcnvise
than as mentioned in subsection I, or which contains any
false statement as to the incorporation, control. supervision,
management or financial standing of such corporation shall
be guilty of an offence and on summary conviction shall be
liable to a penalty of not less than $50 and not more than
$200. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, 55. 99 (2).129.
PART IX
BOOKS, INSPECTION :\:0..'0 AUDITORS
101. The corporation shall cause the secretary, or some ReC<)rd
other officer specially charged with that duty, to keep a book e~~.s to be
or books wherein shaH be kept recorded, eOn!enta.
(a) a copy or the letters patent and of any supplementary
letters patent issued to the corporation and, if
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incorpor<ltcd by special Act, a copy of such Act.
and the by-laws of the corporation duly authcnti·
cated;
(b) the names, alphabetically arranged, of all persons
who arc and who have been shareholders or mem-
bers of the corporation;
(c) the post office address and calling of every such
person while such shareholder or member;
Cd) the names, post office addresses and callings of all
persons who arc or have been directors of the cor-
IlOration, with the date at which each person became
or ceased to be a director,
and III the case of a corporation having share capital,
(e) the number of shares held by each shareholder;
en the amounts paid in and the amounts remaining
unpaid on the shares of each shareholder;
(g) the date and other particulars of all transfers of









102.-(1) The books mentioned in sections 101 and 107
shall be kept at the head office of the corporation within
Ontario, whether the compa.nr is permitted to hold its meet-
ings out of Ontario or not. R.S.O. 1937, c. 257, s. 102 (1).
(2) Any director, officer or employee of a corporation who
removes or assists in removing such books from Ontario or
who otherwise contravenes the provisions of this section
shall be guilty of an offence and on summary conviction shall
be liable to a penalty of S200. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, SSt 102
(2), 129.
(3) Upon necessity therefor being shown and adequate
assurance given that such books may be inspected within
Ontaria by allY persall entillcd thereto after application for
inspection to the Provincinl Secretary, the Lieutenant-
Governor ill COllncil may relieve any corporation permitted
to hold its meetings out of Ontario from the provisions of
this section lIpon such terms as he may see fit. R.S.O. 1937,
c. 251, s. 102 (3).
103.-(1) No director, officer or employee of the corpora·
tion shall knowingly make or assist in making any untrue
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entry in any of .its books, or refuse or neglect to make any
proper-en fry therein.
(2) Any person wilfully violating the prOVISIons of this P(!nall~·.
section shall be liable in damages for all 105s or injury which
any person interested may have sustained thereby. RS.O.
1937, c. 251, s. 103.
104.-(1) If the name of any person is, without sufficient Ju~,;;~r:"°ro
cause, entered in or omitted from any such book, or if dcfaultentf'ffl, ",
. . . . omlS'! ons
IS made or unneceS$.'lf\· delay takes place In entenng therem from and
h f - . rectlncatlont e act of any person having ceased to be a shareholder orof books.
member of the corporation, the person or shareholder or
member aggrieved, or any shareholder or member of the
corporation, or the corporation itself, may apply to the
Supreme Court for an order that the book or books be
rectified, and the court mar either refuse such application
or may make an order for the rectification of the book, and
may direct the corporal ion to pay any damages the party
aggrieved may have sustained.
(~) The court may, in any proceeding under this section, e.efirl[~.n WI
decIde any question relating to the title of any person who is
a party to such proceeding to have his name entered in or
omitted from such books. whether such question arises
between two or more shareholders or alleged shareholders, or
members, or betwccn any shareholder or alleged shareholder
or member and the corporation, and the court may in any
such proceeding decide any question which it may be necessary
or expedient to decide for the rectification of the books.
(3) The court may direct an issue to be tried. Trial or Issue.
(4) An appeal shall lie from the decision of the court aSAppeil1.
if the same had been given in an action.
(5) This section shall not deprive any
diction it may otherwise haye.
court of any juris_Jurbdlctlonof courla
not 8l1"ected.
(6) The costs of any proceeding under this section shall be Costs.
in the discretion of the court. R.S.O. 1937, c. 351, s. 1O!.
105.-(1) The boob; mentioned in section 101 shall. during Rnok8 to
reasonable business hours of every day, except holidays, berlle8~ro~~r
kept open for the inspection of shareholders, members and
creditors of the corporation and their personal representa.
tives or agents, at the head office or chief place of carrying
on its undertaking. and evcry such shareholder, member,
creditor, agent or representative, may make extracts there·
from. RS.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 105 (1).




(2) No shareholder or creditor or his agent or reprcsenta·
tive shall make or procure to be made a list of all or any of the
shareholders of a company unless he has filed with the com·
pally or its agent an affidavit of such shareholder or creditor
(Form 6) that the list is required only for purposes connected
with such company and will be used for such purposes only,
and where the sh<lreholder or creditor is a corporation, the
affidavit shall be made by the president or other officer
authorized by resolution of the board of directors of such
corporation.
~~~~~\ro{f:ed (3) Any person other than a company or its agent who
use of Ill.t. uses a list of all or any of the shareholders of such company
for the purpose of delivering or sending to all or any of such
shareholders advertising or other printed matter relating
to shares, bonds, debentures or other securities other than the
shares, bonds, debentures or other securities of such compail Y,
or for purposes flat connected with the company, shall be
guilty of an offence and on summary conviction shall be liable
to a penalty of not more than $1,000 and in default of payment
to a term of imprisonment of not more than six months.


















(4) Purposes connected with the company shall be
deemed to include any effort to inAuence the voting of share-
holders at a special or general meeting of the company or the
acquisition or offering of shares to acquire control or to effect
all amalgamation or re-organization, or any other purpose
approved by the Provincial Secretary. 1947, c. 15, s. 7.
(5) Any person who offers for sale or sells or purchases
or otherwise traffics in a list Or copy of a list of all or any of the
shareholders of any comp..'1ny shall be guilty of an offence and
on summary conviction shall be liable to a penalty of not more
than $1,000 and in default of payment to a term of imprison-
ment of not more than SLX months. 1946, c. 10, s. 2, part,
amended.
(6) Any director or officer who refuses to permit any person
entitled theretD to inspect such books, Dr make e'Ctracts
therefrom, shall be guilt), of an offence and on summary
conviction shall be liable to a penalty of not more than $100.
R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, ss. 105 (2), 129.
100. Such books shall be prt·ma facie evidence of all facts
purporting to be therein stated in any action or proceeding
against the corporation or against any shareholder or member.
R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 106.
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107. The directors shall cause proper books oC account
be kept containing Cull and true statements,
(0) oC the financial tran:;actions oC the corporation;





(c) oC the sums oC money received and expended by the
corporation, and the matters in respect oC which
such receipt or expenditure took place; and
(d) oC the credits and liabilities of the corporation,
and 3 book or books containing minutes oC all the proceedings
and votes oC the corporation, or oC the board oC directol1>.
respectively, verified by th~ signature of the president or
other presiding officer oC the corporation. R.S.O. 1937,
c. 251, s. 107.
108. H any person in any return. report, certificate, FoIM
balance sheet or other document required by or for the returu. elC.
purposes of this Act wilCully makes a statement false in any
material particular, he shall be guilty of an offence and on
summary conviction shall be liable to imprisonment Cor a
term of not more than three months, nnd shnll be Ii.a.hle to a
penalty of not more than $100 in liell of or in addition to such
imprisonment. R.5.0. 1937, c. 251, ss. 108, 129.
109.-(1) Upon an application by the shareholders oC a The court
corporation with share capital, holding not less than one·fifth ~nllr,.~~~t
in value of the issued shares of the corporation, or one-fifth f~"=l:a-
in number of the members of a corporation without share tlon.
capital, the Supreme Court ma}' appoint an inspector to
investigate its affairs and management.
(2) Such inspector shall report thereon to the court, and Rerrt Oil
the expense of the investigation shall, in the discretion of the~flll~~~n~··
court, be deCrayed b}' the corporation or by the applicanls,&,atloll.
or partly by the corporation and partly by the applicants.
(3) The rourt may require the applicants to give security Se<:utlty ror
to rover the prnh:\hle cost oC the investigation, and may make COSt8•
rules and prescribe the manner in which and the extent to
which the investigation shall be conducted.
(4) A corporation may, by resolution passed at the annual CorponHlon
. . I I . lied r h may .pPolntmeetlllg, or at a specla genera meetmg COl or t at purpose, ror Am.
appoint an inspector to examine into the affairs of the cor- purJ)OM.
poration.




(5) The inspector so appointed shaH have the same powers
and perform the same duties as an inspector appointed by
the Supreme Court, and he shall make his report in such
manner and to such persons as the corporation by resolution
directs.
~robdo~'kt~°.i'nd (6) All officers and agents of the corporation shall produce
rlocumenu. for the examination of any inspector appointed under this












(7) Any such inspector may examine upon oath the officers,
agents and employees of the corporation in relation to its
business. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, 5.109 (1-7).
(8) If any officer or agent refuses to produce any such
book or document, or if any person so examined refuses to
answer any question relating to the affairs of the corporation,
he shall be guilty of an offence and on summary conviction
shall be liable to a penalty of not more than $20 for ea.ch
offence. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, 55.109 (8),129.
110. The accounts of a corporation shall be examined once
at lertst in every year, and the correctness of the balance sheet
shnll be ascertained by an auditor or auditors. R.S.O.1937,
c. 251, s. 110.
111. The first auditors of a corporation may be appointed
by the directors before the first meeting of the shareholders
or members, and shall hold office until the first general
meeting. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 111.
112. Thereafter thc auditors shall be appointed by resolu·
tion at a general meeting of the corporation and shall hold
office until the next annual meeting unless previously removed
by a resolution o( the shareholders or members in general
mccting. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 112.
Audibors 113. The auditors may be shareholders or members of
::h~~<lh~ldel";l. the corporation, but no person shall be eligible as an auditor
who is interested, otherwise than as a shareholder or mc:mbt:r;
in any transaction of the corporation, and no director or other
officer of the corporation shall be eligible during his continu-
ance in office. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 1J3.
In dernult 114. If an appointment of auditors is not made at'an
Pro"lnclnl I' 1 P . . 1 0.. h I"Secretlln' annua meetmg, tiC rovmcla ,x"\';retary, on t e app lcatlon
ma~' appoint. of any shareholder or member of the corporation, may appoint
an auditor for the current year and fix the remuneration, if
any, to be p..... id to him by the corporation for his services.
R.S.O. 1937, c. 251. s. 114.
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115. The directors of a corporation may fill any casual ~flCri~'"
vac:.ncY in the office of auditor, but while any such \'acancye:u~l
continues the surviving or continuing auditor or auditors, ,-aane)".
if any, may act, and any auditor shall be eligible for reappoint.
ment. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 115.
116. The remuneration of the auditors shall be fixed by Remunera.
h .. I· h h Uonor1 e corporation In genera meeting, e.''l:cept t at t e remunera~audlto"',
tion of any auditors appointed before the first general meeting
or to fill any casual vacancy may be fixed by the directors.
R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 116.
1~7.-(1) Evcry auditor shall have the right of access at:J~;~.o~nd
all times to the books, accounts and "ouchcrs of the corpora-aUditOR.
tion, and may require from the directors and officcrs of the
corporation such information and expl.'lnation as may be
necessary for the performance of his duties.
(2) The auditors shall sign a certificate at the foot of theCe.-;r.ncata
b Ia h . h h h .. an.. ~porl.a nee s eet stating w ct er or not t elr requirements as
auditors have been complic<l with, and shall make a report to
the shareholdcrs or mcmbers on the accounts cxnmincd by
them, and on cvery babncc sheet bid before the corpor<ltion
in general meeting during their tenure of office, and ill evcry
such report shall state whelher, in their opinion, the balance
sheet referred to in the report is properly drawn up so as to
exhibit a true and correct vicw of the state of the corpor:nion's
affairs and as shown by its books.
(3) Such report shall be read at the general






118. Every cOll1pnny shallll1:'lkc a return to the Pro\'inci:'ll ~~~~[;(',ti,
Secretary from timc 10 timc, as the samc occur, of all changes secrelllry or
. . chan~e or
among the dIrectors, and Ehall I.>c guilty of an oITence and on directors. etc.
summary conviction shall be liable to a penalty of lIot more
than $20 for C"crr conlT3\'cntion of this section. R.S.O.
1937,c.251,".118,129.
110.-(1) The Lieutenant.Governor in Council mar estab- Tarill'
lish, alter and regulate the mrifi of fees to be paid On applica- or rees.
tions, returns, filings and all transactions under this ."ct,
and may prescribe the form of proceedings and record in
respect thcrcor. and all other matters which he may deem
requisite for carrying out the objects of this Act.





(2) Such fees may be made to vary in amount, having
regard to the nature of the corporation, amount of capital
and otherwise, as may be <ieemed expedient.
(3) No step shall be taken towards the issue of any letters
patent or supplementary letters p..'ltcnt or the filing of any
document under this Act, until all fees therefor and all fees
due for any other service have been duly paid. R.S.O. 1937,
c. 251, s. 119.
~lIoc:~~t~l- 120. No tender or transmission of any return, by.law or
:~~~;~lI~l:tc.. other document shall be a due compliance with the provisions
wlthoUI of this Act unless the prescribed fce for receiving and filing
pnpnent .
of fees. the same has been paid to and has been accepted by the











121. A copy of any by-law of a corporation under its seal
and purporting to be signed by any officer of the corporation,
or a certificate similarly authenticated, to the effect that a
person is a shareholder or member of the corporation, and
that dues or other sums payable arc due and have not been
paid, or that a call or assessment which has been made, is
due and has not been paid, shall be received in all courts as
prima facie evidence of the by.law or of the statements
contained in such certificate. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 121.
122. A document or proceeding requiring authentication
by a corporation may be signed by any director, manager or
other authorized officer of the corporation, and need not be
under its seal. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 122.
123. A notice or demand to be served or made by a cor-
poration upon a shareholder or member may be served or
made either personally or by registered post, addressed to
the shareholder or member at his place of abode as it last
appeared on the books of the corporation. R.S.O. 1937,
c. 251, s. 123.
124. A notice or other document served by post by a
corporation on a shareholder or member shall be deemed to
be :served at the time when it would be delivered in the
ordinary course of post. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 124.
sanctioning 125. Any by-law by this Act requiring confirmation by the
by·lawaby b f h ' ']' fwritten shareholders or mem ers 0 t e corporation may III leu 0
consent of all t:. ]' be fi db hshareholders. connrmatlon at a genera meetlllg con rOle y t e consent
in writing of all the shareholders or members entitled to vote
at such meeting. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 125; 1947, c. 15, s. 8:
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t 26. Proof of any matter which mar be necessary to be Proof of
made under this Act mar be made by statutory declaration, :'":J~~':'b'­
affidavit, or deposition before the Provincial Secretary, orAd.
any officer to whom the matter may be referred by him, or
before any person authorized to take affidavits. R.S.O. 1931,
c. 251, s. 126.
1°7 A . b· . d· I Power ot-, corporation may, r WTillng un er Its common sea 'attorne)' b)'
empower any person, either generally or in respcct of any corpora!lon.
specified matters, as its attorney to cxccute on its behalf deeds
to which it is a p..utr in any cap.:1.citr in any place situate
within or without Ontario, and every deed signed by such
attorney on behalf of the corporation and under his SC<1.1 shall
bind the corporation and have the same effect as if it were
under the common seal of the corporation. R.S.O. 1931,
c. 251, s. 121.
128.-(1) A corporntion may ha"e for use in any territory, Po..-er of
district or place not situate i:l Ontario an official seal, which f:r:::t1oo
shall be a facsimile of the common seal of the corporation, fo~~:: leal
with the addition on its face of the name of every territory, BbroaG.
district or place where it is to be used.
(2) A corporation having such an official se.1.1 mar by Au!horlty
wriling under its common seal, authorize any person appointed t: :~:~Bl.
for the purpose in anr territorr, district or place not situate in
Ontario, to affix the seal to any deed or other document to
which the corporation is party in any capacity in that terri-
tory. district or pL1.ce.
(3) The authority of any such agent shall, as between the DUTll~on of
corporation and any person dealing ..... ith the agent, continue :~~:;~IY.
during the period, if any. mentioned in the instrument con-
ferring the authority, or if no period is therein mentioned,
then until notice of the revocntion Of termination of the
agent's authority has been gi"cn to the person dealing with
him.
(4) The person nffixing any such official seal shall, by C ... rttr)"lr11t"
. . d I· h d h d d h d date lindwnllOg un er liS an, on l e cc or ot er acument to period <It
which the seal is affixed, certify the date and place of arJ"lxing IeBlinr.
the seal.
(S) A deed or other document to which an official seal is omcl.I_1
duly affixed shall bind the corporation as if it had been sealed ~~::~v:....mo
with the common seal of the corporation. R.S.O. 1931,:'ai.rnon
c. 251, s. 128.
129. A comp.1.ny or corporation which insures property Reciprocal
with or insures the property of other persons, firms, comp<\nies tMur.nc....





















or corporations, where such insurance is reciprocal and Cor
protection only and not for profit, shaH not be deemed to be
an insurer or an insurance corporation within the meaning of
this Act. H..S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 130.
130.-(1) A company may provide, in accordance with any
scheme for the time being in force, money for the purchase by
trustees of fully paid shares in the compa.ny to be held b)· or
for the benefit of employees of the comp.;'l.ny. including any
director holding a 5...Jaricd employment or office in the com-
pany.
(2) A comp'1ny may make loans to persons bona fide in the
employment of the company with a view to enabling those
persons to purchase fully paid shares in the company to be
held by themselves by way of beneficial ownership. R.S.O.
1937, c. 251, s. 131.
PART XI
MINIKG CmIPAl'tES
131. /\ mining company incorporated before the 1st day
of July, 1907, or thereafter incorporated under this Act or
any predecessor of this Act and made by the letters p.1.tent
subject to the provisions of this Part, may issue its shares at a
discount or at any other rate in the manner hereinafter
prescribed. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 132.
132. No shareholder of such a company holding shares,
issued ns herein rrovided, shnll be personally liable for non-
payment of any calls made upon his shares beyond the amount
agreed to be paid therefor. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 133.
133. No shares shall be issued at a discount unless author·
ized by a by-law of the comp.1.ny fixing and declaring the rate
and any other terms and conditions of the issue, confirmed
at a general meeting of the sh:lreholders duly called for con·
sidering try,e by-law. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 134.
Vermed 134.-(lJ A COIl}' of stich by-lan' shall be trMlsmitted by
copy or I' " "I S " h" r "by-lllw.tQ boregistcred post to the rOVIIlCIn eeretary WIt I1l twenty· our
transmitted r. • •
to Provincial hours after the by-law has been confirmed, or be I1led JIl hIS
secretnry. office within five days, and such copy shall be verified a,s a
trlle copy by the joint affidavit of the president and secretary,
and if there arc no such officers, or they, or either of them, are,
or is, at the proper tillle unable to make th~ affidavit, by the
allidavit of the president or secretary and one of the directors
or of two of the directors, as the case may require, and if the
" ,
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presidenl or secretary docs not make or join in the aflidavit
the reason therefor shall be slated in the substituted affidavit.
R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 135,
(2) The transmission or filing of a copr of the by-law shall ilr~~~ or
be deemed to be and always to ha\'e been directory only and
not a condition precedent to the validity of the by-law.
1948, c. 13, s. 5, part.
(3) 1£ a company fails to comply with subsection 1 it shall Penall)',
be guilty of an offence and on summary conviction shall be
liable to a penalty of not more than S100, and every director
and officer of the company who authorizes or permits such
failure shall be guilty of an ofTence and on summary conviction
shall be liable to a like penalty. 1948, c. 13, s. 5, part,
1'35. Every such company shall have written or printed ~~haa:;>~~~l~en
immediately after or under its name, wherever such name is?~~~:rt~l9
used by the company or by any director, officer, servant or company.
employee thereof, and shall have engraved upon its seal the
words "NO PERSOl""AL LIABILITY", and upon every share
certificate issued by the company, distinctly wriUen or
printed in red ink, where such share certificates are issued
in respect of shares subject to call, the words "SUIlJECT TO
CALL", or, if in respect to shares not subject to call, the
words "NOT SUDjECT TO CALL", according to the fact. R.S.O.
1937, c. 251, s, 136.
136.-(1) In the event of any call on shares of such a S:lo of
company remaining unpaid by the holder thefeof for a period ~o~~'i:~~~ent
of 60 days after notice and demand of p:l}'ment, such shares or calls.
may be declared to be in default, and the secretary of the
company may advertise such shares for sale at public auction
to the highest bidder for cash by giving notice of the sale in
a newspa.pcr published at the place where the principal office
of the company is situate, or if no newspaper is published
there, then in a newspaper published at the nearest place to
such office, once a week for four successive weeks.
(2) The notice shall contain the number of the share Cont~nl9 of
certificates in respect of stich shares and the number of shares, notice.
the amount of the call or calls due and unpaid and the time
and place of sale.
(3) In addition to the publication of the notice, it shall be Sen'lco and
personally served upon such shareholder or sent to him by publication.
registered post addressed to him at his last known place of
abode.




(4) If the holder of such shares fails to pay the amount due
thereon, with interest and the cost of advertising, before the
time fixed for the sale, the secretary shall proceed to sell the
shares, or such portion thereof as shall suffice to p..l,y such calls,
together with interest and the cost of advertising and of the
sale.
SurpluB or
proceeds, (5) If the price of the shares so sold exceeds the amount due
with interest and costs, the excess shall be paid to the default-
ing shareholder on demand.
Ao,tlO~ (!!T (6) In lieu of proceeding to sell under subsections 1 to 5,sa e 0, B"ar8ll .
on non-pal'· the comp.'1ny may maintain an action for the sale of the
ment orca Is. I . h Sed . h .S larcs In t e uprcme ourt, an process In t e actIOn may
be served upon a shareholder resident out of the jurisdiction
in the same manner and subject to the same condition as
process is permitted to be served out of the jurisdiction in




(7) Where there is any question raised as to the validity of
a caJl or as to the right to sell, an action may be brought in
the Supreme Court for the purpose of determining the validity
of the call and the right to sell, and process in the action
may be served on a shareholder resident out of the jurisdiction
as provided in subsection 6. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 137.
~fa~°t!.:'t\~~~~ 137_-(1) A director absent from and resident o~tside of
br absent Canada, if authorized by the by-laws of the corporation, may
d reetol'fl. appoint and authorize any shareholder holding the number of
shares fixed as the qualification of a director to attend and
vote, as fully and effectually as if such director were personally
present, at any meeting of directors held within Ontario, and
to accept any notice of such meeting.
IMtrnrnel)t (2) Such authority shall be by instrument in writing in suchor authorlt~·. <
form as the by-laws of the corporation prescribe and - itS













(3) All acts done under such authority shall be binding in
all respects and to the &.me extent as if such director granting
the authority had done such acts.
(4) I\"o authority shall be made for a period exceeding one
year, but, if and as provided by the laws of the corporation,
any such authority may, from time to time, be renewed, and
the renewal shall be in writing and so verified.
(5) Such authority and every renewal thereof so verified
shall be filed forthwith with the secretary of the corporation,
and a duplicate original so verified. or a notarial copy thereof,-
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shall be filed forthwith in the office of th Provincial ecretary.
R.S.O.-1937 ,.c. 25 I, s. 138.
138.-(1) A company which acts in contravention of anyPenlllt)·.
provision of this Part and every director, manager or officer
thereof shall be guilty of an offence and on summary convic-
tion shall be liable to a penalty of 200. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251,
55. 139 (1), 129.
(2) A dire tor, manager or officer who proves that he was Relief fr m
not a party or privy to the act, and that when he became penalty.
aware of it he forthwith gave notice thereof to the Provincial
Secretary, shall not be liable to the p nalty imposed by
this section. R..0. 1937, c. 251, s. 139 (2).
PART XII
CO-OPERATI VE CORPORATION
139.-(1) All corporations h rctofor or hereafter made AP~licatlon
subject to Part XII of The Compan£es Act by the letters of art.
patent or supplementary letters patent shall be subje t to
this Part.
(2) Except where incon istent with the pro isions of this Application
Part, the other provisions of this ct shall apply to a corpora- of Act.
tion which is ubject to this Part. 1949, c. 14, s. 1, part.
140. In this Part, except in subsections 3 and 5 of section Interpre-
141, "corporation" and "company" mean a corporation and tation.
company respectively which is subject to this Part. 1949,
c. 14, s. I, part.
141.-(1) The corporate name of every corporation Corporatename.
shall include the word "co-op rativc" a part thereof.
(2) \ here a corporation, or an director, manager, officer, Abbrevia-
employee, shareholder or m mb r uses the namc of the tlon.
corporation the word "co-operative" may be abbre iated to
"co-op".
(3) Any person, partnership, organization, society, a so- Offences.
iation, company or corporation, either unincorporated or
incorporated, not being a corporation subject to this Part,
using in Ontario a name which includes the word "co-
operative" or any abbreviation or derivation thereof shall be
guilty of an offence, and any person using such name on
behalf of such person, partnership, organization, society,






association, company or corporation shall also be guilty of
an offence.
(4) Every person guilty of an offence under subsection 3
shall, on summary convictiOIl be liable to n penalt}, of not
morc than $100, and in default of payment to imprisonment
for a term of not morc than three months.
(5) Subsection 3 shall not appl}' to a corporation jncor·
poratcd by or under the authority of the Parliament of
Canada, to a corporation licensed under The Extra-prQ1!incial
Corporations Act or to a corporation heretofore incorporated
under the laws of Ontario. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 129;
1949, c. 14, s. 1, part.
142.-(1) The share capital of a company illcorpornted
after the 31st day of May, 1949, shall consist of one cL'tss of
shares with a nominal or par value of S5 or any multiple of
S5 not exceeding SIOO, to be designated as co-operative or
co-op shares.
Share
certificates. (2) Every share certificate issued after the 31st da}' of
May, 1949, shall,
(a) bear upon its face the name of the company, the
words "incorporated as a co-operative cOIllJ)<'lny and
subject to Part XII of Tile Companies Act of On-
tario", and a statement of the authorized capital;
(b) state the number of shares represented thereby;
(c) state that shares arc not transferable without the
authorization of the directors;
(d) set forth the provisions of section 15 I;
(e) state that the dividend, if any, to which the holder
of a share may become entitled shall not exceed
eight per cent per annum on the alllount J)<'lid
up thereon; and
U) state that the company lIlay by by-law limit the
amount to be distributed for each share on the
dissolution of the company to the alllount paid up
Oil such share together with declared and unpaid
dividends. 1949, c. 14, s. 1, pari.
:r..temoor
loans.
143,-(1) The capital of corporations without share
capital may be in the form of loans from members, called
member loans, and such loans may be in such amounts,
payable on demand or at such times and either without
interest or with interest at a rate not exceeding six per cent
per annum, as the by·laws may provide.
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(2) A corporation mar borrow monc,· from its shareholders Borro..,nc• rrom
or members iff such amOunts payable on dcmand or at such membef's
times and cither without inttorest or with interest at a ratet~l~~"'~·
not e.xceeding six per cent per annum, as the by.I.'lwS may
provide. 1949, c. 14, s. 1, pari.
144. \\'here a mcmber of a corporation without shareTerm;rll.lIOn
" 1 d" d " "h h or member.capIta les or ocs not tranSlct any usmess WIt t e cor· ship.
poration for a period of two years, the directors may terminate
the membership, nnd upon such termination the corporation
shall pay any money owing to thc mcmber. 19-19, c. 14, s. 1,
pari.
145.-(1) ~o share of a company shall be transfcrred Trh:.rer
unless authorized by the board of dire<:tors. 0 Ii ~.
(2) No membership in a corporation without share capital ~r=.t"'r.
shall be transferred unless authorized by the bo.'lrd of
directors. 1949, c. 14, s. I, pert.
140.-(1) ~o individual member or shareholder of a ,'ollne
corporation shall vote by proxy.
(2) No individual mcmber or shareholder of a corporntion Idem.
shall have more than onc vote.
(3) A corporate Illcmber or shareholdcr may appoint. undcr ~~~~~l
its corporat~ se.'ll, one of its officers or directors to attcnd ~~':'e~ or
and vote on Its behalf at meetings of members or shareholders holden..
tlnd such officer or din~ctor shall have only one \"Otc. J949,
c. 14,5. If part.
1407. No person shall hold office as a director of a cor· ~ualitl::allon
poration unless hc is a member or shareholder thereof or a ~Ir:eto".
director or officer of a corporate member or shareholder
thereof. 1949, c. 14, s. 1, pari.
148. A corporation may by by-law provide lhat, before r~Jrv:d
any distribution of surplus arising from the business 'of dl\·ld:nds.
the corporation in each fiscal year, the corporation may.
(0.) set as;df." re.sen:!' funds;
(6) provide for the paymcnl of dividends on the share
capital at a Tate not to e:..:cced eight per cent per
annum on the amount paid up lhereon. 1949, c. 14,
s. I, part.
149.-(1) Subject to section 148, the surplus arising from Ol$lribuUon
the business of the corporation in each fiscal year shall be:~r~~~•.

















allocated, credited or paid to the members or shareholders
in proportion to the business done by each member or share-
holder with or through the corporation. computed at a rate
in relation to the quantity, quality or value of the goods or
products acquired, marketed, handled, dealt in or sold, or
services rendered by the corporation from or on behalf of
or to the member or shareholder, whether as principal or as
agent of the member or shareholder or otherwise. with
appropriate differences in the ratc for dilTerent classes,
grades or qualities thereof.
(2) The corporation may by by-law provide that part of
the surplus may be allocated, credited or paid to non-members
or non-shareholdcrs at the same or at lesser rates than to
mcmbers or shareholders.
(3) The amount which is allocated, crcdited or paid to
members, shareholders, non-membcrs or non-shareholders In
each fi!:cal ycar shall be known as the patronage return.
(4) The corporation may by by-law provide that where
the value of the goods or products acquired, marketed,
handled, dealt in or sold, or services rendered by the cor-
poration from or on behalf of or to any member, shareholder,
non-member or non-shareholder in any year docs not c..xcccd
$50, or such le~r amount as may be specified in the by-law,
no patronage return shall be allocated, credited or paid to
such member, shareholder, non-member or non-shareholder.
1949, c. 14, s. I, part.
150.-(1) A cOIllp.'lny may by by-law provide that in each
fiscal year the whole, or such p<'1rt as the directors may
determine, of the patronage return of each shareholdershall be
applied to the purchase for the shareholder of a stated number
of unissued shares of the company or a staled number or
issued shares of the company, if obtainable.
(2) Where a company has enacted a by-law under sub-
section I, and the whole or part of the. patronage retur"n of a
shareholder is required to be invcsted in issued shares, the
company shall mail a written notice to such shareholder
stating the number of shares to be purchased by him.
(3) Unless within 30 days from the date of lll<liling of
the notice referred to in subsection 2, the shareholder required
to purchase issued shares has presented for transfer to himself
the number of shares which he is required to purchase, the
comp......ny may on behalf of such shareholder,
(a) purchase the required number of shares from share-
holders who are willing to sell shares; 1 •• ,1
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(b) payout of the patronage relurn of such shareholder
___lhe_purchase price;
(e) transfer such shares to the shareholder; and
(d) issue' and forward to such shareholder a certificate
representing such shares.
(4) A corporation may enact by-laws requlrlng Its share_Compuleory. borro'O'lne·
holders or members to lend to It the whole, or such part as
the directors may determine, of the patronage returns to
which lhey may become entitled in each fiscal year, upon
such terms and at such rate of interest not exceeding six per
eent per annum as the by-laws may provide.
(5) No shareholder shall be required under this section to Idem.
purchase issued or unissued shares at a price in excess of the
par value thereof, or issued shares when no such shares are
a;vailabl~ for purchase.
(6) When the corporation is insolvent. no member or share-Idem.
holder shall be required under this section to loan his patron-
age return, and no shareholder shall be required to purchase
,shares of the corporation.
(7) This section shall not jlrevent a member or shareholder Idem.
from receiving so much of his patronage return as has not
been appropriated to loans to the corporation or to the
purchase of shares of the corporation in accordance with such
.by-laws. 1949, c. 14, s. 1, part.





with the consent of a shareholder, may purchase for
redemption all or part of the shares held by such
shareholder upon payment of such an amount, not
c:l(ceeding the par value of the shares, as may be
agreed upon; and
(b) whenever a corporate shareholder is about to be
dissolved, or a shareholder has failed for a period of
two years to transact any business with the com~
pany, may purchase for redemption the shares of such
shareholder, or require the transfer of such shares
to another person, at the book value or par value,
whichever is less.
No compa y Prohlbltlonn , re putcha$e,.,
shall use for the purchase or shares for redemption in redemptlon.
any fiscal year, an amount in excess of 50 per cent
of the accumulated reserve funds;
(2)
<a)















(b) shall purchase (or redemption in any fiscal year more
than 10 per cent of the shares outstanding at the
beginning of the year;
(c) shall pllrchase shares for redemption when the com-
pany is insolvent or so as to render the company in-
solvent or so as to reduce the number of shnreholders
to less than 10.
(3) A share purchased for redemption by a company shall
not be fe-issued.
(4) Where shares are subject to purchase for redemption,
and the company gives to the shareholder written notice of
purchase in which the shareholder is requested to surrender
the share certificates, if any, for cancellation, and the share-
holder fails to comply within the time specified, not being
less than 30 days after the giving of such notice, the company
may pay the purchase price into a chartered b..'lnk to the
credit of the shareholder and cancel the shares upon its books.
1949, c. 14, s. 1, part.
152.-(1) On any distribution of the assets of a corporation
without share capit:ll, member loans and I><'ltronage returns
which are loaned to the corporation shall rank after the ordi-
nary debts.
(2) A corporation may enact by-laws providing th<'ll upon
the dissolution of the corporation and after the payment of
all debts and liabilities, including any declared and unpaid
dividends, nncl the amount paid lip on outstanding shares,
if any, the remaining assets of the corporation or part thereof
may be distributed or disposed of as follows:
(a) equally among the members or shareholders irre-
spective o( the numhcr of shares held by a share-
holder;
(b) among the members or shareholders at the time of
dissolution on the basis of patronage returns accrued
to such members or shareholders during the five
fiscal years immediately preceding the dissolution or
since the d:l.te of incorporation; or
(c) to clladtable organizations or to organizations whose
objects are beneficial to a community. 1949, c. 14,
s. I, part.
153.-(1) A corporation may enact by-laws providing for,
(a) the division of its members or shareholders into
groups, either territorially or on the basis of common
interest;
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(b) the election of directors for each group on the basis
---of-the number of members or shareholders in each
group or the volume of business done by each group
with the corporation, or both;
(c) the election of delegates and alternative delegates to
represent each group on the basis of the number of
members or shareholders in each group or the
volume of business done by each group with the
corpora tion, or both;
(d) where all of the members or shareholders are cor-
porations, the election of delegates and alternative
delegates to represent such corporations on the
basis of the number of members or shareholders in
cach corporation or the volume of business done
with each corporation. or both;
(e) the number and melhod of electing delegates;
(j) the holding of meetings of delegates;
(g) the authority of delegates at meetings or providing
that a mccting of delegates shall for all purposes be
deemed to be and to have all the powers of a mccting
of the members or shareholders;
(h) the holding of meetings of members, shareholders or
delegatcs territorially or on the basis of common
interest;
(i) the payment of expenses of delegates attending
meetings.
(2) A delegate shall have only onc vote and shall not votc VotinG,
by proxy.
(3) No person shall be elected a delegate who is not eitherQulltl~ca-
be f h . d' tlonora mem r or shareholder 0 t e corporation or a lrector, delegate.
officer, member or shareholdcr of a corpomte member or
shareholder of the corporation,
(4) No such by-law shall prohibit members or shareholdcrs Pro\·lgo.
from attending meetings of dclegates. 1949, c. 14, s. I, part.
154.-(1) Thc"b\'-laws of a corporation passed pursuant to ,BY:.la"..
. 0 ue
this Part shall not take efTect until confirmed by a vote of confirmed.
two-thirds of the members or shareholders present or repre-
sented at a meeting duly called for considering the by-law.
























(2) The by-laws of the corporation shall bind the cor-
poration and its members or shareholders to the same extent
as if the by-laws had respectively been signed and sealed by
each member or shareholder and contained covenants on
behalf of each member or shareholder, his heirs, executors
and administrators to conform thereto subject to this Part.
1949, c. 14, s. 1, part.
155.-(1) Every corporation shall,
(a) file in the office of the Provincial Secretary within
30 days after confirmation by the members or
shareholders, copies of all its by~laws certified under
its corporate seal;
(6) deliver a copy of the by-laws to a member or share-
holder when requested in writing so to do;" ,
(c) transmit forthwith after each annual meeting to the
office of the Provincial Secretary a copy of the
balance sheet, statement of income and expenditure
and report of the auditor presented thereat; and
(d) deliver to every member or shareholder on demand
in writing a copy of the balance sheet, statement
of income and expenditure and report of the auditor.
(2) If a corporation fails to comply with subsection 1
it shall be guilty of an offence and on summary conviction
shall be liable to a penalty of not more than S100, and every
director and officer of the corporation who authorizes or
permits such failure shall be guilty of an offence and on
summary conviction shall be liable to a like penalty. 1949,
c. 14, s. 1, part.
156. A corporation shall have power to carryon, encourage
and assist educational and advisory work relating to co-
operatives and the co-operative ideal. 1949, c. 14, s. I, part.
157. The Lieutenant-Governor in Council may,
(a) relieve any corpomtion incorporated prior to the
1st day of June, 1949, from compliance with any
of the provisions of this Part; and
(6) declare that a corporation shall no longer be subject
to this Part, and change such corporation's name,
if it appears to the Lieutenant-Governor in Council
that 50 per cent or more in value of the business
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of the corporation during its last fiscal year was
_ - transacted with persons or corporations who were
neither members nor shareholders of the corporation.
1949, c. 14, s. 1, part.
P RT III
COMPA IES OPERATING MUNICIPAL FRANCHISES AND
PUBLIC UTILITIES
I ncorporat£on and Powers
158. This Part shall apply to all applications for incorpora- At~IiCftion
tion of companies intended to operate or control any public 0 fir.
or municipal franchise. undertaking or utility and which may
require for its purposes the erection of any permanent struc-
ture in or upon any highway, stream or adjoining navigable
waters, and to such compan~es when incorporated. R.S.O.
1937, c. 251, s. 159.
159. With the application. for incorporation the applicants ~a~~~j3~;~d
shall produce to the ProvinCial Secretary, on II I
app cat on.
(a) evidence that the proposed capital is sufficient to
carry out the objects for which the compan is to be
incorporated, that such capital has been subscribed
or underwritten, and that the applicants are likely
to command public trust and confidence in the
undertaking;
(b) a detailed description of the plant, works and in-
tended operations of the company, and an estimate
of their cost;
(c) a by-law of every municipality in which the opera-
tions of the company are to be carried on, authoriz-
ing the execution thereof in the manner set out in
such detailed description, where the consent of
the council of the municipality is required by law to
authorize the company to carryon its operations
therein;
(d) if the undertaking is to be carried on, or in so far as
it is to be carried on, in territory without municipal
organization, a report from the Minister of Lands
and Forests approving of the undertaking;
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(e) if it is proposed that the company shall acquire any
plant, works, land, undertaking, good will, contract
or other property or assets, a detailed statement of
the nature and value thereof;
(j) such further information as the Provincial Secretary
may require. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 160.
Haf'urlnll" 160 '[h P " "I c. f h \""Ul/p!icatlOll • e rOYllICla ..-x:crctary may rc cr t c app Icallon
;?".~nr~~ncer1J.and all statements, evidence and material filed thereon to
report. engineers, architects, valuators or other experts for considera.
tion, Investigation and report regarding the public necessity
for the undertaking, the amount of capital required therefor,
the value of any plant, works, lands, undertaking, good-will,
contract or other property or assets to be acquired and any
other matter which may appear to be in the public interest


















101. All letters patent and supplementary letters patent of
companies to which this Part applics and of all c(lmpanics
incorporatcd before the 1st day of July, 1907, for any of the
purposes mentioned in section 158, shall bc issued on the
authority of the Lieutenant-Governor in Council, and such
letters patent or supplemcntary lcttcrs patent may be issued
in tcrms and on conditions different from those applied for.
R.S.D. 1937, c. 251, s. 162.
102. Notice of the application shall be published in such
manner and shall be given to such persons as the Provincial
Secretary may determinc. R.$.D. 1937, c. 251, s. 163.
163. The letters patcnt or supplemelltary Icttcrs patent,
may limit the term of the existence of the comp..'lny, the ratc
of dividcnd pnyablc on the shares of the capital stock, the
amoullt which thc comp.any may borrow on debenturcs,
debenture stock, mortgages or other securities and ,he rate
of interest thereon. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 164.
104. Upon an application for supplemcntary letters
patent extcnding the powers increasing the capital or other-
wise varying au)' term or the letters patent the company shall
produce such cvidence and stalemcnts as arc referred to in
section 159, and the Provincial Secretary may refer the same
in the manner and for the purposes set out ill section 160.
R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 165.
Supplcmen_ 165. The supplementary letters patent may fix the condi-
lnr~' lettol'6 .
patont. what tions upon whIch any shares, debentures, debenture stock or
may be eon- . . f h h" th" d beluJI1ad In. other seCUritIes 0 t e company, t erew au Orlze to
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issued, may b allotted, sold or otherwise disposed of, and may
be issued in terms and on conditions different from those
applied for, and may ary any term or condition of the appli-
cation. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 166.
166. Ko provision contained in this Part or in the letters Rights or
I I d· h' mu niclpalit)·patent or supp ementary etters patent regar 109 t e Issue presen·ed.
of debentures or other sccurities or the making of mortgages
to secure the same shall in any way prejudice the right which
any municipality may ha\'c to acquire or take possession of
the plant and undertaking of the company. R.S.O. 1937,
c. 251, s. 167.
167.-(1) The company may pass by-laws regarding the Compan)'
rna\' pass
control and management of its undertaking, its dealings with by-laws (or
h bl ' h II . f II hI' f control. etc.t e pu IC, t e co ectlon 0 to s, c arges, rates or eVles or or under-
h bl ' . . b h d f h taking.t e pU IC servICe given y t e company, an or t e use,
protection and care of its property while being used, enjoyed
or otherwise subject to public use; but no such by-laws shall
have any force or effect or be actcd upon until approved by
the Lieutenant-Governor in Council and notice of the approval
has been published four times in a public newspaper published
at the place \\ here the undertaking of the company is carried
on, or as near thereto as may be, unless such publication is
dispensed with by the ~linister. R..0. 1937, c. 251, s. 168
(1); 1946, c. 10, s. 3.
(2) Every person who co travenes any of the provisions of Penalty.
any such by-law shall be guilty of an offence and on summary
conviction shall be liable to a penalty of not more than 20.
R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, ss. 168 (2), 129.
168. In addition to the other returns which are required ~~~~~~.nal
by this or any other ct the company shall on or before the
8th day of February in each year make a report to the Pro-
vincial Secretary, verified as provided by subsection 3 of
section 3 of The Companies Information Act, which shall ~e60.Stat..
specify,
(a) the cost of the work, plant and undertaking of the
company;
(b) the amount of its capital, and the amount paid
thereon;
(c) the amount received during the year from tolls.
levies, rates and charges and all other sources,
stating each separately;

















(d) the amount and ratc of dividends paid;
(e) the amount expended for repairs; and
(J) a detailed description of any extension or Improve-
ment of the works or of any new works proposed to
be undertaken in the current year, together with an
estimate of the cost thereof. R.5.0. 1937, c. 251,
s. 169.
160. The Provincial Secretary may appoint a person to
inspect and examine the books of account of the company,
and every person so appointed may take copics or extracts
from the S,lmc, and may require and receive from the keeper
of such books, and also from the president and each of the
directors of the company, and all the other officers and
scn'ants thereof, all such information as to such books and the
affairs of the company generally as the person so appointed
deems necess.."1ry for the fuJI and 5<"1tisfactory investigation
into and report upon the state of the affnirs of the company so
as to enable him to ascertain the correctness of statements
furnished by the company, R.S.O. 1937, e. 251, s. 110.
110. The Lieutenant-Governor in Council by supple-
mentary letters patent may extend the term of existence of any
comp.."1ny incorporated for a limited period under this Act,
or heretofore incorporated under any other general Act, for
such further period, as by Order in Council, made before the
expiry of such period, he may direct, and the provisions of
this Act relating to the expiration of the term of existence of
a comp.."1ny shall thereupon apply to such term as so extended.
R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 171.
Expropr'ial.1"o,~
111.-(1) A company to which this section is made applic-
able by the letters patent or supplementary letters p.."1tent
may take, without the consent of the owner thereof. such
lands and easements as may be necessary for the purpOScs of
its undertaking, in like manlIer as under The Railwoys Act,
lands may be expropriated for the purpose of a railway; but
any such right of expropriation may be limited or the applica-
tion of any section of that Act may be excluded.
(2) This section shall apply to a comp.."1ny incorporated
before the 1st day of July, 1907, under any general or special
Act. "KS.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 172.
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172. The liabilitv of any person to contribute to the assets Nature or
f . dO h' . hr' lIabllit)· oro a corporation un er t IS.-\ ,10 t e event 0 the corporation contributor)'.
being wound up, shall be deemed to cr ate a debt accruing due
from such person at the time when his liability commenced,
but payable at the time or respective times when calls are
made as hereinafter mentioned for enforcing such liability,
R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 173.
173. If a contributory die either before or after he has Wbo liable
been placed on the Ii t of contributories hereinafter mentioned, bniacde:l~t.
his personal representatives, heir and devi e shall be liable
in due course of administration to contribute to the assets
of the corporation in di charge of the liability of uch deceased
contributory and shall be deemed to be contributories accord-
ingly. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 174.
Voluntary Winding Up
174.. corporation may be wound up voluntarily,
(a) where the period, if any. fixed for the duration of the
corporation by the A t, letter patent or instrument
of incorporation or by supplementary letter patent,
has expired, or where the event, if any, has occurred,
upon the occurrence of which it i provided by the
ct or letters patent or instrument of incorporation
or by supplementary letters patent that th corpora-
tion is to be dissol ed, and the corporation in general
meeting has passed a resolution requiring the
corporation to be wound up;
(b) where the corporation, in general meeting called for
that purpose, has pa d a resolution requiring the
corporation to be wound up;
(c) where the corporation, though it may be solvent as
respects creditors. has passed a resolution in general
meeting to the effect that it has been proved to its
satisfaction that the corporation cannot, by reason
of its liabilities. continue its business and that it is
advisable to wind it up. R..0. 1937. c. 251, s. 17-.
Voluntar)'
winding Up.










175. A winding up shall be deemed to commence at the
time of the passing of the resolution authorizing the winding
up. H..S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 176.
170. Whenever a corporation is wound up voluntarily the
corporation shall. (rom the date of the commencement of such
winding up, cease to carry 011 its undertaking, except in so
(nr as may be required for the beneficial winding up thereof,
and all transfers of shares. except transfers made to or with
the sanction of the liquidators, or alterations in the status of
the shnrcholdcrs or members of the corporation, taking place
after the commencement of such winding up, shall be void;
but its corporate state and all its corporate powers, notwith-
standing that it is otherwise provided by its eonstating
instrument or by-laws, shall continue until the affairs of the
corporation are wound up. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 177.
177. Kotke of any resolution passed for winding up a
corporation voluntarily shall be given by advertisement in
The Ontario Ga=ette, and shall be filed in the office of the
Provincial Secretary. R.S.O. 1937, c, 251, s. 178.
'
No proct=,ed- 178.-(1) After the commencement of the winding up
nKS aga ns~ , h cd' I II b cdcd' hcorporatIon no action or ot er procc ItIg S 1a e proce WIt or
after wInding 'h' dup cxct=pt commenced against t e corporalion, an no attachment,
b)' leave. sequestration, distress or execution shall be put in force
against the estate or effects of the corporation, except by
leave o( the court and subject to such terms as the court
may impose.
EXct=(jUOtl. (2) This section shall not apply to any proceeding taken
~'~i3: 1927, under the lVindilLg-1lP Act (Canada), or other Act respecting













170. Upon a voluntary winding up,
(a) the property of the corporation shall be applied in
So'ltisfaction of all its liabilities pari paWl, and,
subject thereto, shall, unless it is otherwise pro-
vided by the by-laws of the corporation, be dis-
tributed rateably among the shareholders or mem-
bers according to their rights and interests in the
corporation;
(b) in distributing the assets of the corporation the
salary or wages of all clerks and wage-earners in the
employment of the corporation due at the date of
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the_commencement of the winding up or within one
-month before, not exceeding three months salary or
wages, shall be paid in priority to the claims of the
ordinary general creditors, and such persons shall
be entitled to rank as ordinary or general creditors
for the residue of their claims;
(c) the corporation in general meeting shall appoint such ~rPI?~~\~:t~~
person or persons as it thinks fit to be a liquidator or :~dtl~n,?un.
liquidators for the purpose of winding up the affairs .
of the corporation and distributing its property,
and shall fix the remuneration to be paid to him or
them;
(d) if one person only is appointed all the provisions in idem;
reference to several liquidators shall apply to him;
(e) upon the appointment of liquidators all the powers of dPowetrs oft
th d' h II . f h Irec ors 0e lrectors s a cease except In so ar as t e cease;
corporation in general meeting or the liquidators




where several liquidators are appointed every power powers to be
h b ' b ' d b I exercised byere y given may e exercise y suc lOne or more liqUidators;
of them as may be determined at the time of their
appointment, or in default of such determination by
any number not less than two;
the liquidators shall settle the list of contributories, settlement
and any list so settled shall be prima facie evidence ~~~\Sr1~J.
of the liability of the persons named therein to be tories;
contributories;
the liquidators may, at any time after the passing of deman~t
the resolution for winding up and before they have r,.armm~onl-
, d h ffi' f h f h tnbutor es;ascertame t e su clency 0 t e assets 0 t e cor-
poration, call on all or any of the contributories for
the time being settled on the list of contributories,
to the extent of their liability to pay any sum which
they may deem necessary to satisfy the debts and
liabilities of the corporation, and the costs, charges
and expenses of winding up, and for the adjustment
of the rights of the contributories among themselves,
and the liquidators may, in making a call, take into
consideration the probability that some of the
contributories upon whom the call is made may
partly or wholly fail to pay their respective portions
of the same;




































(~) the liquidators shall pay the debts of the corporation
and adjust the rights of the contributories, share-
holders or members among themselves. R.S.O. 1937,
c. 251, s. 180.
180. All cost~, charges and e..xpcnses properly incurred in
the winding Lip, including the remuneration of the liquidators,
after taxation by one of the taxing officers of the Supreme
Court at Toronto who is hereby empowered to tax the 5.1.me,
shall be payable out of the assets of the corporation in priority
to all other claims. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 181.
181.-(1) The liquidators shall have power,
(a) to bring or defend any action, suit or prosecution, Or
other legal proceeding, civil or criminal, in the name
and on behalf of the corporation;
(b) to carryon the business of the corporation so far as
may be necess:uy for the beneficial winding up of
the corporation;
(c) to sell en bloc or in parcels the real and personal pro-
pertr, effects and things in action of the company by
public auction or private contract;
(d) to do all acts and execute, in the name and on
behalf of the corporation, all deeds, receipts and other
documents, and {or that purpose use the SC<1.1 of
the corpora tion;
(e) to draw, accept, make and endorse any bill of exchange
or promissory note in the name and on behalf of
the corporation;
(f) to raise upon the security of the assets of the cor-
poration from time to time any requisite sum or sums
of money;
(g) to take out in their official name letters of administra-
tion tD the est.::lte of .::lny dece."lscd contributory and
do in their official name any other act that may be
necessary for obtaining payment of any money due
from a contributory or from his estate and which"!act
cannol be conveniently done in the name of the
corpora tion;
(h) to do and execute all such other things as may be
necessary for winding up the affairs of the corporation
and distributing its assets.
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(2) The drawing, accepting. making or endorsing of a bill Bblllll or ,~:c ance. e",..
o( exchange or promissory note on behalf o( the corporation to bed...med
shall have the same effect "';th respect to the liability o( the.~~"i:,~~.
corporation as i( such bill or note. had been drawn. accepted,
made or endorsed by or on behalf o( such corporation in the
coune o( carrying on the business thereof.
(3) Where the liquidators take. out letters of administration Wh••
or otherwise use their official name for obtaining payment of :r:.= to
any money due from a contributory, such money' shall be~u~::t~o...
deemed, for the purpose of enabling them to take out such
letters or recO\'er such money. to be due to the official liqui.
dators themselvcs. R.S.O. 1937. c. 251. s. 182.
182. A corporation about to be wound up voluntarily,IllApectofll.
or in the course of being so wound up. may. in general meeting,
by resolution, delegate to any committee of its shareholders
or members, contributories or creditors. hereinafter referred
to as inspectors. the power of appointing liquidators and filling
any vacancies in the office of liquidators, or may by a like
resolution enter into any arrnngement with its creditors with
respect to the powers to be exercised by the liquidators and
the manner in which they arc to be exercised. R.S.O. 193i,
c. 251, s. 183.
J83.-(1) The liquidators shall deposit at interest in some DePOslI in
chartered bank at a branch or agene)' in Ontario all sums r::~~d~fors_
o( money which they mar ha\"t: in their hands belonging to
the corporation, whenever such sums amount to $tOO.
(2) If inspectors have
onc appro\'ed by them.
bNn appointed. the b.1.nk shall be A pprov.' orbcnk b)'
IntpeoclOrs.
(3) Such deposit shall not be made in the name o( the $eparal.
liquidators generally. but a sep.1.ratc deposit account shall be:~":i~\
kept of the money belonging to the corporation, in the name~lt~~,f.~i
of the liquidators as such, and of the inspect~r~, if any, and ~r~~unl.
such money shall be withdrawn only on the jomt cheque of
the liquidators and one o( the inspectors. if there is any.
(4) At even' meeting of the shareholders or members of l.lquldalOfll• to prod.uce
the corporation the liquidators shall produce a p..us·book, ~nk k
showing the amount of the deposits, the dates at which they pU$-boo •
were made, the amounts withdrawn and dates o( withdrawal,
and of which production. mention shall be made in the minutes
of the meeting. and the absence of such mention shall be















(5) The liquidators shall also produce the pass-book when-
ever so ordered by the court upon the application of the
lIlspectors or of a shareholder or member of the corporation.
R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 184.
184.-(1) The liquidators may from time to time during
the continuance of the winding up, SUIlllllon general meetings
of the corporation for the purpose of obtaining the sanction
of the corporation by resolution, or for any other purpose
they think lit.
(2) In the event of the winding up continuing for more
than one year the liquidators shall summon a general meeting
of the corporation at the end of the first year and of each
succeeding year from the commencement of the winding up,
and shall lay bcfore such meeting an account showing their
acts and dcalings, and the manner in which the winding up
has been conducted during the preceding year. RS.O. 1937,
c. 251, s. 185.
185. If nny yacancy occurs in the office of liquidators
appointed by the corporation by death, resignntion or other·
wise the corporation in gencral meeting may, subject to any
arrangement it may have entcred into with its creditors upon
the appointment of inspectors, fill such vacancy, and a general
meeting for that purpose may be convened by the continuing
liquidators, if any, or by any contributory, and shall be deemed
to have been duly held in the manner prescribed by the by·laws
of the corporation, or. in defalllt thereof, in the manner
prescribed by this Act for calling general meetings of the
shareholders or members of the corporation. RS.O. 1937,





186. Section 51 of The Trustee Act shalt apply












187. The liquidators, with the 5..1.llction of a resolution of
the corporation in gencral meeting or of the inspectors, may
make stich compromise or other arrangement as the liqui-
dators deem expedient, with any creditor or person claiming
to be ,1 creditor or having or alleging that he h,15 any claim,
present or future, certain or contingent, ascertained or sound·
ing only in damages, against the corporation or whereby the
corporation may be rendered liable. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251,
s. 188.
188. The liquidators may, with the like sanction, com-
promise all calls and liabilities to call, debts and liabilities
capable of resulting in debts, and all claims, whether present
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or future, certain or contingent, ascertained or sounding
only~indamages, subsisting or supposed to subsist between
the corporation and any contributory, alleged contributory
or other debtor or person apprehending liability to the cor-
poration and all questions in any way relating to or affecting
the assets of the corporation, or the winding up of the cor-
poration, upon the reccipt of such sums, parable at such
times and genernlly upon such terms as may be agreed upon,
and the liquidators may take anr security for the discharge
of such calls, debts or liabilities and give a complete discharge
in respect thereof. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 189.
189.-(1) Where a corporation is proposed to be or is in Powe. to
the course of being wound up, and the whole or a portion of ~~~~:~. eto=.•
its business or property is proposed to be transferred or sold :rd;~!i~-n
to another corporation, the liquidators of the first·mentioned ~or~~:~t
corporation, with the s"'IOction of a resolution in general mcet- ~~~~~)~r
ing of the corporation by which they were appointed conferring
either a general authority on the liquidators or an authority
in respect of any particular arrangement, may receive, in
compensation or in part compensation for such transfer or
sale, shares or other like interest in such other corporation
for the purpose of distribution among the shareholders or
members of the corporation which is being wound up in the
manner set forth in the arrangement, or may, in lieu of
receiving cash, shares, or other like interests, or in addition
thereto, participate in the profits of or receive any other
benefit from the purchasing corporation.
(2) Any sale made or arrangement entered into by the cron~rmatlon
liquidators in pursuance of this section shall be binding on ~rr~n:e~r
the shareholders or members of the corporation which is f:lqe~I~~rOr8.
being wound up or in each class of shareholders or members
if there be more than one class, provided that in the case of
a company, the shareholders or classes of shareholders as the
case may be, present in person or by prox)' at a general
meeting duly called for the purpose, by yotes representing
three-fourths of the shares or each class of shares represented
at such meeting, or in the case of a corporation without share
capital, by a majority representing three-fourths in number
of the members or each class of members in the event of there
being more tllan one class, approyc such sale or arrangement,
and such sale or arrangement ill cillu.:r l.:iJse is appro\'ed by
an order made by a judge of the Supreme Court in chambers
on the application of the corporation.
(3) No resolution shall be deemed invalid for the purposes Spedlll
r h" "b h"" d cd 1 resolutlonotIS sectIon }' reason t at It IS passe antec ent y to or not InVAlid
I "h I" r "d" h . bflcaU8econcurrent Y Wit a reso utlon or WIO mg up t e corporatIon prior to
or for appointing liquidators. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 190. ~~S~!jl~IJO~p





190. For the purpose of proving claims, sections 25, 26 and
27 of The Assignments and Preferences Act shall mutat£s
mutandis apply except that where the word "judge" is used
there shall be substituted for it the words "master or local
master" mentioned in section 191. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 191.
toP:i!~~~~O~r 191.-(1) The master, where the head office of the cor·
}~~f1~p'rni~tri.r paration is in the county of York, or the local master where
the head office is in any other county or in a district, or the
master or any local master where a judge of the Supreme
Court deems it more convenient that the application should
be made to him, and so directs or allows llpon the application
of the liquidators or of the inspectors or of any creditor
affected by section 187, after hearing such parties as he directs
to be notified, or after such steps as he may prescribe have
been taken, may give his opinion, advice or direction in
any matter arising in the liquidation, and the same shall be
followed and shall be binding upon all parties in the liquida.
tion, subject to an appeal to a judge of the Supreme Court in
chambers, if leave to appeal is given by such master or local
master or by a judge of the Supreme Court, and the order
of the judge shall be final and binding in the liquidation.
By credltol"ll. (2) A creditor affected. by anything done or proposed to
be done under the authority of section 189 shall have the
like right to apply in respect thereof, and in other respects
subsection 1 shall apply. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 192.
Wt:ml1'llg up tlmier Order of the Courl
~~l~~~":-t up 192. A corporation may be wound up by order of the
Supreme Court,
(a) where it may be wound up voluntarily;
(b) where proceedings have been begun to wind up
voluntarily and it appears to the court that it is
in the interest of contributories and creditors that
they should be continued under the supervision of
the court;
(c) where in the 0plnJon of the court it is jl,lst and
equitable for some reason other than the bank-
ruptcy or insolvency of the corporation that it should
be wound up; or
(d) where the letters patent have been declared forfeited
or revoked or made void. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251.
s. 193.
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193.-(1) The winding-uD order may be made by a judgewbomay
or local_judge of the Supre~e Court in chambers upon the apply.
petition of the corporation or of a shareholder or member or.
when the corporation is being wound up voluntarily, of the
liquidator or a contributory or of a creditor having a claim
of $200 or upwards.
(2) Except where the application is made by the corporation S'otlce.
four days notice shall be givcn to the corporation beforc the
m:l.king of the order. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 194..
.194. W~ere a windin~-u~ order is ma~e by the. c~urt :;;:~t~~nee.
Without prtor voluntary wmdlng-up proceedmgs the wlndmg \poind n, up.
Up shall be deemed to commence at the time of sc,"vice of
notice of thc presentation of the petition. R.S.O. 1937,
c. 251, s. 195.
195. The court may make the ordcr applied for. may dis. Powe... or
miss thc petition with or ...·ithout costs, may adjourn thc coUr!.
hearing conditionally or unconditionally or may make any
interim or othcr ordcr as m<lY be dcemed just. and upon the
making of the order may, according to its practicc and pro-
cedure, refer the proceedings for the winding up. :l.nd may
also delegate any powers of the court conferred by this Act
to an~' officer of the court. R.S.O. 1937. c. 251, s. 196.
100.-(1) The court in making thc winding-up order may Appgjntment
" 1""d 1""d r h d ff or liquidatorappomt a IqUI ator or lqUI ators 0 t e estate an e ccts
of the corporation; but no such liquidator shall be appointe<.!
unless a previous not icc is givcn to the creditors, contribu-
tories. shareholders or members in the manner and form
prescribed by the court.
(2) If a liquidator has already been appointed in a volun- S'gtlce
tary liquidation such notice need not be given. R.S.O. 1937, :~:~.
c. 251, s. 197.
107.-(1) H from any causc there is no liquidator acting AppoIntment
either provisionally or otherwise thc court mayan thc appli- bl' ccurt.
cation of a shareholder or member of the corporation appoint
a liquidator or liquidators.
(2) The court may also, for due cause, remove a liquidator Remo\'al or
d " h I" id liquidator.an appomt anot er Iqu ator.
(3) When there is no liquidator the estate shall be under The_
the control of the court until the appointment of a liquidator. ~~~~ator.
R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 198.
































198. When a winding-up order has been made proceedings
for the winding up of the corporation shall be taken in the
same manner and with the like consequences as hereinbefore
provided for a voluntary winding up, except that the list of
contributories shall be settled by the court unless it has been
settled by the liquidator prior to the winding-up order, in
which case such list shall be subject to review by the court,
and except that aU proceedings in the winding up shall be
subject to the order and direction of the court. R.$.O. 1937,
c. 251, s. 199.
199.-(1) The court may direct meetings of the share-
holders or members of the corporation to be summoned, held
and conducted in such manner as the court deems fit for the
purpose of ascertaining their wishes, and may appoint a
person to act as chairman of any such meeting and to report
the result of it to the court.
(2) The court may require any contributory for the time
being settled on the list of contributories, or any trustee,
receiver, banker or agent or officer of the corporation to pay,
deliver, convey, surrender or transfer forthwith, or within
such time as the court directs, to the liquidator any sum or
balance, books, papers, estate, or effects which are in his hands
and to which the corporation is pn·mafade entitled.
(3) The court may make such order for the inspection by
the creditors and contributories of the corporation of its
books and paper5 as the court deems just, and any books
and papers in the possession of the corporation llIay be
inspected in conformity with the order of the court; but not
further or otherwise. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 200.
200.-(1) The court may, at any time after the com-
mencement of the winding up, summon to appear before the
court or liquidator any officer of the corporation, or any other
person known or suspected to have in his possession any of the
estate or effects of the corporation, or supposed to be indebted
to it, or any person whom the court may deem capable of
giving information concerning its trade, dealings, estate or
effects.
(2) Where in the course of the winding up it appears that
any person who has taken part in the formation or promotion
of the corporation or any past or present director, manager,
or official or other liquidator, or receiver, or any officer or
employee of the corporation has misapplied, or retained in
his own hands, or become liable or accountable for, money
of the corporation, or been guilty of any misfeasance or breach
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of trust in r~?tion to it, thc court may, on the application of
a liquidatOr or of any creditor or contributory, examine into
the conduct of the person cha.rged and compel him to repa}'
the moncy so misapplied or retained, or for which he has
become liable or accountable, together with interest at such
rate as the court deems just, or to contribute such sum to the
assets of the corporation by war of compensation in respect
of such misapplication, retainer. misfeasancc or brcach of
trust as the court deems just. R.S.D. 1937, c. 251, s. 201.
201.-(1) If a shareholder or member of the corporation I'roc&edlni9
d " ."" b k h" h " h' b)' share·eslres to cause any proccL"UlOg to e ta 'cn W IC ,In IS holdel8 at
opinion, would be for the benefit of the corporation, and the~~~~:~nd
liquidator, under thc authority of thc sharcholdcrs or mcmbers, ~n~~~i~~l';~
or of the inspectors, refuses or neglects to take such proceeding,
·after being required so to do, the shareholder or member may
obtain an order of the court authorizing him to take such
proceeding in the name of the liquidator or corporation, but
at his own expense and risk, upon such tenns and conditions
as to indemnity to thc liquidator or corporation as the COllrt
may prescribe.
(2) Thereupon any benefit derived from such proceeding BenetlUi.
shal1 belong exclusively to the shareholder or member institut· :~~~~~h·elY
ing the proceeding for his benefit and that of any other share- ~o;.d:~~e­
holder or member who may have joined him in causing the
institution of the proceeding.
(3) If before such order is granted the liquidator signifies BenetlUi.
to the court his readiness to institute such procceding for ~~hr~~~[lon.
the benefit of the corporation, an order shall be made prcscrib.
ing the time within which he shall do so, and in that case
thc advantage derived from the proceeding, if instituted
within such time, shall belong to the corporation. R.S.D.
1937, c. 251, s. 202.
202, The rights conferred by this Act shall be in addition Rights
h "h r' ." _..1" • conferred byto any ot er ng t 0 mstltullng proce........ lOgs against any Act u be In
contributory, or against any debtor of the corporation, ror~?~~~lon to
the recovery of any call or other sum due from such con. powere.
tributory or debtor Of his estate. R.S.D. 1937, c. 251, s. 203.
203. At anv time after an order has been made for winding Stay or
up, the court, upon the application of any contributory proceedings.
and upon proof to its s..... tisraction that all proceedings in
relation to the winding up ought to be stayed, may make an
order staying thc proceedings, eithcr altogether or for a limited
time, on such tenns and subject to such conditions as the
court deems fit. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 204.





204. An appca.1 sll.1l1 lie from any order or decision of a
local judge, or of any officer to whom a reference is made,
to a judge of the Supreme Court sitting in court, <IS in the
case of an appeal from the master's report in an action. R.S.O.
1937, c. 251, 5.205.
205. An appeal shall lie to the Court of Appeal by leave
of a judge of the Supreme Court from any order Of decision
of a judge of that court in any proceeding in a winding up
under an order of the court when,
(a) the que.tion raised on the appeal involves future
rights; or
(b) ihe order or decision is likely to aITect other cases
of a similar nature in lhc winding lip proceedings; or
(c) the 3mount involved in the appeal exceeds $500,
and the decision of the Court of Appeal shall be final. R.S.O.
1937, c. 251, s. 206.
Rules of
procedure. 206. The Lieutcnant·Govcrnor in Council may make rules
for the due carrying out of the provisions of this Part, and,
c.xcept as otherwise provided by this Act or by such rules,
the practice and procedure in a winding lip under the Winding-
~·~8: 1021. up Act (Canada), shall apply. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 207.
AfCdr nt of 207.-(1) Where the affairs of the corporation have been
r~ nile ~a~~ fully wound up, the liquidator shall make up an account
bJ' liquIdator h "h "I" h h "d" I beto a \{el'lernl S OWillg t e manner 1Il W lie t e WlII 109 up laS en COIl-
meeting. dueted, and the property of the corporation disposed of, and
thereupon shall call a general meeting of the shareholders
or members of the corporation for the purpose of having
the account laid before them and hearing any explanation
that may be given by the liquidator, and the meeting shaH











(2) The liquidator shall make a return to the Provincial
Secretary of such meeting having been held, and of the date
011 which the meeting was held, and the return shall be filed in
the office of the Provincial Secretary, and on the expiration
of three months from the date of the filing the corporation
shall ipso/acto be dissolved. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 208.
208.-(1) Notwithstanding section 207, the court at any
time after the affairs of the corporation have been fully wound
lip may make an order dissolving the corporation, and the
corporation shall be dissolved at and from the date of such
order.
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(2) The order shall be forthwith reported by the liquidator Reporta
h P - - I Sec IhenlOn.to t e rovmcla retar)".
(3) H the liquidator makes default in transmitting the Penaly on
return, or in reporting the: order, if any, declaring the corpora- ~~~fnlrr'\J'
tion dissolved, he shall be guilty of an offence and on summary~~l~o;!~~~lnr
conviction shall be liable to a penalty of not more than S20return.
for every day during which he is in default. R.S.O. 1937,
c. 251, 55. 209, 129.
209. All dividends deposited in a bank and remamlllg DIeP40SIUon
I - ed h - [h d' I - r h . or unclaimedunc aim at t e time 0 t e ISSO utlon 0 t e corpomtlondlvldenlb.
shall be left for three years in the bank where they are de-
posited. or in another bank if so ordered by the COurt or
judge. and, if then unclaimed, shall be paid over, with interest
accrued thereon, to the Treasurer of Ont:trio. and if afterwards
duly claimed shall be paid over by the Treasurer to the
persons entitled thereto. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251. s. 210.
210.-(1) E\"CI)' liquidator shall, within 30 days after De~lt by
the date of dissolution of the corporation, deposit in the bank~.1~~..:g~n
appointed or named as hereinbefore provided any other moneY~nt:I'r:.nt.
then in his hands not required for any other purpose authorized
by this Act, with a sworn statement giving an account of
such money, and stating that such money is all he has in his
hands, and in C41SC of default he shall be guilty of an offence
and on summary conviction shall be linble to a penalty of
not more than SIO for every day during which he is in default.
R.S.O. 1937, c. 251. 55. 211 (I), 129.
(2) The money so deposited shall remain deposited as :Ioloney 10
provided by section 209 for three rears in the bank. and shall ~~~ ~~r
be then paid over, with interest. to the Treasurer of Ontario. Ibree yu.ra.
and if afterwards duly claimed shall be paid over to the
person entitled thereto.
(3) Where a corporation has been wound up under this Act DlsC<:aa1 or
and is about to be dissolved, the books, accounts and docu.:~r'" IItc..
ments of the corporation :md of the liquidators may be wlndlna; up.
disposccl of as the corporation by resolution directs in case
of voluntary winding up or as the court directs in case of
winding up under order.
(4) After the lapse of 6\'e years from the date of such::.;~.ftr::.
dissolution no responsibility shall rest on the corporation or porWblllty. . as to CWlIO<!y
the liqUIdators. or anyone to whom the custooy of suchorbooka.
books. accounts and documents has been committed, by reason ete.. to ceaae.
that the same or any of them are not forthcoming to any
person claiming to be interested therein. R.S.O. 1937. c. 251.
,_ 211 (2-4)_




Provi.sjoll 211 -(1) \Vhcncvcr a corporation is being wound upfor dlschnrg<l • •
or dllquldnlor under an order of the courl, und the realization and distribu~
~f81ributlon tion of its assets has proceeded so far that in the opinion of
by tho court. 1 " b perl" 1 1 I""d h Id bt le court It ecomes ex lent llat tIe IqUI alor 5 OU e
discharged. and that the balance remnining in his hands of
the money and assets of the corpor:J.tion can be better realized
and distributed by the court, the court may make an order
discharging the liquidator and for payment, delivery and
transfer into court, or to such officer or person as the court
mny direct, of such money and assets, and the &"1ffiC shall be
realized and distributed by or under the direction of the court
among the persons entitled thereto in the sa.me way as nearly
as may be as if the distribution were being made by the
liquidator.
~~~e~~t (2) In such case the court may make an order directing
uocument/l. how the books, accounts and documents of the corporation
and of the liqui<lator Illay be disposed of, and may order
that they be deposited in court or otherwise dealt with as
may be thought 6L R.$.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 212.
PART XV
GENERAL rROVISIONS
Var}"ln" 212.-(1) The Lieutenant·Governor in Council may b"powers or
obligations supplementary letters patent, upon the application of a cor·
of existing
corporatIOns poration or of a shareholder, a creditor or a holder of bonds,
alTecteu by d be d be k h " " bl""relleal of e ntures, e nture stoc " or ot er seCUrities or 0 19atlons
~~l~\es~enact- thereof, or of any person with whom the corporation may have
dealings, relieve the corporation from any duty, obligation or
other dis..'lbility which may have been imposed, or may limit
any right, power or other advantage which may have been
conferred upon the corporation by the repeal of the general
Act under which it was incorporated and by the enactment of
this Act or any predecessor of this Act.
(2) Notice shall thereupon ·be given by the Provincial
Secretary of stich supplementary letters patent in Tlte Onlar1'o
Gazelfe, setting out the manner in which any such duty,
obligation or other disability has been relieved or in which
such right, power or other advantage has been limited.
R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 214.
.>\pplicatlon
of Act.
213. This Act, except in so far as it is otherwise expressly
declared shall apply,
(n) to every company incorporated under any special or
general Act of the Parliament of the late Province
of Upper Canada:
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(b) to every company incorporated under any special or
_general Act of the Parliament of the late Province
of Canada which has its head office and c.'1rries on
business in Ontario, and which was incorporated




to every corporation incorporated under any of the
Acts repealed by The Ontario Companies Act (1907),1907. C. 34.
or under any .,",ct for wh\ch any of such repealed
Acts was substituted or to which any of such Acts
was applicable;
to every company incorpornted under a special Act
to which any of the provisions of The Ol/lario Joint Re,:: St"L~.
Slack Campa/lies' Celural Clall$fS Act or any Act 189 '.c. 189.
for which that was substituted was applicable;
to every corporation incorporated under The Ontario 1907. c. :14.
Companies Act (t907), The Ontario Compauies Act l!lI:!.c.:11.
(1912), The Onlano Companies Act (191-1), Ther;1.\~·.~~":;"8;
Companies Act (1927), The Companies Act (1937), ~\e2vi. ~t.ab·i8:
or this Act; Rev. Stat..
1937. c. 251.
(f) to every company incorporated under any general
or special Act of the Legislature,
except a company incorporated for the construction and
working of a railway, incline railway or street railway, the
business of insurance except as provided by The I1lStlTa"ce Rl"". Stat ..
Act, and the business of a corporation within the meaning of c. 183
The Loan and Trusf Corpora/iolls Act, except as provided by Re,·. St"t.,
thatAcL R.S.0.1937,c.2S1,s.21S. c.2l-l.
214. The Lieutenant-Governor in Council may relieve any Relief
company incorporated before the 1st day of July, t907. from~o~prrance
compliancc with any of the provisions of this .,",ct. R.S.O. with ."ct.









b d . I I' r h P ,. companies.)' or un er any SPCCl3 or genera .....ct 0 tear la-
ment of thc late Province of Upper Canada;
by or undcr any special or general Act of the Parlia-
ment of the latc Province of Canada, which has its
head office and carries on business in Ontario. and
which was incorporated with objects or purposes to
which the authority of this Legislature extends;




















(G) by or under any of the Acts repealed by The Ontario
Companies Act (1907), or under any Act for which
any of such repealed Acts was substituted or to
which any of such Acts was applicable;
Cd) by or under a special Act to which any of th~ provi-
sions of The Ontario Joint Stock Compatlies' Get/eral
Clauses Act or any Act for which that was suhsti·
tuted were applicable;
(e) by or under any general or special Act of this Legis-
lature,
shall, unless othenvise expressly declared in the Act or instru-
ment creating it, have, and be deemed from its creation to
have had, the general capacity which the common Jaw
ordinarily attaches to corporations created by charter.
R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 217.
PART XVI
INSURANCE COMPANIES
216. In this Part, unless the context othenvisc requires,
the words and expressions defined in section 1 of The Inmrance
Act, as used herein, shall have the same meaning as in that
Act. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 218.
217.-(1) This Part shall apply to all applications for
incorporation of insurers intending to undertake contracts
of insurance within Ontario, and to such insurers when
incorporated, and to all insurers incorporated before the 1st
day of January, 1925, under the law of Ontario.
(2) Except where inconsistent with this Part, this Act shall
apply to all such insurers.
(3) No letters patent granting a charter under this Part
shall be issued without the written approval of the Superin-
tendent. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 219.
Incorporation oj Joint Slack Insurance Companies
218. A joint stock insurance company may be incorporated
under this Act for the purpose of undertaking and trans-
acting any class of insurance for which a joint stock insurance
company may be licensed under The InsflTance Act. RS.O.
1937, c. 251, s. 220.
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219.-(1) Applicants for incorporation shall, immediately Xotiee.
prior to the-application, publish in at least four consecutive
issues of The Ontario Gaulle notice of their intention to apply,
and shall also, if so required, publish elsewhere notice of such
intention.
(2) Applicants for incorporation shall also give at least XotiCf! to
h ' . r h ... If· . Sup~rlnt~n.one mont s notice a t elr mtentlon to app r or mcorporatlon daM.
to the Superintendent. R.S.O. 193i, c. 251, s. 221 (1,2).
2 9 0 -(1) In this sect;on "monel' received on account of Jnt~rpre-- • ~ . . tation.
shares" includes money rccei\·ed as premium on shares.
RS.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 222 (7).
(2) If the company undertakes life insurance the authorized ;ram~alSloek
capital stock shall be not less than $500.000. companies.
(3) If the company undertakes <lny one or more classes Other cases.
of insurance other than life, the authorized capital stock shall
be not less than $300,000.
(4) The capital stock shall be divided inlo shares of S100 P,ar "allie
• 0 ahBred In
each, prOVided that where not less than $200.000 of theinaunnee
authorized capilal is subscribed for and paid up in cash, and companies.
a surplus of not less than 50 per cent of such subscribed
capital stock has been established, the capital stock may be
divided into shares of any multiple of $5, provided th.. t the
par value shall be not less than $10.
. (5) All money receiv~ on acc~unt of shares shall be paid ~n:,l~~ae~!~n
mto a branch or agency In Onlano of some chartered bank of receh'lld On. . nccount or
Canada or mlO a registered trust company In trust for the shares.
proposed corporation, and no money paid on account of shares
before the first general meeting of the company has been
organized shall be withdrawn or paid o\·cr to thc company
until after such meeting has becn organized and an clection
of directors had thereat.
(6) Every subscription to the capital stock made prior to Re~ur~ or.. . subscnptlon$
the grantmg of a iLcence pursuant to 7 he Insurance Act shall on raliure
. h . I· h II . cd to securecontam t e S(lpU alLon t at a moneys recel\· on accountlicencc.
of shares shall be returned to the subscribers without any Ro". Stat.,
deduction for promolwn, organization or other expenses, in c. IS3.
case the insurer fails to procure such a licence,
(7) Ever}' subscription to the capital stock shall contain LImit or
h . I· h h II ._- d ·d e-f "erconlaeot e StipU atlon t at no sum s a ~ use or pal uc ore orofsubllerip.
after incorporation, for commission, promotion or organization ~~oanr~~~
expenses in excess of a percentage, not exceeding 15, of the
amount of mone}' received on account of shares. R.S.O. 1937,
c. 251, s. 222 (Hi).
















221.-(1) In this section, "surplus to policy-holders"
means the surplus of assets over liabilities excluding capital
stock shown in the annual statement of the comp..'lny at the
end of the next preceding calendar year as filed with and
approved by the Superintendent. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s.
223 (2).
(2) Where a company undertaking life insurance has in-
surance in force of less than $25,000,000 and has a surplus to
policy-holders in excess of $500,000, the directors may pass
a by-law authorizing an application to the Lieutenant·
Governor for the issue of supplcmentary lctters patent decreas-
ing its authorized, subscribed and paid-in capital by not more
than 50 per cent.
(3) The by-law and the supplementary lettcrs p..'ltent shall
declare the new par value of the shares and the liability of the
shareholders on partially paid-in shares.
(4) The application shall not be made until the by-law has
been confirmed by a vote of the shareholders present or repre-
sented by proxy, at a general meeting duly called for con·
sidering the by-law, and holding not less than two-thirds of the
issued capital stock represented at such meeting.
~~[Ii.lgto (5) The supplementary letters patent shall contain a pro-
~r\~[3:~~~ l;~ vision that any surplus created by reason of such decrca.se of
shnreholdOlnJ. capital shall not be decreased by dividends to shareholders









222. A company undertaking life insurance may, by
resolution passed at a special general meeting called for such
purpose, provide that subsections 2, 3 and 4 of section 262
and sections 264 and 265 shall apply to such company. R.S.O.





223. Subject to the approval of the agreement of amalga-
mation by Order in Council pursuant to The Insurance Act,
section 11 of this Act shall apply to the amalgamation of two









224.-(1) Subject to The Insurance Ad, a mutual corpora-
tion incorporated under the law of Ontario trans..icting life
insurance may amalgamate with or transfer its contracts to
or reinsure such contracts with any licensed insurer transacting
life insurance and may enter into all agreements necessary to
such amalgamation, transfer or reinsurance.
C,ontlrmatlon (2) Notwithstanding anything contained in its Act or° Ilgree1llent. . . . •.
b}' memuerll. Instrument of incorporation or Its constitution and by-laws,
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the bo.'lrd of directors may enter into any such agreement on
behiilfof the mutual corporation through its president and
secretary, provided that no such agreement shall be binding
or effective unless evidence satisfactory to the Superintendent
is produced showing that the :lgreement has been confirmed by
a vote of the majority of the members present or duly repre·
sented by proxy at a general or special general meeting of the
mutual corporation and unless the agreement has been
approved by the Lieutenant-Governor in Council pursuant to
The Insurance Acl. Re,·. Slat..C. 183.
(3) Notwithstanding anything contained in its Act or ArrcclI'lelll
- f· .. . .. d b I bllldllll:: 011mstrumenlo incorporation, or 1Il1tsconstltlltion an y- a\\'s,lIlI memh'lI'lI
or in any policy or certificate or other documcnt c"idel1cillR a ~~r~~.!:'I~~n.
contract issued by a mutual corporation, or in the constitution
or laws of or certificates issued by any fraternal society the
contracts of which have beea assumed by the mutual cor-
poration, or for which the mutual corporation has become
responsible, the terms of any such agreement so confirmed
and approved shall be valid and binding as of the dilte stipu.
lated in the agreement upon all the members of the mutual
corporation and upon their beneficiaries and legal personal
representatives and upon all persons deriving legal rights
from any such member or beneficiary so long as they do not
involve any new or increased rates of contribution or premium,
and the claims of all persons under any such contmct of insur-
ance shall be restricted to such benefits only as arc continued
in accordance with the tenns of such agreement, and such
contracts shall be deemed to be amended accordingly.
(4) Upon the coming into force of am' such agreement theSt~ndllrd or
reinsurer shall, in complying with the' requirements of The \"11 uatlona.
Insurance Act in respect of the valuation of contracts so
reinsured or transferred, be entitled to base its valuation
upon such tables of mortality and upon such rates of interest
as would have been authorized by law for such mutual cor-
poration if no such agreement had been made. R.S.O. 1937,
c. 251, s. 226.
Incorporatio,£ of ,1Eu/ual and Cash,"\IlIllIal Insurance
Corporatiolls
225.-(1) A mutual or cash-ml1tu:d corpnmlioll with guar-Incorppra.-
- I k be - I d h- A f h tlon .... ,thantcecaplta stoc'may lllcorporatc< un ert IS ct ort Cguarantee
purpose of undertaking and transacting any class of insurance cllpital.
for which a mutual or cash.mutual insurance corporation may
be licensed under The Insurance Act.
(2) A mutual insurance corporation without guarantee Wltbout
capital stock may be incorporatcd under this Act for thd~;~II~:ee













purpose of undertaking contracts of fire insurance upon agri.
cultural property, weather insurance or livestock insurance,
on the premium notc plan. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 227.
l1!u(ual Fire Insurance Corporations wi/houl Guarantee
Capital Stock
226. Ten fr~choldcrs in any municipality may call a
meeting of the freeholders thereof to consider wbcther it is
expedient to cxtablish therein a mutual fire insurance corpora·
lion without guarantee capital stock to undertake contracts
of lire insurance lIpoll agricultural property, on the premium
notc plan. R.S,O. 1937, c. 251, s. 228.
227. The meeting shall be called by advertisement stating
the time, place and object of the meeting, and the advertise~
ment shall be published once in The 01ltart"o Gaulle :lOd once
a week for three successive weeks in a newsp..1.per published in
the county or district in which the municipality is situate.
R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 229.
228. If 30 freeholders are present at the meeting and
a majority of them determine that it is expedient to establish
a mutual fire insurance corporation they may elect from among
themselves three persons to open and keep a subscription book
in which owners of real or personal property within Ontario
may sign their names and enter the sum for which they shall
respectively bind themselves to effect insurance with the
corporation. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 230.
220. When 100 or more of such owners have signed their
names in the subscription book and bound themselves to eITect
insurance in the corporation amounting in the aggregate to
not less than $250,000, a meeting shall be called as herein·
after provided. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 231.
I-low meeting 230 -(I) \~Ihen the subscription has been completed anyto be (';,lIed. • ,
10 of the subscribers may call the first meeting of the proposed
corporation at such time and place within the municipality
as they may determine by sending a printed notice by mail,
addressed to every subscriber at his post office address at
least 10 days before the day of the meeting, and byadvertise-
ment in a newspaper published in the county or district in
which the municipality is situate.
Contents or
notice. (2) The notice and advertisement shall state the object of
the meeting and the time and place at which it is to be held.
R.S.O. 1937, c. 251. s. 232. ~
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231.-(1) At such meeting. or at an\' adjournment of it, El~tlon or
the name and style of the company, which shall include the dlreel(ll'll.
words "fire" and "mutual" shall be adopted. a secretary
ad inlerim appointed. a board of directors elected as herein-
after provided and some central and generally accessible place
within the municipality or \\'ithin a municipality adjacent
thereto. named, at which the head office of the company shall
be loc:a ted.
(2) The presence of at Ie..ul 25 of the subscribers shall
necessary to constitute a valKi meeting.
be Quorum or
rneellnl.
(3) As soon as convenient after the meeting, the secretal'}'f1rr;treet-
ad 1'nltrim shall call a meetin~ of the board of directors. forJ1~e~u.....
the election from among themseh'cs of a president and vice-
president, for the appointment of a secretary and a treasurer
or a sccrebry-treasurer, or a manager and the transaction of
such other business as may be brought before the meeting.
R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 233.
232.-(1) With the applirntion for incorporation theCertalr.
applicants shall produce to the Provincial Secretary, certified ::C~m.ne.
as correct under the hands of the chainnan and secretarr. deUvered.
(6) a copy of the minutes of the mceting including all
resolutions respecting the objects of the proposed
corporation, its nnme or style and location of its
head office;
(b) a copr of the subscrrption book:
(c) a list showing the names and addresses of the
directors elected and of the officers appointed;
(d) such further information as the Provincial Secretary
may reqUIre.
(2) There shall also, for \,cflllcntion, be produced to the l'roduc:lon
P . ·1 0.. ·r 1 h .. 1 r hOrOrlll:lnals.rOVlllCIn. .;;x,.~retary, I rcquestc<, t e ongma S 0 suc
documents. R.S.O. 193i, c. 25t, s. 234.
233. The Provincial Secretn.ry shall ascertn.in and deter- Provincial
. h h h ..~. r h· . h be ::;ec:retary tomme w et er t c proc'-"-..... mgs or t e mcorporatlon a\'e en a.certaln
taken in accordance with the pro\'isions of this Part, and ~cr~:nllA
whether the subscriptions are bonafide and by persons possess. ceedinp.
ing property to insure. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251. s. 235.
234. The letters patent or supplementary letters patent Po_~.
shall limit the powers of a mutu-'ll fire insurance corporation















without guarantee capital stock incorporated under the
preceding sections to undertaking contracts of fire insurance
upon 'agricultural and other non-hazardous property on the
premium notc plan in accordance with The blsurance Act.
R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, 5.236.
Incorporation oj ilf/ltllul Lit,t Stock Insurance Corporations
without Guara,ttee Capital Stock
235.-(1) Ten owners of live stock in any municipality
may call a meeting of the owners of live stock to consult
whether it is expedient to establish a live stock insurance
corporation upon the mutual pbn.
(2) The modc of calling such meeting and the proceedings
for thc formation of the corporation shall be the s.,me nUitatis
mutandis as in the case of the formation of a mutual fire
insurance corporation without guarantee capital stock except
thnt the determination that it is expedient to establish the
corporation shall be by 30 residents of the municipality being
owners of live stock in Ontario, and that the meeting for the
organization of the corporation shall not be held unless 50
owners of live stock in Ontario have signed their names to the
subscription book and bound themselves to eITect insurance
in the corporation which in the aggregate shall amount to
not less than $50,000. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 237.
236. The letters or supplementary letters patent shall
limit the powers of a mutual live stock insurance corporation,
incorporated under the preceding sections, to undertaking
contracts of insurance against loss of live stock by fire,
lightning, accident, disease or any other means, except that of
design 011 the part of the insured or by the invasion of an
enemy or by insurrection, Oil the premium note plan. R.S.O.
1937, c. 251, s. 238.
IncorporaHolL of 1l1tdual Weather Insurance CorporaHons
without GllQralltee Capital Stock
237.-(1) Ten owners of agricultural property in any
municipality may call a meeting of the owners of agricultural
property to consult whether it is expedicllt to establish therein
a weathcr insurance corporation upon the mutual plan.
(2) The mode of c..,lling such meeting and the proceedings
for the formation of thc corporation shall be the same m1datis
mutandis as in the case of the formation of a mutual fire
insurance corporation without guarantee capital stock c.-..:ccpt
that the determination that it is expedient to establish the
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corporation shall be by 30 rC3idcnts of the municipality being
owncrs of agricultural property in Ontario, and that thc
meefingfor the organization of the corporation shall not be
held unless SO owners of agricultural property in Ontario
have signed their names to the subs<:ription book and bound
themselves to effect insurance in the corporation which in
the aggregate shall amount to not less than $50,000. R.S.O.
1937, c. 251, s. 239.
238. The letters patent or supplementary letters patent Po\\"eMl C!(" " h . co~poratIOIl.
shall hnllt t e powers of a mutual \\'cather Illsurance corpora-
tion without guarantee capital stock incorporated undcr thc
preceding sections, to undertaking contracts of insurance on
the premium note plan on any kind of agricultural property
against loss or injury arising from such atmospheric disturb-
ances, dischargcs or conditions as the contract of insurance
shall specify. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 240.
Cash~Jlflltual Fire. Insurance. Corporaliolls: COllversioll of
Cash-Mutual 111tO Joint Stock Companies
230. No cash-mutual insurance corporation shall be incor- Cash. mutual
poratcd unlcss formed with guarantee capital stock as herein- corporation.
after providcd. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 241.
240. Sections 241 to 246 shall apply only to c<lsh-mutual ApplI;a,t,'.,"or 68. _~ 0
fire insurnncc corporations licensed pursuant to The 11l$Urallce. 246 .
Act prior to thc 1st day of January, 1914. R.S.O.1937,Re,·.Stat"
C. 251, s. 242. c.18:1.
241.-(1) A c<lsh-mutual insurancc corpoi.l.tion which now Inc~eulng
has a share or stock c<lpit<ll, with the asscntof the Lieutenant·~~~r~al.
Govcrnor in Council, mar from time to timc increase its share
or stock capital to such an amount as hc mar decm cxpedient.
(2) Notice of any application to thc Licutcnant-Governor Xoll~ or
in Council undcr this section shall be publishcd in at leastappllcatloll.
four consecutive issues of Tire. Ontario Gazelle. R.S.O. 1937,
c. 251, s. 243.
24-2. Ev('ry slJbscrjocr 10 5tlch shnre c<lpital shall. on allot- Subad"lbers
mCllt of one Of mOfC Shaff'S, hccomc a shareholder of the~g,,~:~~rw~t::l.
corporation. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 244.
243. No insurance on thc wholly cash plan shall make the Insu~allce on
" d b l I "I" bl "b cash planlllSUfC a mem cr 0 tIe corporntlon, Of la C to contn utc not to con.
Of pay any sum to the corporation, or to its funds, or to anyt~~~~.mem­
other membcr thercof, beyond the cash premium agreed upon,
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or give him any right to participate in the profits or surplus
funds of the corporation. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 245.
Dh-idendll. 244:. The net annual profits and gains of the corporation
not including therein any premium notcs shall be applied in
the first place to pay a dividend on the share capital not
exceeding the rate of 10 per cent per annum, and the surplus,
if any, shall be applied in the manner provided by the by-laws
of the corporation. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 246.
~'~teu~,fn8h- 245.-(1) A corporation which has surplus assets, not
~~.'"'~~~omeincluding premium notes, sufficient to reinsure all its out-
a joint stock standing risks may be formed into a joint stock company
complln~·. upon m",king application in the manner provided in this Act


















(2) The application shall not be made until approved by
the members by a vote representing at least two·thirds of the
amount of the unexpired risks, and if the corporation has
share capital, by two-thirds in value of the shareholders, at
an annual geneI.l1 meeting or at a special general meeting
and by three.fourths in number of the directors of the cor-
poration in writing signed by them.
(3) Notice of the intention to make the applica.tion, and of
the consideration thereof at such meeting, shall be given by
advertisement in The Ontario Gautte and in a newspaper
published in the county or district in which the head office
of the corporation is situate at least once a week for four
successive weeks before the holding of the meeting.
(4) Every person who is a member of the corporation on
the day of the meeting shall be entitled to priority in subscrib-
ing to the capital stock of the corporation for one month after
the opening of the books of subscription in the ratio that the-
illSUI.lnCe held by him bears to the aggregate of the unexpired
risks then in force. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 247.
246. Any corporation formed under section 245 shan be-
answerable for all liabilities of the corporation from which
it has been formed, and may sue and be sued under its new'
corporate Dame, ,'ind the assets and property of the old cor-
por:l.tion shall be vested in the new corpomtion from the date-
of its formation. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 248. .
.Mutual buurance CorporaJiolls with Guaralllee Capital Slack
247.-(1) A mutual or cash-mutual insurance corporation
may be formed with an authorized guarantee capital stock
of not less than $300,000 nor more than $500,000. I
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(2) The guarantee capital stock shall be dividcd
shares.of-$IOO each. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 249.
into Amoun~ or
shares.
248. The holders of the guarantee capital stock shall be Dividends.
entitled to a semi-annual dividend of not more than four
per cent per annum on their respectivc shares if there is suffi-
cient surplus in excess of the guarantee capital stock outstand-
ing, after providing for all liabilities and reserves, to pay such
dividend. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251. s. 250; 1941, c. 13, s. 4, amuuled.
240. The guarantee capital shall be applied to the payment :~.~~:,~pr
of losses only when the corporation has exhausted its assctsflU"ra'lIH
exclusive of uncollected premiums and when thus imp...ired, cap ta.
the directors may make good the whole or any part of it by
assessments upon the contingent funds of the corporation at
the date of such imp...irmcnt. R.$.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 251.
250. Shareholders and members of such corporations shall Right to
be subject to the provisions of this Act re1:l.tive to their right vote.
to votc as applied to shareholders and policyholders in mutual
or cash-mutual corporations incorporated without guarantee
capital stock. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 252.
251.-(1) The guarantee capital stock shall be




(2) The guarantee capital stock may be reduced or retired Idem.
by vote of the policyholders of the corporation with the
assent of the Superintendcnt if the net :J.sscts of the corporation,
above its reinsurance reserve and all other claims and obliga-
tions, exclusive of the guaranteed capital stock, for the two
ycars last prcceding, and including the date of its last annual
statement. is not less than 25 per ccnt of the g"uarantccd
.capital stock. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 253.
252. Notice of the intention of the corporation to reduce :-':otlce.
.or retirc the guarantee capital stock under section 251 shall be
published in at least four consecutive issues of The 01ltar£o
GaUlle, not less than 30 days before the meeting when such
.action may be taken and cfscwhere if so required by the
.Superintendent. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251,!S. 254.
253. No mutual or cash-Illutual insurance corporation with ;}I~~~~~~lt~~
a guarantee capital stock which has ceased to do new business Capll,.lli~Ock.
shall divide among its stockholders any part of its assets or
Kuarantcc capital except income from investments until it
has performed or cancelled its policy obligations and upon
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proof to the Superintendent that such policy obligations have
been performed or cancelled. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251 I s. 255.
!lfT/fual a?;d Cash-Jlfufltall1lSura11ce Corporatior.s:
Their lnlcnzal J\fanagemenl
~\t~~c~~lgnto 254. Sections 255 to 270 shan apply only to mutual and
::!;Q. cash-mutual fire insurance corporations and to mutual live
stock and mutual weather insurance corporations. R.S.O.





255.-(1) Any person insured under a policy issued by a
corporation shall, from the date upon which the insurance
becomes effective, be deemed a member of such corporation.
(2) 1\0 member shall be liable in respect of allY claim or
demand against the corporation beyond the amount unpaid
upon his premium note.
Rev. Stat.•
o. 183.
~~rt:'d~':.inll'. (3) Any member may, with the consent of the directors,
withdraw from the corporation upon such terms as the
directors may lawfully prescribe subject to The Insurance Act.












256.-(1) A meeting of the shareholders and members for
the election of directors shall be held within the first two
months of every year at such time and place as may be pre·
scribed by the by-laws of the corporation.
(2) Before the election the annual statement for the year
ending on the previous 31st day of December shall be pre-
sented and read. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 258.
257. If an election of directors is not made on the day on
which it oug-ht to have been made the company shall not for
that cause be dissolved, but the election may be held on a
subsequent day, at a meeting to be called by the directors or
as othen... ise provided by the by-laws of the company, and
in such C'lSC the directors then in office shall continue to hold
office until their successors Me elected. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251,
s. 259.
258.-(1) Notice of every annual, general or special general
meeting of the corporation shall be sent by post to every
shareholder and member and shall be published in a newsp.'l.pcr
published at or near the place where the head office is located
at least seven days before to the day of the meeting.
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(2) The directors may
corporation at any time.- -
convene a general meeting of the Power ordlrecto),...
(3) The directors shall, at least seven days before the day Annual. etate,.eot to
of the annual meeting, send to e\'ery member by post the be unl 10
annual statement for the year ending on the prc\'ious 31st day membere.
of December, which shall be certified by the auditors, and shall
be in the form prescribed by thc regulations passed pursuant
to section 75 of The I"sllrollGe Act. R.S.O. 193i, C. 251,Re•••."'s~t ..
S. 260. c. ...
250.-(1) A member of the corporation shall be entitled \'olln,
11 . r h . h be r . POwe,.. orat a meet LOgs 0 t e corporatlOil to t e num r 0 votes In membere.
proportion to the amount of insurance held by him according
to the following scale: under 5t,5oo. onc vote; 51.500 to 53,000,
two votes; and 53,000 or over, three votes; but no member
shall be entitled to vote while in arrear for any assessment
or ca.sh payment due by him to the corporation.
(2) Where a policy on the premium note plan is made to Where policy
be . I made to twotwo or more persons one onl~' shall entlt ed to vote, and or more
the right of voting shall belong to the one first named on the pe/'lJO".
register of policyholders if he is present, and if not present to
the one who stands second, and so on .
•
(3) Where property is insured by a trustee board any Where pro-
member of such board or its sccret..'\ry-treasurer duly appointed c;.~~~red
in writing pursuant to its resolution may vote on its behalf. board.
R.S.O. 1937. c. 251, s. 261.
260. No applicant for insurance shall be competent to Rll{ht or
vote or othcm'ise take part in the corporation's proc:ccdings~pe;::ClI.nt8.
until his application has been accepted by the directors.
R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 262.
261.-(1) No person shall be elij;ible to be or shall act aSQIlIIUlk:at!OD
a director unless he is a member of the corporation and of directors.
insured therein for the time hc holds office,
(a) in the case of a live stock insurance corporation, to
the amount of not less than 5200; and
(b) in the casc of every other corporation. to the amount
of not less than 5800.
(2) Where the corporation has a share capital not less than Where" r h eorpgratlontwo-thirds of the dIrectors shall atso be holders 0 shares eac haa a ..hare
to the amount of not less than 51,000 upon which all calls eaplla"
have been paid.









(3) The president or director of a member corporation
which has the qualifications which would qualify an individual
to be a director shall be eligible to be a director of the cor·
poration.
(4) Where a partnership has the qualifications which would
qualify all indi\'idual to be a director of the corporation one
member of the partnership shall be eligible to be a director
of the corpomtion. RS.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 263. .
262.-(1) The board shall consist of six, nine, twelve or
fifteen directors. as shall be determined by resolutioll passed
at the meeting held under section 230.
~~~~:~~: 7: (2) The number of directors may from time to time be
nU'dber. hoI\' increased or decreased if so determined at a special general
rna e. meeting of the corporation called for the purpose, or at an
annual general meeting, if notice in writing of the intention'
to propose a by-law for that purpose at such allllual meeting
is given to the secretary of the corporation at least one month
before the holding of the meeting; but the increased or
decreased number of directors shall in any such case be six,


















(3) Where such a notice has been given to the secretary
that fact shall be stated in the notice of the annual general
meeting.
(4) With the copy of the by-law filed with the Superinten-
dent there shall be filed a list of the directors elected there-
under certified under the hands of the chairman and secret.'lry
of the meeting. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 264.
263. At any annual general meeting of the shareholders or
members of a corporation, or at any special general meeting
thereof, if such purpose was clearly expressed in the notice
of the special general meeting, it shall be lawful to enact
by~laws for the remuneration of the directors, and a certified
copy of every such by-law shall, within seven days after its
passing, be filed \\'ith the Superintendent. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251.
s. 265.
264. One-third of the directors shall retire annually in
rotation and at the first meeting of the directors, or as soon
thereafter as possible, it shall be determined by lot which of
them shall hold office for one, two or three years respectively,
and the determination shall be entered on the minutes of
the meeting. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 266. ..,
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nalJo~.
265. At every annual .general meeting thereafter one-third :'::IY:~ to
of the-total-number of dIrectors shall be elected for a period nil ~~1UIel".
of three yean>, to fill the places of the retiring directors, who
shall be eligible for re-election. R.S.O. 193i, c_ 251, s. 267.
266. The manager of the corporation, although he has not Manager
the qualifications required by section 26t, may be a director;n~es':r ~nd
of the corporation and llIay be paid an annual salary under ::h~:~
a by-law passed as provided 'by section 263. R.S.O. 1937,
c. 251, s. 268.
267.-(1) No agent or paid officer, or officer of the bankers CerIa n
Ih ° ° h 1 fh PentO•• nolo t e corporation, or person III t e emp 0rment 0 t e cor· eh«lble u
poration, other than the manager, shall be eligible to be elected direetolll.
as a director or shall interfere in the election of directors.
(2) Nothing herein shall apply to a person receiving appli- ~l~.t
cations for insurance, or taking to his own usc the customary lak'fn,:r
1° ° 1° f ccd° 51'0' appll~llon.app lcatlon, surveyor po ICy ceo not e;"c mg ..:> III respect
of anyone policy, or prevent a director from so doing. R.S.O.
1937, c. 251, s. 269.
268.-(1) The election of directors shall be held and made Ele<:t on
by such shareholders and members as attend for that purpose dlreCIOIll.
in their proper persons, or in the case of a corporation or
partnership by a dircctor, officer or member authorized in
writing to represent it.
(2) The election shall be by ballot.
(3) If two or more members ha\'e an equal number of votes, Case or. lie
SO that less than the whole number to be elccted appcnr to::e::i~n,
have been chosen dircctors bya majority of votes, the mcmbers
present shall proceed to ballot until it is determined which of
the persons so having an equal number of votes shall be thc
director or directors.
(4) The directors shall at their first meeting after any such Eleetlon or. , president
election elect by ballot from nmong themselves a presldentllnu \ioo_
d o °d d h h II °d h pre"ldent.an Vlcc-preSl cot, an 1 e secretarr s a presl c at suc
election. R.S.O.1937,c, 251,s. 270.
260. Jf a vacancy occurs among the directors during thClnterim
teon for which they hn\''C been elected bydeath, resignation,;~a,:~:,~
ceasing to have the prescribed Qualification, insolvency, or by
absence without previous Ie.'we of the directors, from three
successive regular meetings which shall, ipsa faCla create such
vacancy. the vacancy, in the case of a board limited to six
directors, shall be filled and in the case of a board limited to a





number of dire<;tors, exceeding six, may be filled. until the
next annual general meeting, by any persoll duly qualified
chosen by a majority of the remaining directors as ;oon as
may be after the vacancy occurs, and at the next annual
general meeting the vaeaner shall be filled for the portion of
the term still unexpired. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 271.
270.-(1) A majority of the directors shall constitute a
quorum for the transaction of business, and in the case of an
equ<tlity of votes at any meeting the question shall p.."\ss
in the negative. n.s.a. 1937, c. 251, $. 272 (I); 194i, c. 15,
s. 10.
(2) A director disagreeing with the majority at a meeting
may have his c1issenl rceordcd with his reasons therefor.
R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 272 (2).
~g~~~ra~f-s. 271.-(1}' Every officer or person appointed or elected to
any office concerning the receipt or proper application of
money shall furnish security for the just and faithful execution
of the duties of his office according to the by-laws or rules of
the corporation, and any person entrusted with the perform-
ance of any other service may be required to furnish similar
security, and security so furnished :llId then subsisting shall












(2) The security given by the treasurer or other officer
having charge of the money of the corporation shall not be
less than 83,000 and shall consist of the bond of a licensed
guarantee insurance or surety company. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251,
s. 273.
General
272. Subject to the approval of the agreement of amal-
gamation by Order in Council pursuant to The blS1/ranCe Act,
section 1t shall apply mula/is mufand1's to the amalgamation of
two or marc mutual or cash-mutual insurance corporations.
R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 274.
27::1.-( I} Su hjer.t to !;uhscc:tion 5, a mil tual or cash-mutual
insurance corporation may form a permanent reserve fu.nd,
to consist of such part of the net profits as may from time to
time be set aside by the directors for that purpose or to be
made up by annual assessments for that purpose not exceeding,
for any single assessment, 10 per cent on the premium notes
held by the corporation, until the total of the fund reaches
two per cent of the corporation insurance in force.
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(2)Jsuch fund shall be held for the securit of the insured ~~der~~::.
and shalLbe subject to the pro is ions of this Act relatin CT to
the in estment of the funds of insurance companies.
(3) The income from the fund shall be included in the Income part
general receipts of the company and shall constitute a part ~~Onil~,
of the net profits, if any.
(4) The fund so accumulated shall be u ed for the paymentse~~~~~~d.
of losses and expenses when the cash funds of the company in
excess of an amount equal to its liabilitie • including guarantee
capital if any, are exhauste . and when the fund is drawn
upon the allocation of profits or assessments as aforesaid may
be renewed or continued until the limit of accumulation as
herein pro ided is reached.
(5) The fund may not be r duced by the payment of ReductIon
dividends to shareholders or members or by reduction of ~~~~i~1ted,
current premiums below the limit of two per cent of the
insurance in force hereinbefore mentioned, but it may be
increased beyond such limit if the company so desires.
(6) This section shall not apply to corporations undertaking AfPplicaftlon
I 'f . I I fi . , 0 sect on.Ie msurance nor to pure y mutua re In urance corporatIons
in uring risks other than mercantile or manufacturing, upon
the premium note plan. nor to purely mutual live stock or
weather insurance companies, carrying on usiness on the
premium note plan. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 275,
Incorporation of Fraternal Socieh'es
274. The Lieutenant-Governor may, by letters patent, Itfncorpora-on.
grant a charter to any number of per on , not less than
75, of the age of 21 years, five of whom petition therefor,
constituting such persons and any others who h'ave signed the
membership book, and persons who thereafter become mem-
bers in the fraternal society thereby created, a corporation for
the purpose of undertaking any class of insurance for which a
fraternal society may be licen d under The Insurance Act ~e!83~tat..
R.S.O. 1937, c. 2S1 t s. 276.
275. Applicants for incorporation shall immediately prior Notice.
to the application publish in at I ast four consecutive issues
of The Ontario Gazette notice of their intention to apply, and
shall also, if so required, publish elsewhere notice of such
intention. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s, 277.
276.-(1) The applicants for the incorporation of a fra- PetitIon.
ternal society may petition the Lieutenant-Governor for the
grant of a charter.





















(2) The petition shall show,
(a) the proposed name of the fraternal society;
and
(b) the place within Ontario where the head office of
the fraternal society is to be situated;
(e) the name in full, the place of residence and the calling
of each of the applicants who arc to be the first
trustees or managing officers of the fraternal society;
and
(d) such othc.r information as the Provincial Secretary
may rcqlllrc.
(3) The petition shall be accomp....micd by the original
membership book or Jist containing the signatures duly
cerlified, of at least 75 persons who thereby agree to hccome
members of the fraternal society if and when incorporated,
by a copy of the proposed by-laws of the fraternal society,
and by evidence that the approval of the Superintendent to
the proposed by-laws and rules has hcen obtained. R.S.O.
1937, c. 251, s. 278.
2·77. ·Within 30 days after the issue of the letters patent,
nnd upon due notice to all members of the societ}', an organi-
zation meeting of the society shall be held at which the by-
laws shall be adopted and the officers of the society elected.
R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 279.
278.-(1) Where a fraternal society licensed under The
[nsura'lCe Act has its head office elsewhere than in Ontario,
the grand or other provincial body of the lodges or a majority
of the lodges in Ontario may petition thc Licutenant-Governor
for the grant of a charter and from the time of the issue of the
lettcrs J}<"1tent, the applicants shall become a corporation for
the purpose of undertaking any class of insurance for which
a fraternal society may be licensed under The Insurance Act.
(2) Section 274 shall apply to an incorporation under this
section.
(3) Before the issue of the letters patent evidence shall be
produced to the Provincial Secretary that the approval of
the Superintendent to the petition has been secured. R.S.O.
1937, c. 251, s. 280.
279. An auxiliary or local subordinate body or branch of
a licensed fraternal society may be separately incorporated
by like proceedings and under the authority of section 278-
R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 281.
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280.-(1) Subject to The Insurance Act, ~ny fraternal ~:;:.a~~a::~.
society m~y,-in the manner herein provided, amalgall1ateflnsumn~,>,.
. h- h r I' ralernllWit any ot er raterna society or transfer all or any portionBoc!@ty.
of its contracts to or reinsure the same with any insurer Re\'. Stat"
licensed for the transa.ction of life insurance and may enter into o. 183.
all agreements necess..,ry to such amalgamation, transfer or
reinsurance.
(2) NotwithsL.,nding anything contained in its Act or Agreement. r . . . .. I h tor Ilmalga-Instrument 0 incorporation or Its constitution or a\\"s, t e matlon. 'He.
governing executive authority may enter into any such
agreement on behalf of the society through its principal officer
and secretary; provided th:lt no such agreement sh:lll be
binding or effective unless evidence satisfactory to the Supcrirl-
tendent is produced showing that the principle of am:llgama-
tion, tr:lnsfer or reinsurance has been apprm'ed or that the
agreement has been confirmed by :I vote of the majority
of the members prescnt or duly represented :It a general or
special meeting of the supreme legislative or governing body
of the society regularly called. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 282.
281. Subsection 5 of s«tion 11 shall apply mula/is 11Jutat/dt"s ;to:~'"nlltaal!<'"
to the amalgamation of two or more fraternal societies. matton.
R.s.O. 1937, c. 2S 1, s. 283.
It/corporation of Mutual Benefit Societies
282.-(1) A mutual benefit society may be incorporated V~c,.~rpora­
for the purpose of undertaking any class of insurance for which
a mutual benefit society may be licensed under The Insurance Rev. Stal..
Act, and the provisions of this Part relating to fraternal c. 183.
societies shall apply mutatis ffllttandt"s to the incorporation of
mutual benefit societies and to such societies when incor-
porated.
(2) The proposed name and style of :I mutual benefit Name.
society incorporated under this Act shall include the words
"mutual benefit". R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 284.
Incorporation of Per.sion FIWd Soct"el1"es and
Employees' Jlfuillal Bel/efit Societies
283. Sections 284 to 297 shall 3pply to pension fund and Applloatlon.
employees' mutual hencfit societies incorporated under this
Part. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s, 285.
284. In s«tions 285 to 297,
(a) "parent corporation" means the corporation any of
whose officers establish a pension fund or employees'
mutual benefit society under this Part;
Interpre_
tation.









(b) "society" means a pension fund or employees' mutual
benefit society incorporated under this Part;
(c) "subsidiary corporation" means any corporation
wherever incorporntcd at least 75 per cent of whose
issued common shares arc owned by a parent cor-
poration as herein defined. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, 5.286.
285. The Lieutenant-Governor may, by letters patent,
grant a charter to the president, vice-president, general man-
ager, assistant general manager, cashier, assistant cashier and
inspector of any corporation legally transacting business in
Ontario under any Act of Ontario, or to any two of such
officials, with any other of the superior officers, constituting
such persons, and the employees of stich corporation and of its
subsidiary corporations who join the society and those who
replace them frOIll time to time, a pension fund or employees'
mutual benefit society, and such society shall be a body
corporate and politic. H..S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 287.
286.-(1) The applicants for the incorporation of a society
may petition the Lieutenant-Governor for the grant of a
charter.
(2) The petition shall show,
(a) the proposed name of the society;
(b) the name of the !),'lrent corporation;
(c) the place within Ontario where the head office of the
society is to be situated;
(d) the name in full and place of residence and calling
of each of the applicants; and
(e) the names, not less than five, of those who are to be
the provisional directors of the society. R.S.O.
1937, c. 251, s. 288.
287. Notice ot' the proposed incorporation of such ;ociety
shaJi bl.' gjvC'n by publication in The OnJan'o GaztJte for four
wC(>ks and in such notice shall be given,
(a) the exnct name of the society;
(b) the head office of the society; and
(c) the name of the secretary thereof: R.S.O. 1937,
c. 251, s. 289.
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288. The provisional directors shall have power to call ~~~ng.
the first meeting of the society, and at such meeting directors
may be elected and by-laws may be passed under this Act,
and upon the passing of such by-laws, a copy thereof shall be
filed with the Provincial ecretary within two weeks after the
passing thereof and copies of sub equent by-laws in amend-
ment thereof, in addition thereto or diminution therefrom
shall also be filed with the Provincial ecretary within two
weeks from the passing thereof. R..0. 1937, c. 251, s. 290.
289.-(1) The affairs of the society shall be administered Directors.
by a board of directors who shall be appointed or elected in
such manner, in such number, with such qualifications, and for
such period as are determined by the by-laws. but at the first
meeting of the society to be held under this ct five directors
shall be elected, subject to addition to such number if so
sanctioned by the by-laws, and other officers may be appointed
in such manner, with such remuneration. and under such
provisions touching their powers and duties as are established
by the by-laws.
(2) The board of directors may by by-law pro ide that ~t:n1a~P-rund
the whole or any part of the fund of a society shall b entrusted by trust. company.
to and managed by a trust company Itcensed under the laws
of Ontario and may delegate to such trust company all or
any of its powers and discretions relating to the cu tody and
management of the fund. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 291.
290.-(1) In this section, "dependants" means the wive, Ttnt.erpre-atlon.
husbands, and children under the age of 18 years, including
adopted children, of such officers or mplo ·ee. 1946, c. 10,
s. 4 (2).
(2) After its incorporation under this. ct every pension Pg;.\·ers ard
fund and employees' mutual benefit societ shall ha e the~o~rec,:.o
power by means of voluntary contribution or otherwise as its
by-laws provide, to form a fund. and may invest, hold and
administer the same and from and out of the fund may,
(a) provide for the support and payment of pensions to
officers and employees of the parent corporation
and its subsidiary corporations incapacitated by
age or infirmity or who cease to be emplo ed by
the parent or a subsidiary corporation;
(b) upon the death of such officers or employees, pay
pensions, annuities or gratuities to their widows and
children or other surviving relatives or personal
representatives in such manner as by the by-laws
may be specified;
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(c) provide for the payment of benefits to officers and
employees of the p..'lrcnt or a subsidiary corporation
incapacitated by illness, accident or disability;
R5.0. 1937, c. 251, s. 292, cis. (a-c).
(d) provide for the payment of benefits to officers and
employees of the parent or a subsidiary corpOration
in respect of illness. accident or disability which has
incapacitated dependants of such officers or em-
ployees; 1946. c. 10, s. 4 (1).
(e) upon the death of such officers or employees, pay a
funeral benefit in such manner as by the by-laws may
be specified. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 292, d. (d).
~~6,:e~/-YaWli. 291.-(1) Every such incorporated society shall have all
corporate powers necessary for the purpose of this Act and
may make by-laws not contrary to law defining and regulating
in the premises, and prescribing the mode of enforcement of,
:111 the rights, powers and duties of,
(a) the society;
(b) the individual members thereof;
(c) the officers and employees of the parent corpGration
and its subsidiary corporations;
(d) the widows and children or other surviving relatives,
or the personal represcnL.1.tives of such officers and
employees;
(e) the parent corporation.
t:_1~~~~al (2) Every such incorporated society may also make by-laws
as aforesaid for,
(a) the formation and maintenance of the fund;
(b) the m:lI1agement and distribution thereof generally;
(c) the enforcement of any penalty or forfeiture in the
premises;
(d) the government and ordering of all business and




(3) No such by-law shall have allY force or effect unless
it has bccn sanctioned by the board of directors of the parent
corporation. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 293.
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292. All the powers, <!uthority, rights, penalties and jl'Yti~~W$
forfeitures \"llatever in the premises, whether of the society rl~hl$II:lId
r h . d"d 1 b h r [h ffi dremtdlUofor 0 t e In IVI ua mem ers t creo , or 0 teo cers an bellcnclarles.
employees thereof, or of such widows and children or other etc.
surviving relatives or personal representatives, or of the parent
corporation shall be such and such only and may be enforced
in such mode and in stich mode only, as by such by·laws shall
be defined and limited. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 294.
203. All the rcvenucs of thc society, from whatevcr sourCCRevellue.
derived, shall be devoted exclusively to the maintenance of
the societ}t and the furthera:lce of the objects aforesaid of the
fund and to no other purpose whatever. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251,
s. 295. .
204. The parent corporation may. and it is hereby author· Contrlbutlon
ized to contributc annually or otherwise to the funds of thc ~lr;:::t'l~n.
society, by a votc of either its directors or its shareholders.
R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 296.
295. The interest of af!y member in the funds of the Pro.~lbltlon
society shall not be transferable or assignable in any manner:'af:~~r
whatsoever by way of pledge, hypothecation, salc or security. r~f~~~~r.g
R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 297.
296.-(1) When it is shown to the s..'l.tisfaction of thc Special
Provincial Secretary that the accounts of a society have been audll.
materially or wilfully falsified, or where there is filed in the
office of thc Provincial Secretary a requisition for audit
bearing the signatures, addresses and occupations of at least
25 per cent of the members of the society :lnd alleging in a
sufficiently particular manner to the satisfaction of the
Provincial Secretary specific fraudulent or illegal acts, or the
repudiation of obligations or insolvcncy, the Provincial Secrc-
tary may appoint one or more accountants or actuaries who
shall, under his direction. make a special audit of the books
and accounts and report thereon in writing verified lIpon oath
to the Provincial Secretary.
(2) Where an audit is requested the persons requesting it r:rC~~\~.
shall, with their reQuisiti()n, deposit with the Provincial
Secretary security for the costs of the audit in a sum not
exceeding 5300, and where the facts alleged in the requisition
appear to the Provincial Secretary to have been partly or
wholly disproved by the audit he may pay the costs thereof
partly or wholly out of the deposit.
(3) The society, its officers and servants shall facilitate the~m~~r:~o
making of such special audit so far as it is in their powcr, and ~~~~~~\~Udlt.
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shall produce for inspection and examination by the person so
appointt.'CI such books, securities and documents as he may
reqUIre.
Expen$e o! (4) Subject to subsection 2, the expense of stich special
Bp{!cml aUdit. I' h II b b b h ' I h I"au( It sac orne y t C SOClcty, ane t e all( Itor 5 account,
when approved in writing by the Provincial Secretary, shall
be paid by the society forthwith. R.S.O. 193i Ie. 251. s. 298.












207. Every society formed under this Act shall at all times
when thereunto required by the Provincial Secretary make a
full return of its assets and liabilities and of its receipts and
expenditures for such period and with such dctails and other
information as the Provincial Secretary requires. R.S.O.
193i, c. 251, s. 299.
Investments
208.-"(1) Subject to subsections 2 to 12, an insurer incor·
porated under the law of Ontario may invest its funds, or
any portion thereof, in the purchase of,
(a) the debentures, bonds, stock or other securities of or
guaranteed by the Government of Canada or of or
guaranteed by the government of any province of
Canada, or of or guaranteed by the Government of
Great Britain or by the government of any dominion,
colony or dependency thereof, or of or guaranteed
by the government of any foreign country or state
forming a portion of such foreign country, or of an}'
lIlunicipal or school corpomtion in Canada or elsc·
where where the insurer is carrying on business, or
guaranteed by any municipal corporation in Canada,
or secured by rates or taxes levied under the author-
ity of the government of any province of Canada on
property situated in such province and collectable
by the municipalities in which such property is
situated; or
(b) (i) the bonds of any company which arc secured
by a mortgage or hypothec to trustees or a
trust corporation or otherwise, upon real estate
or other assets, of such comp....tny, or
(ii) the debentures or other evidences of indebted-
ness of any comp..'llly which has p..'lid regular
dividends on its preferred or on its common
stocks for a term of at least five years imme·
cliately preceding the date of investment in
such debentures or other evidences of indeb.ted·
ness, or
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(iii) the preferred stocks of any company which preferredstock;
--- as paid regular dividends upon such stocks
or upon its common stocks for not less than
five years preceding the purchase of such pre-
ferred stocks. or the stocks of any company
which are guaranteed by a com pan) which has
paid regular dividends upon its preferred or
common stocks for not less than five years
preceding the purchase of such guaranteed
stocks, provided that the amount of stocks so
guaranteed is not in excess of 50 per cent of
the amoun t of the preferred or common stocks,
as the case may be. of the guaranteeing com-
pany, or
(iv) the common stocks of any company or cor- common
poration upon which regular dividends of at stock;
least four per cent per annum or, in the case of
stocks of nO par value, of at least $4 per share
per annum. have been paid for the seven) ears
ne..xt preceding the purcha e of such stocks;
provided further that if any such company or
corporation has, pursuant to a voluntary re-
organization of its capital account and without
affecting the status or diminishing the value of
its outstanding securities including the capital
stock, substituted common shares of no par
value for shares of par \alue, then dividends
declared on such no par alue stock hall be
deemed to be dividends of at least $4 per share
per annum if the sum thereof is equivalent to
at least four per cent of such common stock
of par value and the proceeds of any additional
issue of common stock made at the time of, or
subsequent to. the afore_aid substitution of
shares, and in such circumstances dividends of
at least four per cent per annum on the common
stock of par value immediately preceding the
substitution shall be regarded as dividends on
the no par value stock, and if any such company
or corporation has in any year paid dividends
on its common stock amounting to not less than
$500.000 the payment of such dividends shall
be deemed to be for the purposes of this section
equivalent to the payment of a dividend of
four per cent for such year; or
(c) ground rents. mortgages or hypothecs on real estate mortgsges;
in Canada, or elsewhere where the insurer is carrying
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on its business, provided that the amount paid for
any such mortgage or hypothec shall in no case
















(rl) if the insurer undertakes contracts of life insurance,
life or endowment policies or contracts issued by
the insurer or by any other insurer licensed to under-
take contracts of life insurance in Ontario; or
(e) reversionary interests involving life contingencies,
provided that the assets of the reversion are permis-
sible investments under this section and provided
the purchase price is less than the value of the
reversicn based on the British Offices' Select Life
Annuity Tables, 1893, with interest at three and
one-half per cent per annum,
or may lend its funds or any portion thereof on the security of,
(f) any of the bonds, debentures, stocks or other sccuri.
tics mentioned in this subsection; or R.$.O. 1937,
c. 251, 5. 300 (1), cis. (a-f).
(g) real est<ltc or leaseholds for a term or terms of years
or other estate or intercst therein in Canada or
elsewhere where the insurer is carrying on business,
provided, however, that no such loan shall exceed
60 per cent of the value of the real estate or interest
therein which forms the security for such loan, but
this proviso shall not be deemed to prohibit an insurer
from accepting as part payment for real estate sold
by it, a mortgage or hypothec thereon for more than
60 per cent of the s..'"tle price of such real estate;
but notwithstanding the foregoing, an insurer may
lend its funds, or any portion thereof, on the security
of real estate pursuant to Th~ Nationallloltsing Alt,
1938 (Canada), or The National Housing Act, 1944
(Canada) or any amendments thereto, or may make
loans on the security of real estate or leaseholds or
other esta te Dr in terest therein in excess of 60 per
cent of the value aforesaid or in excess of the amount
which may be loaned hereunder in accordance with
The Nai1'onal Housillg Act, 1944 (Canada) or any
amendments thereto, where the amount of the excess
is guaranteed by the Lieutenant·Governor in Council
or by a municipality under Th~ Housing Dt:fJe1op·
meni Act, 1939, c. 47, s. 3 (2); 1945, 2nd Scss.,
c. 2, s. 1; 1948, c. 13, s. 6 (1).
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and the Lieutenant-Governor in Council rna authorize the Other
. securities
acceptance-by-an IOsurer of bonds, stocks or debentures not authorized
fulfilling the foregoing requirements of this subsection, E~~utenant-
Governor in
ound!.
(It) in payment or part payment for securities sold by
such insurer; or
(I.) obtained under a Dona fide arrangement for the
reorganization of a compan whose securities were
previously owned by such insurer; or
(j) for the amalgamation with another company of the
company whose securities were so owned,
but the bonds, stocks or debenture whose acceptance is so
authorized shall be absolutely sold and disposed of within
five years after the acquisition thereof, or within such further
time not exceeding one ear as the Lieutenant-Governor in
Council shall, on report of the Minister, fix and determine
unless it can be shown to the satisfaction of the l\linister
that the bonds, stocks or debentures whose acceptance is so
authorized are not inferior in status or alue to the securities
for which they have been substituted. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251,
s. 300 (1), part.
(2) For the purpose of determining the eligibility as in est-· tocks °i f dreorgan ze
ments under subsection 1 of the preferred or common stocks companies.
of any company, which has been voluntaril reorganized
without the impairment of the status or value of its securities,
dividends paid on the preferred and common stocks of the
company before such reorganization may be counted as
dividends paid on such stocks respectively of the reorganized
company. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 300 (2).
(3) A J·oint stock insurance company or a cash-mutual In\"e"tmentsand loans.
insurance corporation may make in estments or loans not
hereinbefore authorized by this section, including investments
in real estate or leaseholds, subject to the following provisions:
(a) Investments in real estate or leaseholds pursuant
to this subsection shall be made only for the produc-
tion of income, and may be made by the company in
Ontario or elsewhere where the company is carrying
on business, alone or jointly with any other company,
and the company may hold, maintain, improve,
develop, repair, lease, sell or otherwise deal with or
dispose of such real estate or leaseholds, but the
total investment of a company pursuant to this
subsection in anyone parcel of real estate or in any









one leasehold shall not exceed one·half of one per
cent of the book value of the total assets of the
company.
(b) This subsection shall be deemed not to enlarge
the authority conferred by subsection 1 to invest
in mortgages or hypothecs and to lend on the
security of rcal estate or leaseholds.
(c) The total book '-alue of the investments and loans
made under this subsection and held by the company,
excluding those that arc or at any time since acquisi-
tion have been eligible apart from this subsection,
shall not exceed three per cent of the book value of
the tot.'tl assets of the company. 1949, c. 14, s. 2
(1).
(4) All investments and deposits of the funds of any such
insurer shall be made in its corporate name, and no director
or other officer thereof, and no membcr of a committee having
any authority in the investment or disposition of its funds shall
accept or he the beneficiary of, either directly or indirectly,
any fee, brokerage, commission, gift or other considerations for
or on account of any loan, deposit, purchase, S<'l.le, payment or
exchange madc by or in behalf of such insurer, or be pecu-
niarily interested in any such purchase, sale or loan, either as
borrower, principal, co-principal, agent or beneficiary, except
that if he is a policyholder he shall be entitled to all the benefits
accruing under the terms of his contract.
(5) Any loan by this section authorized to be made may be
on such terms and conditions, and ill such manner and at
such times, and for such sums, and in such sums of rcpayment,
whether of principal or interest or principal and interest
together, as the directors from time to time determine.
(6) No insurer shall,
(a) invest in or loan its funds upon the security of its
own shares or the shares of any company transacting
the business of insurance; or
(6) except as to securities of or guaranteed by the
Government of Canada, or the government of any
province of Canada, or a municipal corporation in
Ontario, invest money in anyone security or make a
total investment in anyone company including the
purchase of its stock or other securities, the lending
to it on the security of its dcbenturcs, mortgages
or other assets or any part thereof, of more than
five pcr cent of its funds; or
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(c) exc~p.-t as to securities of or guaranteed by the
-Government of Canada, or the government of any
province of Canada, or a municipal corporation in
Ontario, make any investment the effect of which
will be that such insurer will hold more than five
per cent of the total issue of stock or shares of any
one company; or
(d) loan any of its funds to any director or officer thereof,
or to the wife or any child of such director or officer
except, in the case of an insurer undertaking con-
tracts of life insurance, on the security of its own
policies; or
(~) subscribe to or participate in or employ the funds of
the insurer in any underwriting for the purchase or
sale of securities or property of any kind, nor shall
any director or officer, except for the bOlla fide
purpose of protecting investments already made by
the insurer, enter into any transaction for such
purchase or sale on account of such corporation,
jointly with any other person, firm or corporation;
provided that this clause shall not be deemed to
prohibit the subscription in manner aforesaid for
bonds or securities permitted by this section as a
bona fid~ permanent investment on behalf of any
such insurer.
(7) Except for the bona f,de purpose of protecting invest- lntelllst In
ments previously made by it, and subject to the approval of ~~h~;ne
the Lieutenant-Governor in Council, no insurer shall, Tlor companies.
shall its directors or officers or any of them on its behalf, under
colour of an investment of the insurer's funds, or otherwise,
directly or indirectly be employed, concerned or interested in
the formation or promotion of any other company; provided
that nothing in this subsection shall be deemed to prohibit
insurers investing their funds in securities of a new company
as provided in subsection 1. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 300 (3-6).
(8) Notwithstanding anything in this Act or in any other Pow~r to
A . . d d h I f 0 . f h form holdlnect, an mSurl"J' mcorporatc. un er t e aw 0 ntano or t CCQmpanles
f d k · I·f· L f d and housIngpurprn;e 0 lin f'rta ·mg 1 f' lTl!lurance may cause to uc orme , corporatlolUl
or may join with one or more life insurance companies in ""~~;:""I
forming, one or more institutional holding companies and one UrJ<NI A~I.
or more institutional housing corporations as defined in The an~nt~da)
National Housing Act, 1944 (Canada), and may invest its ~h~~~n.
funds in shares or debentures of such holding companies, 1944·45.
d · h f h '· c. 46 (Can.).an III s arcs 0 suc ousmg corporatIons to an aggregate
amount which, when added to the aggregate amount invested








by such insurer under section 299 of this Act, does not exceed
five per cent of its total assets in Canada allowed by the
Superintendent. 1946, c. la, s. 5.
(9) Any insurer may take any additional securities of any
nature to further secure repayment of any liability thereto,
or to further secure the sufficiency of any of the securities in
or upon which such insurer is by this section authorized to
invest or lend any of its funds.
(10) Where the constitution, by-laws or rules of an insurer
prescribe the securities in which its funds may be invested,
nothing in this section shall enlarge the power of investment.
Direeto!'1i'
liebilltr.
DisPOllSl of (If) The Superintendent may «quest any insurer to disposeunauthor-
Ized of and realize any of its investments acquired after the 1st
investments. d f ' d h . d hi' . d hay 0 j,1ay, 1928, an not aut Orlze y t liS section, an suc
insurer shall within 60 days after receiving such request
absolutely dispose of and realize such investments, and if
the amount realized therefrom falls below the amount paid
by such insurer for such investments the directors of the
insurer shall be jointly and severally liable for the payment to
such insurer of the amount of the deficiency; provided that if
any director present when any such investment is authorized,
forthwith, or if any director then absent, within 24 hours
after he becomes aware of such investment and is able to do so,
enter on the minutes of the board of directors his protest
against such investment, and, within eight days thereafter,
gives notice of his protest by registered letter to the Superin-
tendent, such director shall thereby and not othenvise exoner-






(12) In subsection J, "insurer" shall be deemed to mean
only joint stock insurance companies, fraternal societies,
mutual insurance corporations with guarantee capital stock
and cash-mutual insurance corporations; all other insurers
may invest their funds in any securities in which, under The
Trustee Act, trustees may invest trust funds, R.S.O. 1937,





299. An insurer incorporated under the law of Ontario
for the purpose of undertaking life insurance may, in addition
to investments it may make by lending on the security of or
by purchasing mortgages, charges or hypothecs upon real
Hl-lhl5, estate pursuant to the provisions of The National HOllsing
e. ·IG (Can.). Act, 1944 (Canada), or any amendments thereto, invest its
funds to an aggregate amount not exceeding five per cent of
its total assets in Canada allowed by the Superintendent in
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any other classes or types of investments pursuant to the said
Act,-or-a:ny amendments thereto, including the purchase of
land, the improvement thereof, the construction of buildings
thereon, and the management and disposal of such land and
buildings. 1949, c. 14, s, J,
Forfeiture/or .!\lOll-user or DiscolllilluQlll:e
300.-(1) Jf an insur~r incorporated under the law of ~~~~~r to be
Ontario, whether under thIs Act or under any general or special forfEited
A d . I b G.' .. h' for ~on-uaerct, oes not go Into actua olla pue operation WIt III t\\"o or dlscon-
years after incorporation, or if, after an insurer has undertaken tlnuance.
contracts, such insurer discontinues business for one year, or
if its licence remains suspended for one year, or is terminated
otherwise than by effiuxion of time and is not renewed within
the pericxl of sixty days, the insurer's corporate powers shall
ipso facto cease and determine, except for the sole purpose of
winding up its affairs, and in any action or proceeding where
such non-user is alleged. proof of user shall be upon the insurer,
and the Supreme Court upon the petition of the Attorney-
General, or of any person interested, may limit the time within
which the insurer shall settle and close its accounts, and may
for that purpose or for the purpose of liquidation generally
appoint a receiver.
(2) No such forfeiture shall affect prejudicially the rig:htsnlll:~t8of
of creditors as they exist at the date of the forfeiture, R.S.O. creditors,
1937, c. 251, s. 301.
Auditors, By-laws ami P/lblishd Statements
301.-(1) The report of the auditors of a joint stock::gl!~~O~r
insurance company or a cash-mutual insurance corporation l~~~~:~~k
required to be made by section 117 shall also statc, coml>3ny.
(a) that they have audited the books of the company
and have verified the cash, bank balance and
securities;
(b) in the case of companies transacting other than life
insurance. that they h3.\"e checked the reservc of
unea.rned premiums and that it is calculated as Rev. Stat.,
requIred by Tile J7IsuraIlC~ Act; c.183.
(c) that they have examined the provision for unpaid
claims and that in their opinion it is adequate;
(d) that the balance sheet does not show as assets unpaid
balances owing by agents or other insurers whose
accounts have not been verified within the next
preceding 90 days;



















(e) that the balance sheet does not include as assets
items prohibited by The Insurance Act from being
shown in the annual statements required to be filed
thereunder;
(J) that, after due consideration, they have formed an
independent opinion as to the position of the com-
IX....n}' and that, with their independent opinion so
formed, nnd according to the best of their informa·
tion and the explanations given them, they certify
that in their opinion, the balance sheet sets forth
fairly and truly the state of affairs of the company;
and
(g) that all transactions of the company that have come
within thcir notice have been within its powers.
(2) The sending of a notice by the auditors to an agent or
insurer with a statement of account made up to date, with a
request for a direct reply confirming the balance owing, shall
be deemed to be verification within the meaning of clause d
of subsection 1. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 302.
302. Every insurer shall deliver to the Superintendent
within one month after passing thereof, a certified copy of its
by-laws and of every repeal or addition to or amendment or
consolidation thereof. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 303.
303. A copy of every balance sheet or other statement
published or circulated by an insurer, purporting to show its
financial condition, shall be mailed or delivered to the Superin-
tendent concurrently with its issue to its shareholders or
policyholders, or to the general public. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251,
s.304.
304. Every person who fails to comply with the provisions
of sections 301, 302 and 303 shall be deemed to be guilty of
an offence under The [usura/tee Act. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251,
s.305.
305. Subject to section 306, no person shall be eligible
to become or shall be elccted a director of a joint stock insur-
ance company unless he is of the full age of 21 years and holCls
in his own name and for his own use and absolutely in his own
right shares of the capital stock of the company upon which
at least SI,OOO has been paid in and has paid in cash all calls
and inst:llments due thereon and all liabilities incurred b}'
him to the company. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 306; 1940,
c. 5, s. 2.
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306.-(1) A joint stock life insurance company may, S!lardloldu.·
by byAaw, provide that the affairs of the company shall be ~'i'ig.~"';
managed by a board of directors of whom a specified number,df~':;'.
herein called shareholders' directors, shall be elected by the
shareholders of the company, and a specified number, herein
c... l1cd policyholders' directors, shall be elected by those
persons, herein called participating policyholders, whose lives
are insured under a participaling policy or parlicipating
policics of the company for at lenst $2,000 upon which no
prcmiums are due, whether or nOt any such person is a share-
holder or the company.
(2) A by-law p3ssed pursu:lnt to subsection 1 sh:lll provide ~umber of
( h I " r I h" h 21 d" dl~tO"':or tee cetlon 0 not css t an nmc nor more t an Irectors,
of whom not less than one-third shall be policyholders'
directors, and any ,"acancy occurring ill the board of directors e~~~~les
may be filled for the remainder of the term by the directors. .
(3) Particip..'lting policyholdcrs 5h311 be entitled to naend :::1'j~li~pallnc
and vote in person and not by proxy at:lll general mcetil1gsh.olhd~"
. nil ~ 10 vOle.
of the comp.....ny but as such sh:lll not be cntltled to vote for
thc election of shareholders' directors; provided that this
scction shall not confcr ri~hts or impose liabilitics on such
participating policyholders in aily liquidation of thc
comp....my.
(4) Every holdcr of a p.'lrticipatin~ policy or participating rgll~~.
policies of the comp.'lllY for at Icast 54,000 c.'I;c1usive of bonus dl~~or.
additions, upon which no premiums arc due, who is 110t a ~1'0~.
shareholder, and who has p..lid premiums on such policy 01'"
policies fol'" at least three full rears shnll be eligible for ek-ction
as a policyholders' director.
(5) Every such life insurance comp.....ny shall have a fixed ~~:I~~.
time in each year for its annu....1meeting and such time shall be
printed in prominent type on each rcnewal receipt issued by
the company, and in addition to all other notices required to
be given by this Act. it shnll give 1$ d;lYs notice of such meet-
ing in two or more daily nC'l"5p.'lpcrs published at or as ncar
as may be to the place whcre the company has its he-ld office"
1940, c. 5, s" 3, po,J.
Wi"ding Up
307.-(1) The provisions of Part XIV relating to theAPplicatl.on
" d" r "h II I' . _..J or Part XIV,
Win IIlg up 0 comp3ll1cs s a app r to IIlsurers IIlcorporatl."U
under or subjcct to this Act except where inconsistent with
this Part.















(2) Where the company, corporation or society is not
constituted exclusively or chiefly for insurance purposes and
the insurance branch and fund are completely severable from
every other branch and fund of the company. corporation or
society, the word "insurer" for the purposes of the following
sections, means only the insurance branch of the company,
corporation or society. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 307.
308.-(1) \:Vhen all insurer incorporated under Of subject
to the law of Ontario proposes to go into voluntary liquidation,
at least one month's notice shall be given to the Superin-
tendent of the intention to voluntarily wind up the insurer.
(2) The notice shall state the date at which contracts are
to cease to be taken by the insurer also the name and address
of the insurer's liquidator or the intention of the insurer to
apply on a stated date for the appointment of a liquidator.
(3) No fraternal society to which this Act applies shall go
into voluntary liquidation or otherwise arrange for the winding
up of its affairs without the written consent of the Superin-
tendent. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 308.
309. \Vhere any insurer is wound up each person con-
tracted with on the cash plan shall be entitled to a refund from'
the insurer of the unearned proportion of the cash premium
calculated from the date at which the insurer, according to the
notice, ceased to undertake contracts; but this shall not affect
any other remedy which such person has against the insurer.
R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 309.
~·ll~l.li~;l~~~re 310.-(1) Upon a winding up under this Act, the liqui-
~~I~CJ~. dators mar without the consent of the ~licyhol.ders,arrange
for the reillsurance of the contracts of Its policyholders in
some duly licensed insurer, and for the purpose of securing
such reinsurance, the entire assets of the insurer in Ontario
shall be available except the amount required to pay the
claims of the preferred creditors, the amount of the costs of
liquidation, and the amount required to pay claims accrued
under the insurers' policy contracts, of which notice has been
received by the insurer prior to the date such reinsurance is
efIected, all of which payments shall be a first charge upon
the assets of the insurer, and creditors of the insurer other
than the policyholders and such preferred creditors shall be
entitled to receive a dividend on their claims only if such
assets arc more than sufficient to provide for the payments
aforesaid and for the reinsurance of the contracts of the
policyholders. . J
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(2) If such assets of the insurer arc insufficient to providc Partial
f h -r -fi-" - b - d [ . reinsuranceor. t e paymen spec ...." 10 sll section 1 an or the relOsur- ir asse:~
ance of the contracts of the policyholdcrs in full, the rein- insumcient.
surance may be effected for such a percentage of the full
amount of the contracts as such assets will securc.
(3) No contract of reinsurance made in pursuance of thisAppro..al by
- h II be IT - -, -" b h C COLlr~andsectIOn s a come e ectlve unt, appron.-u y t e ourt Superin-
and by the Superintendent, ~ender.t.
(4) In the event of thc reinsurance provided for by Ihis'\P~]jCll.t~Otv
section being effet:ted, the Court may in its discretion declare 0 art, ,
that any section of Part XIV shan not apply. and on such
det:laration being made the section so specified shall cease to
~pply to any of the parties concerned in the liquidation,
(5) If the liquidator fails to secure the reinsurance of the ";mplo~'ment
policyholders in full or for a percentage thereof as hereinbefore ~!h~~e~~rn_
provided, such assets shall, subject to the payment of the ~:~: ~~it·ur­
costs of liquidation and the preferred claims, be at'ailable toell"ected..
pay the claims of the policyholders calculated as at the date
o,f winding up in the manner provided by The Insurallce Ad, :;e~83~at..
(6) Nothing in this section shall prejudice or affect the Securd
- - [ I- h h [creditorsPTloTity 0 any mortgage len or C :Irge upon t e property a affecte:!.
the insurer. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, s. 310.
311.-(1) Where, in the case of a fraternal society endow- Resolution
- - d d h . for dlstri-ment or expectancy IOsuT:lnce IS transn.cte an t ere eXIsts but ion of
an endowment fund separate and distinct from the life insur- ~~~3:~ment
ance fund then by resolution duly p.....sscd at a gClleralmeeting,
ordinary or special. after at least one month's notice of such
intended resolution, the society may determine that the
endowment or expectancy shall be discontinued, and that
the endowment or expectancy fund shall be distributed
pro rala among the members then in good standing who are
contributing to such fund according to the total contribution
of such member.
(2) After the resolution has been :ISSCllted to by the Super- Dldribution
intendent and filed with the Provincial Secretary, the execu-~~~r:t
tive officers mas"p~ to .1S(:ert.,in the pers(UlS intended to
rank upon the fund and mar distribute the fund among those
SO entitled and such distribution shall discharge the society
and all executive officers thereof from all further or other
liability in respect of such fund and of the endowment or
expectancy contracts undertaken by the society.
- -" - h d Conversion(3) If all the members lntercslt..-u In teen owment or Into lire
expectancy fund are also interested as holders of life insurance }~~~.lI.nt:6
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contracts, the general meeting, instead of determinin that
the endO\ ment or expectancy fund shall be distributed, may
determine that such fund shall be converted into or merged
in a life insurance fund and after the resolution has b en
ass nted to and filed as provided in subsection 2 the endow-
ment or expectancy fund shall become and be a life insurance
fund. R..0. 1937, c. 251, s. 311.
Ren(!walor 312. ot\ ithstanding anything in this ct or in The
contInuance I A h . . be' d I '1of Hcen e for nsurance ct, were an JOsurer IS JOg woun up Vo untan y
;~~~~~~~~p the Superintendent may renew or extend the licence of any
insurer for the purpose of its winding up. R.S.O. 1937, c. 251.Rev. tat..
c.] 3. s. 312.
Winding up 313.-(1) In addition to the provisions of the preceding
under ordor . .
of the court. sections an IOsurer may be wound up by order of the Supreme
Court whenever its licence has expired or been withdrawn
Rev. Stat.. under The Insurance Act, and has not been renewed after such








(2) Where an insurer is wound up under subsection 1
the winding up shall be deemed to commence at the beginning
of the day from which the licence of the insurer expired or
was cancelled. R. .0. 1937, c. 251, s. 313.
314. The books, accounts and documents of an insurer and
the entries in th books of its officers or liquidators shall be
prima facie e idence of the matters to which they relate as
between an alleged debtor or contributory and the insurer.




(Sect ion 4 (2) )
PETITIO~
Chap. 59 633
To HIS HoxouR .
. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . , '" ......• etc.,
Lieutenant-Governor of the Province of Ontario:
TUE PETITION OF ..•...•••••.•.. __ ..•..................•••.•......
humbly sheweth as follows:
1. Your petitioners are desirous of obtaining Letters Patent under
The Companies Act. constituting your petitioners and such others as may
become shareholders in the company thereby created. a body corporate
and politic under the name of .....................................•
or such other name as appears to Your Honour to be proper.
2. Your petitioners have satisfied themselves that the corporate name
under which Incorporation is sought is not on any public ground objec-
tionable, and that it is not that of any l..'Tlown company, incorporated or
unincorporated, or of any partnership or individual, or any name under
which any known business IS being carried on, or so nearly resembling the
same as to deceive.
3. Your petitioners have satisfied themselves that no public or private
interest will be prejudicially affected by the incorporation of your peti-
tioners.
4. Each of your petitioners is of the full age of 21 years.
S. The object for which incorporation is sought is to .
6. The head office of the company will be at. .
7. The amount of the capital stock of the company i to be .
dollars.
8. The stock is to be divided into shares of
.............................. dollars each.
9. The said .
are to be the provisional directors of the company.
10. By subscribing therefor in a ;\Iemorandum of Agreement. duly
executed in duplicate. with a view to the incorporation of the company,
your petitioners have taken the amount of stock set opposite their respec-
tive names, as follows:
Petitioners
• Amount of stock
subscribed for
................................................. $ .
. '" $ .
.•...... $ .
••. .•............................................ $ .
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YOUR PETITIO 'ERS therefore pray that Your Honour may be pleased
to grant Letters Patellt constituting your petilioners and the persons who
hav become subscri' rs to the 1\1ernorandum of Agreemenl alld such
olher persons as may b come shareholders in the company, a body cor-
pora le and politic for the due carrying out of the undertaking.
And your pelitioners, as in dUly bound, will ever pray. etc.
























R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, Form 1.
FORM 2
(Section 4 (3) )
(To be executed in duplicatej one dllplicate to be deposited in the office of the Provincwl Secretary)
(Name of Company)
MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT AND STOCK-BOOK
WE, the under igned, hereby severally covenant and agree each with the others to become incorporated as a company under the provisions
of The Companies Act under the name of , .
or such other name as the Lieutenant-Governor may give to the company. with a capital of dollars,
divided into, shar of. dollars each.
o WE hereby severally subscribe for and agree to take the respective amounts of the capital lock of th said company setoJ!po ite
our respective namcs a hercunder wrillcn, and to bccome shareholders in the company to the said amounts.
Witness our hands and seals.
Date and place of Subscription
Resid nee ofAmount of
Name of Subscriber Seal Subscription Subscriber Name of \\ itne
Date Place
R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, Form 2.
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FORM 3
(Stc/ion 6 (Z) )
PETTT10S FOR !:-;CORPORATlOX \ViTlIOlIT SHARE CAPITAL
To HIs HO:'QUR...
. ", etc.
Lieutenant-Governor of the Province of Ontario:
TilE rETlTIOS Of" ...
humbly sheweth as £01.ow5:
1. Your petitioners aTC desirous of obtaining Letters Patent under
The Companies Ad, constituting your petitioners and such others as may
bcmllle members of the corporation thereby created, a body corporate
and politic without share capital, under the name of .
or sllch olher name as appears to Your Honour to be proper.
2. Your petitioners have satisfied thclII!iClvcs that the corporatt name
under which incorporation is sought is not on any public ground objec-
tionable, and that it i~ not that of any known company, incorporated or
unincorporated, or of any partnership or individual, or any name under
which any known business IS being 1;.1rried on, or so nearly resembling the
same as to deceive.
J. Your petitioners have satisfied themselves thal no public or private
interest will be prejudiciall)' affected by the incorporation of your peti-
tioners.
4. Each of your petitioners is of the full age of 21 years.
5. The object for which incorporation is sought is to.
6. The said .
arc to be the provisional directors of the corporation.
7. Your petitioners have signed a memorandum of apcemellt in dupli-
cate, set ling out the purposes and objects of incorporatlon and provisions
for administering the aiairs of the corporation, and have undertaken that
the said corporation shall be carried on without the purposes of gain {or
its members, and that any profits or other accretions to thc corporation
shall be used in promoting its objects..
YOUR PI!TlTIOSERS therefore pray that Your Honour may be pleased
to grant Letters Patent constituting your petitioners and such others as
have become subscribers to Ihe Memorandum of I\grecment and such
persons as may thcreafter become members of the corporation in the
company, a body corporate and politic for the due carrying out of Ihe
undertaking.
And your petitioners, as in duty oound, will every pray, etc.
Datedat this dayof. , 19....•
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R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, Form 3.
FORM 4
(Section 6 (3) )
lEMORA:-;"DUM OF AGREEMENT
Memorandum of Agreement of the ,
made and entered into this .. : day of. , 19 ..
1. We. the undersigned, hereby severally covenant and agree each
with the others to become in<:orporated under The Companies Act as a
corporation without share capital for the purposes and objects following:
(Setting out the objects of the corporalion)
2. The subscribers shall be the first members, and it shall rest with
the directors to determine the terms and conditions on which subsequent
members shall from time to time be admitted.
3. The following shall be the first directors of the corporation:
4. The first directors shall hold office until the first general meeting,
and unless otherwise provided by the members in general meeting, the
subsequent directors shall hold office for onc year, or until their successors
are appointed.
5. Any member may transfer his interest in the corporation by instru-
ment in writing, signed both by the transferor and transferee and duly
registered with the corporation.
6. The first general meeting shall be held at such time, not being more
than two months after incorporation, and at such place as the directors
may determine.
7. Subsequent general meetings shall be held at such time and place
as may be prescribed by the corporation in general meeting; and, if no
other time or place is yrescribed, a general meeting shall be held on the
fourth \Vednesday in anuary in every year, at such place as may be
determined by the directors.
8. The directors may, whenever they think fit, and they shall upon a
requisition made in writing by any five or more members, convene a general
meeting.
9. The requisition shall express the object of the meeting proposed to
be called, and shall be left at the office of the corporation.
10. Upon the receipt of such requisition the directors shall forthwith
convene a general meeting, and if they do not convene the same within
twenty-one days of the receipt of the requisition, the requisitionists or any
other five members may themselves convene a meeting.
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11. At least tell dars notice of any general mccting, specifying the
place, the day and the hour of meeting, and in case of special business the
general nature of such business, shall be given to the members in the
manner hereinafter mentioned, or in such other manner, if any, as may be
prescribed by thc corporation ill general meeting, but the non.receipt of
sOleh notice by any member shall not invalidate lhe proceeding,; at any
general meeting.
12. If within one hour from the time appointed for the meeting a
quorum of members is not present, the meetmg, if convened upon the
requisition of the members shall be dissolved, and in any other case. it
shall stand adjourned to Ihc same dar in the following week, al the same
hour and place, and if at such adjourned meeting a quorum of members
is not present, it shall be adjourned si"l1 dill.
13.-(1) The chairman (if any) of the directors shall preside as chair-
man a t every general meeting of the corporation.
(2) If there is no such chairman, or if at any meeting he is not present,
the members present shall choose one of their number to be chairman of
the meeting.
14. The chairman may, with the consent of the meeting, adjourn it
from time to time ami from place to place, but no business shall be trans-
acted at any adjourned meeting other the business left unfinished at
the meeting from which the adjournment took place.
t5. At any general mcetinf:"' unless a poll is demanded, a declaration
by the chairman that a resolution has been carried, and an entry to that
effect in the minutes of proceedings of the corporation shall be iUfficient
evidence of the fact, without proof of the number or proportion of the votes
recorded in favour of or against such resolution.
16. If a poll is demanded, the same shall be taken in such mannCT as
the chairman directs, and the result shall be deemed to be the usolution
of the corporation in general meeting.
17. With the consent in writing of all the members, a !l'eneralmceting
may be convened on shorter notice than ten days and III any manner
whIch such members think fit.
18. The presence in person or by proxyofeitherat least thirty members.
or of one-fourth of the members shall be necessary to constitute a quorum
at general meetings.
19. Until other'o\ise determined by special resolution, every member
shall have one vote.
20. Votes may be given either personally or by proxy, and the in-
strument appointing a proxy shall be in writing under the hand of the·
appointer, or if such appointer is a corporation under its commOn seal,
and shall be attested by at least one witness, and no person shall be-
appointed a proxy who is not a member of the corporation.
21. A resolution signed by all the directors shall be as valid and effec-
tual as if it had been passed at a general meeting of the direc:t:>rs duly
called and constituted.
22. The future remuneration of the directors, and their remuneration'
for services performed previously to the first general meeting shall be-
determined by the corporation in general meeting.
23. The alTairs of the corporation shall be m'lnaged by thc directors ..
who may pay all expenses of the incorporation and may exercise all such
powcrs of the corporation as are not by The. CompanitlS Ad or by this'l
memorandum required to be exercised by the corporation in general
meeting, subject, ncvertheless, to any regulations or this memorandum, t~
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the provisions of that Act, and to such regulations not inconsistent with
such regulations or provisions as may be prescribed by the corporation
in general meeting: but no regulation made by the corporation in general
meeting shall invalida te any prior act of the directors which would have
been valid if such regulation had not been made, and the continuing
d~rectors may act notwithstanding any vacancy in their body.
24.-(1) The office of director shall be vacated,
(a) if he holds any other office or place of profit under the
corpora tion;
(b) jf he is concerned jn' or participates in the profits of any
contract with the corporation.
(2) No director shall vacate his office by reason of his being a share-
holder or member of any corporation which has entered into any contract
with or done any work for the corporation of which he is a director, but
he shall not vote in respect of such contract or work, and if he votes his
'Vote shall not be counted.
25. A retiring director shall be eligible for re-election.
26. If at any meeting at which an election of directors ought to take
-place the places of the vacating directors are not filled, the meeting shall
stand adjourned till the same day in the next week, at the same hour and
place and if at such adjourned meeting the places of the vacating directors
.are not filled', the vacating directors, or such of them as have not had their
places filled shall continue in office until the ordinary meeting in the next
year, and so on from time to time until their places are filled.
27. The corporation may, from time to time, in general meeting in-
.crease or reduce the number of directors, and may also determine in what
rotation any such increased or reduced number is to go out of office.
28. Any casual vacancy occurring in the board of directors may be
filled by the directors but any person so chosen shall retain his office so
long as the vacating director would have retained the same if no vacancy
'had occurred.
29. The corporation in general meeting, by a resolution, of which
'notice has been given in the notice calling the meeting, may remove any
director before the expiration of his period of office, and may, by resolution,
.appoint another person in his stead, and the person so appointed shall
'hold office during such time as the director in whose place he was appointed
would have held the same if he had not been removed.
30.-(1) The directors may meet for the despatch of business, adjourn,
.and othenvise regulate their meetings as they think fit, and determine
'the quorum necessary for the transaction of business.
(2) Questions arising at any meeting shall be decided by a majority
.of votes, and in case of an equality of votes, the chairman shall have a
,second or casting vote.
(3) A director may at any time summon a meeting of the directors.
31. The directors may elect a chairman of their meetings. and deter-
-mine the period for which he is to hold office; but if no such chairman is
.elected, or if at any. meeting the chairman is not present, the directors
-present shall choose one of their number to be chairman of the meeting.
32. The directors, by resolution entered upon the minutes. may dele-
:ita te any of their powers to committees consisting of such member or mem-
bers of their body as they think fit, and a committee so formed shall, in
the exercise of its powers so delegated, conform to any regulations that may
:be imposed on it by the directors.
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33. A committee may elect a chairman, and if no such chairman is
elected, or if he is not present, the members present shall choose one of
their number to be chairman of the meeting.
34. A committee may meet and adjourn as it thinks proper, and
questions arising at any meeting shall be determined by a majority of
vote of the members pre ent, and in case of an equality of yotes the
chairman shall have a second or casting vote.
35. All acts done by any meeting of the dir ctors or of a committee of
direclor , or by any per on acting as a director, notwith tanding that it is
afterwards discovered that there was some def ct in the appointment of
any such director or person so acting, or that they, or any of them, were
disqualified, shall be as valid as if every uch person had been duly ap-
pointed and wa qualified to be a director; but it shall not be necessary to
give notice of a meeting of the directors to a dir clor who is not in Ontario.
In testimon\' whereof we have hereunto set our hands and affixed
our seals. .
R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, Form 4.
FOR I 5
(Sution 52 (4) )
INSTR ~IENT OF PROXY
( ame of Company)
I, , of ,
a shar holder of ,
(Name of Company)
hereby appoint. of .
as my proxy to vote for me and on my behalf at the .
..................................... . meeting of the company, to be
held on the _ day of. .. _., 19 , and at any
adjournment thereof.
Dated this day of. , 19 .
OTE:
Where the appoillter is a corporatiol', or an officer of it, the nuessary
changes mltst be made ill the form.
TVhere the illstmment is Siglled by a corporation, its common seal must
be affixed.
R.S.O. 1937, c. 251, Form S.
CO:llPA~IES
FORi\1 6
(Section 105 (2) )
FORM OF AFFIDAVIT
Chap. 59 641
Province of On tario
County of
In the rna tter of
(Insert name of company)
I •......................• of the of ,
in the of , .
make oath and say:
1. That I am a shareholder (or creditor) of the above-named company.
(Where the shareholder or er~dit{}r is a corporation, indicate
office and authority of deponent in paragraph 1)
2. That I am making application to make a list of the shareholders
of the above-named company.
3. That I require the list of shareholders only for purposes connected
with the above-named company.
4. -That the said list of shareholders and the information contained




1946, c. 10, s. 6.

